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Dedication/Acknowledgement
I first want to acknowledge the Lordship of Jesus Christ and the
revelatory power of the Holy Spirit! I want to acknowledge my
Heavenly Father who is faithful to His Word, never changing, always
remaining the immoveable force that He is! Thank you for being
everything you promised, and more! I also want to acknowledge my
church family, Ignited Church! You guys are awesome! I wouldn’t
trade you for the biggest church in America. You have stood by
Jennifer and I from our humble start in our living room, to the “shoe
box” store front, to the current land we are possessing! I love you,
and I am deeply grateful to be called your pastor.
I could never thank my friends and family enough for your support
and love! Nor could I name every one of you without leaving
someone out. So I will say a huge thank you and God bless for
everything you have done for me, my family, and the ministry the
Father has given me! I love you!
I dedicate this book to my wonderful family who has stood with me
through every mountain top and valley low. Your love, prayers, and
infectious joy has fueled my faith, and ignited my soul with passion
to pursue the Kingdom of God! I love you beyond words, Joshua,
Judah, and Abigail, you are my world! Jennifer, you are the Proverbs
31 women of my dreams. You have left an indelible mark on my
soul by your Christian walk and holiness unto the Lord. You taught
me to see myself as the Father sees me, regardless of my broken
and shattered past. You didn’t reject me for what I was, or what I
did, but you embraced me for who I was to become! Your grace and
faith in me, has made me whole, and for that I will always love you!

From Pastor Faircloth
There is no doubt we are living in perilous times, days of great
danger and uncertainly. It is in that hour that the Father raises up
prophetic voices, who set their mouths to the trumpet and give a
warning to the nations. This book is just that, a trumpet blast of
warning of serve judgment and trial for turning our backs on the
Creator of humanity. As you read this book, you will discover events
that have since been recorded in the book of history, and you will
see many of these events are yet to come. I pray this book will
serve two purposes. The first is that you will see the Father is still
speaking His plan to the nations. Second there is hope in these
warnings!
The greatest days of the Church are not in her history but in her
NOW, her tomorrow, her future in Christ! The hope that we have is
that we come out of this judgment refined. Nobody wants to go
through the Fuller Soap, through the Refiners Fire, but you have to.
You have to go through the Garden of Gethsemane before you get
to the Resurrection. You must go to the Cross before you get to the
glory and power of a resurrected life! So there's many steps, that we
as the Church must take before He comes. God had a plan for us to
walk in His power, but we continually reject it. We rejected it by
promoting these polished preachers that tell us there's "many ways
to Christ". ...We have lost the fire! We don't have fire for Christ
anymore. We are far removed from the fiery first Church, even
though their DNA is branded deep within our hearts!
It's time to prepare. It's time to get ready for the great harvest that
is coming. That's the upside, the hope, the "faith" side of what is
coming, and the purpose of these prophetic warnings. The good
news is that a tremendous harvest is coming. While the earth is
going through slaughter, judgment and great change, it is going to
be the greatest time in recorded history of humanity. The greatest
harvest is going to be upon us and we're going to witness firsthand

the blind eyes opened, the deaf ears unstopped, the lame are going
to walk, the dead will arise, wayward children will come back home,
children are going to prophesy on the street corners, and we're
going to see a massive movement towards God again!
In conclusion, let me share with you the ONLY way to prepare for
these coming events. We must make our hearts CLEAN again. We
must be willing come before the Father in intimacy again and say
"God, the reason there's no revival, is not because of the sinner
down the road, but it's because of me. I'm the one that's unclean,
I'm the one that's undone"! As we become transparent with God,
God will become transparent with us and He'll begin to pour His
Spirit upon a clean vessel, and we will witness the fulfillment of
everything Jesus began to teach and do (Acts 1:1). That's my Hope.
that's my Message, and that’s the reason for this book! It's going to
be beyond our imaginations!
Pastor Benjamin L. Faircloth
www.IgnitedChurchLife.com
Hebrews 10:31: It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living
God.
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Preface
Ignited Church was birthed out of a desire to see the glory of God
restored to the church and to help others discover their destiny in
Christ.
We are a New Testament church that is multi-cultural, multigenerational, and passion driven.
Our purpose and vision is to pursue the King of Glory until we have
apprehended Him, telling the nations the Good News of His
Kingdom, fulfilling the Great Commission!
In 22 years of continuous ministry, Pastors Benjamin and Jennifer
Faircloth have not lost sight of this vision and purpose, Ignited
Church was birthed as a catalyst to see this mandate fulfilled.
We have only just begun!

Find Us At:
www.IgnitedChurchLife.com
Youtube Channel: Ignited Church Lavonia
Android App: Ignited Church Lavonia (Google Play Store)
IPhone App: Ignited Church Lavonia (iTunes Store)
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Chapter 1

2016 - The Best of Times
The Worst of Times
December 31 2015: 2016 will be the best of times and the worst of
times. For the Church it will be the best of times because we are
about to enter a time of equipping for the harvest. For the world and
the Laodicean church it will be the worst of times because they are
entering into their time of stripping.
2016 will be marked by both favor and vengeance (judgment).
Favor for the “real” Church and vengeance released on the
unrighteous. It will be our year of Jubilee! It will be a very odd year
when you view these two extremes, but nonetheless, this is His plan
to bring in the final harvest.
It will be the year of consumption (burning up).
“I will consume the chaff with fervent heat” (Matthew 3:12)
“Your nation will become unrecognizable as a democracy. I will
punish the unrighteous leadership both in the government and in My
House. Fallen, fallen will be the great who depend on self and indulge
in self satisfying pleasure.
There will be a changing of the guard within My Church. There will be
new blood, new faces. Fresh fire will fall on this leadership, the Spirit
of Elijah will come upon My end time warriors. My prophets will
prophesy like in the days of old. Fire will follow them. Fire will
announce their arrival. They will not care for the fanfare of man, but
will bask in the persecution to come, for the REAL PROPHETS are
3

energized when confronted by their enemies. Just ask Elijah when he
was confronted by the prophets of Baal! (I Kings 18: 20-40)
I will bring justice to this nation once and for all. I am speaking of My
Word judging the world, which they have created without Me. A
godless society is a useless society because they have made void
My redemption and My redemptive plan.
America the Great shall be no more! The harlot has been exposed
and her lovers will soon scatter, (Note: this is already happening
throughout the world) leaving her to feast on herself, but there will be
nothing left to consume.
Behold, I am coming for My Bride. Stay out of the spots of
defilement. Stay out of the places of corruption. Be not found in
darkness. Stay in the Light. Walk in the Light. Dwell in the Light, for
soon a darkness will descend upon your nation, but your light will not
experience or be overpowered by it!”
Authors Note: We will see the effects and even feel the effects of
this darkness, but we will not realize or experience the totality of it.
We are children of light and the light we have is His light and the
darkness cannot overtake it! John 1:5, John 8:12, John 11:10, John
12:36, 46, 2 Corinthians 4:4-6, Ephesians 5:8, I Thessalonians 5:5
Geopolitical Changes Coming:
In the past I usually receive more details on world events but this
time it is different. I believe the reason for that is we will witness a
type of part two, a continuation of many world events that are
unfolding now. They will unfold with greater intensity and be
spawning into greater reach. All I can say is get ready.
“A rising fear will flood the world, wars upon wars upon wars. Men’s
hearts failing them for fear. The world will finally say, ‘What a mess
4

we are in!’ They will reach for solutions. Some will find Me and
others will reject My Wisdom. For them it will be their fall.
There will be hope! But man must be willing to be anchored to it
during this storm of fear and uncertainty. My Hand is extended with
hope and help but man must choose My hand.” (Deuteronomy
30:19)
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Chapter 2

In the Month of Red, Blood Will
Be Shed
UPDATE: See the following chapter, “July is the Starting Point for
Falling Off the Cliff.”
On January 17 2016 at around 2:30 am I was awakened to the
following word, which I received several times before I got up and
began to write it down. The Holy Spirit spoke these words to me:
“I am mobilizing My Team, My Army to the frontlines. War is here
now! Carnage will rage from Wall Street to the Main Street of
America. My judgment has arrived. My time of winking is over. I will
stare and I will gaze at this nation’s demise. I am fixed in My position
and plans. The time to reap has come! The desperation of man will
be fierce.”
He then said something I’ve never heard before, “In the month of red,
blood will be shed”
Interpretation:
I believe the month of red relates to the month of February.
Valentines dominates the month and the bright red displays are
everywhere in retail stores. This is what my mind thought of when I
heard this. It could also relate to a month of the stocks running in
the red, not recovering, and then carnage starts in America.
Whatever the month of red turns out to be, it will not be good.
I asked the Holy Spirit to give a scripture to confirm this word. He
gave me this:
7

19 These two things are come unto thee; who shall be sorry for
thee? Desolation, and destruction, and the famine, and the sword:
by whom shall I comfort thee?
20 Thy sons have fainted, they lie at the head of all the streets, as a
wild bull in a net: they are full of the fury of the LORD, the rebuke of
thy God. (Isaiah 51:19-20 KJV)
Here is what is so confirming about this scripture. Carnage is
coming, in many forms to this nation. The Sword, famine, invasion,
societal implosion, economic collapse; verse 19 is upon us.
Verse 20 speaks of the sons in relation to leadership; those who
lead us in business, politics, and the Church. Notice they have
fainted! Where did they fall? At the head, the pinnacle, the summit,
the top. That is what the word head means, and that is exactly our
problem in America! There is no real leadership in America! From
the White House to the corporate office, it is difficult to find
leadership willing to lead in righteousness!
The streets represent the avenues of guidance and passages of
life.
Now look at the next part; “As a wild bull in a net.” The King James
Version uses the word bull instead of antelope. But I was directed
to read it in the KJV, which leads to this interpretation, the bull
(market) has been caught in a net.
Our leadership has brought us to this point. We are not getting out
of this, even if the stocks bounce around, as though the bull is
getting free, it won’t! The full fury of the Lord and His rebuke is soon
to be upon us.
The Holy Spirit gave me 8 strategies to survive this coming war. I
pray we all apply these principles to life, while we still can.
8

Report for duty. We must first admit there is a war!
Stay in constant contact with HQ
Get our supplies in order
Know our weapons
Don’t fall asleep on duty
Fight!
Always keep the mind of Victory
It isn’t about us! It’s about souls!
Scripture References:
2 Timothy 2:3-4, Proverbs 22:3, John 10:37, 1Thessalonians 5:17,
Luke 4:28, Philippians 4:19. Galatians 5:22, 1 Corinthians 14:39,
Matthew 17:21, 1 Peter 5:8, Romans 13:11, 1 Timothy 6:12,
Hebrews 10:35, 1 John 4:4, Psalm 102:18, Proverbs 13:22, Ezekiel
18:4
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Chapter 3

The Time Has Come for
Releasing Two Portions of
Faith!
Here is a word I received around 6:30 AM on January 24, 2016:
“The time has come; the season is here for My releasing of two
portions of faith. The first portion is for survival. The second is for
revival.
In the first portion, I will pour out an anointing on to how to survive
what is coming and to thrive in it. It will be a Goshen anointing
(Exodus 8:22), I will teach you how to maneuver, manifest, and
manufacture My strategies to overcome My time of judgment.
In the second portion will be unprecedented wisdom in operating in
My revival spirit. There is a skill needed for operating in My glory.
There is a pattern like Moses was instructed to follow (Hebrews 8:5).
I will anoint the Burning Ones with an understanding and insight into
Me and My ways!”
He declares that Moses knew the ways of God, but the children of
Israel only knew His acts.
He made known His ways to Moses, His acts to the sons of Israel.
(Psalm 103:7)
The Father is calling us to know how He moves and why He moves,
rather than seeking an outward act or experience.
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You will see Me move before “they” see Me move (the world and
the sleeping church) and you will know what I am doing, because I
will reveal My secrets to those who worship Me in spirit and in
truth!
There is a door and it is called the Door of Now! The Church has
entered her Now moment!
The Father then gave me Isaiah 28 to confirm this word.
1 Woe to the proud crown of the drunkards of Ephraim, and to the
fading flower of its glorious beauty, which is at the head of the
fertile valley of those who are overcome with wine!
2 Behold, the Lord has a strong and mighty agent; as a storm of
hail, a tempest of destruction, like a storm of mighty overflowing
waters, He has cast it down to the earth with His hand.
3 The proud crown of the drunkards of Ephraim is trodden under
foot.
4 And the fading flower of its glorious beauty, which is at the head
of the fertile valley, will be like the first- ripe fig prior to summer,
which one sees, and as soon as it is in his hand, He swallows it.
(Isaiah 28:1-4)
In brief, the prophetic symbolism is that Ephraim represents the
Church and the nation of America. Verses 1-4 speak of our prideful
condition and the warning of judgment in the form of an invasion
and a storm. Remember, the Father does not view this nation
separately as church and state. The reason for this is because of
our tremendous responsibility to the gospel and the mission of God,
as it was to Israel. We will be held to a higher form of
accountability.
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7 And these also reel with wine and stagger from strong drink: the
priest and the prophet reel with strong drink, they are confused by
wine, they stagger from strong drink; they reel while having visions,
they totter when rendering judgment.
8 For all the tables are full of filthy vomit, without a single clean
place. (Isaiah 28:7-8)
Verse 7 speaks of the church leadership and their lack of prophetic
vision and wide spread idolatry. Again this is a mirror of where we
are in the church! We are drunk with pride. We are drunk with
idolatry. We are drunk with prosperity!
Look at verse 8. This is our current tables of ministry! The places of
our worship are polluted by the sin of our leaders and the unclean
living of our members! How can His glory rest on such a mess?
How can we have a habitation of God when the house of God is a
wreck? We are immature, self-satisfying people who use God for
what He gives rather than for who He is.
5 In that day the Lord of hosts will become a beautiful crown and a
glorious diadem to the remnant of His people;
6 A spirit of justice for him who sits in judgment, a strength to those
who repel the onslaught at the gate. (Isaiah 28:5-6)
I purposely left verses 5 and 6 for last because here we see hope is
not lost. There is always a nation within a nation, a church within a
church, and a people within a people. It’s called the Remnant! In
that day, the day of judgment, the day of invasion and storm, the
glory of the Lord and the beauty of His holiness is coming to His
Remnant! The spirit of wisdom and the strength to battle at the
gate (door) will be ours. There is a generation willing to fight at the
gates of our cities, the gates of our homes, and the gates of
13

churches. We will not fight using the weapons of man, but of the
Spirit, and of the Word!
The time has come for us to stand and enter into the door of now!
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Chapter 4

Utopian Deception Now Being
Perpetrated On the Church
On March 6 2016 during my early morning prayer time, I received
the following word:
“My Church is half asleep and half dressed. Deception rages within
her pulpits with lies and promises of a Utopia lifestyle on this earth,
free from pain, problems, and persecution. A Fairy tale lie of no
sorrow exists in the sermons of this nation. My Bride has been
fooled into believing all is well.
Where are the judgments prophesied? Where are the attacks? Where
are the sounds of the battering rams tearing down our walls?
For thus saith the Lord, wake up from your slumber! Get dressed and
flee your whoredoms of idolatry. Prepare yourself, for soon I will
manifest My glory. In the darkest hour, My light will shine. My word,
My truth will prevail, and out of the ashes of calamity, a new Church,
a new Body will be revealed! The first church will be the last church
and the last church will be the first. I always save the best for last!”
I questioned the Father regarding what He meant about the first
church, last church. He explained to me the model and template of
the first church (in the book of Acts) has ALWAYS been the plan; we
are the ones who changed the original purpose, mandate, and
mission of the church. We have been modernized as a church, but
our message and our mission has been diluted! There is an ACTS
chapter 2 part 2 coming soon!
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After giving me this direct word, the Father began showing me
through scripture the leaders of the church are falling into
deception concerning this election. The church has shifted from a
“judgment” is upon us mindset to an “all is well” outlook. This is a
very dangerous position for the Body of Christ to be in.
A Utopia deception is now being perpetrated on the church, that a
man (or woman) is going to change America, that judgment has
been delayed and denied because of an election!
Just look outside the window, the earth is spinning out of control.
The church is looking at a rigged stock market as God’s approval
on our land. Or to say because it’s up, reaching higher, the Father
has now looked upon us with eyes of Grace, and all the indictments
against us are forgiven. We are being fooled into a deep slumber of
deception!
Preachers say look at Nineveh, see God will overlook our sin (if we
repent with our lips); we can have more years of plenty. Yes He
does forgive and will forgive, but we are not Nineveh, we are
Babylon!
The last time I looked at Christian television, I didn’t see any
Jonah’s in sackcloth and ashes pleading with our nation to turn
back to God! My mailbox is full of ministries asking for money, but
few are pleading with God for a Reformation or Great awakening! I
am not denigrating the ones who are crying out, but we are being
led astray from reality. The church is not repenting, America is not
turning back to God, we are hoping for a change politically to keep
the good times rolling.
America’s church leaders fall prey every election cycle to anyone
who says, “God bless America,” and promises prosperity for all! We
have entered the Utopia deception and our preachers have led us
here!
16

The Father gave me Jeremiah 23 and Jeremiah 28 to prove His
point. This reveals to us that though we have a tremendous future
in Him, the path in which we arrive is not a political one, but one
that was paved by the first church. A Remnant church is being
birthed in America and it will be forged in the fires of calamity! We
will be no different than the first church. For sake of space I will
highlight some verses, but I encourage you to read the entirety of
these two chapters.
Jeremiah 23 begins with a warning.
Woe be unto the pastors that destroy and scatter the sheep of my
pasture! saith the LORD. (Jeremiah 23:1)
The understanding of this verse is that God will not tolerate His
sheep to be led astray to the slaughter. The shepherds are to lead
His sheep into the paths of righteousness, into the confines of
Holiness, and into the depths of His word. We are currently being
led astray, out of righteousness, holiness, and His word.
Verses 2 through 8 are great promises to the Remnant church
being brought together. I believe that is happening right now!
Righteousness will be the fuel for this next great move of God!
Verses 9 through 17 reveal where the church leadership is today.
Prophets and preachers are telling us good days are ahead but read
verse 17 closely.
They say still unto them that despise me, The LORD hath said, Ye
shall have peace; and they say unto every one that walketh after the
imagination of his own heart, No evil shall come upon you.
(Jeremiah 23:17)
You can hear church folks all across America say things are going
to change with the elections; maybe God has changed His mind
about judgment. Maybe things will be better come January 2017.
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Please look at verses 19 -20 and pray and ask the Father, is the
whirlwind still coming? Don’t let a prophetic person replace your
relationship with the Father, you ask Him.
19 Behold, a whirlwind of the LORD is gone forth in fury, even a
grievous whirlwind: it shall fall grievously upon the head of the
wicked.
20 The anger of the LORD shall not return, until he have executed,
and till he have performed the thoughts of his heart: in the latter
days ye shall consider it perfectly. (Jeremiah 23:19-20)
Two things I want to point out here in these verses. Number one, a
whirlwind of calamity is here upon our nation. Though you may not
see it in totality, we are in a vortex of judgment. The whirlwind also
speaks of confusion. The church is confused right now, at this
moment the church doesn’t know if God meant everything He said
concerning judgment in 2015! We are in a whirlwind of a Utopia
deception!
The second point is God is not the author of confusion and where
there is confusion (as well as envying and strife) there exists every
evil work (1 Corinthians 14:33, James 3:16). He said in verse 20 you
will consider it perfectly, meaning you will understand clearly.
When? In the last days! The last days should be our clearest days of
understanding, not confusion. We shouldn’t be fooled by the Beast
system parading politicians who ALL have sold out in some way to
Babylon! Unfortunately we have believed a lie.
The last point the Father led me to is found in Jeremiah 28. He
shared with me that the spirit of Hananiah is upon the church.
Please read the entire chapter. In it you will see the battle taking
place right now within the prophetic camps of the Watchmen of
God. In the end Jeremiah was vindicated and the Truth prevailed.
18

Then said the prophet Jeremiah unto Hananiah the prophet, Hear
now, Hananiah; The LORD hath not sent thee; but thou makest this
people to trust in a lie.
Therefore, thus saith the LORD; Behold, I will cast thee from off the
face of the earth: this year thou shalt die, because thou hast taught
rebellion against the LORD. (Jeremiah 28:15-17)
So Hananiah the prophet died the same year in the seventh month.
I believe we are at this point right now in March 2016. One camp
says so and so will be elected and all is well, the other camp says
don’t let your guard down! Keep up the fight!
Whether the elections take place or are delayed, don’t be fooled into
trusting a lie. There is no political solution to our terminal situation.
Our only hope is in God directly intervening in the affairs of this
planet. That’s His plan, and the church will fulfill His heart’s desire!
As a pastor and a watchman, I earnestly plead with you not to let
your guard down. Do not walk into the web of the Utopia deception
that is being spun in our churches, media, and through the
Hananiah voices of this world. Keep preparing, keep praying, and
continue to store food and necessities. The storm is not over, it has
not been delayed, we are in the midst of it, and we just don’t realize
it! The Church is about to receive her wakeup call and her marching
orders.
1 Peter 4:17 will be fulfilled.
For the time is come that judgment must begin at the house of God:
and if it first begin at us, what shall the end be of them that obey
not the gospel of God? (1 Peter 4:17)

19
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Chapter 5

America’s Mission Possible
Revealed In Isaiah Chapter 8
I received the following word on March 13 2016 during my
preparation time for our Sunday morning service. My heart was
heavy from the night before, having watched the chaos at the
Trump rally. The whole campaign process of all candidates has
turned my stomach. The scenes of fellow Americans acting in a
riotous behavior showing glimpses of the 1960’s was very
disturbing.
Having seen prophetically the future chaos in America, and
knowing this current behavior is just the beginning, I shared with
the Father how much it disturbed me. I asked Him within my heart
these questions. How can we as the Church make a difference?
How will we stand when this nation burns? This is the word He gave
me concerning this hour and the time to come.
“Mission Possible:
The mission and mandate before you will seem impossible to
complete. The task at hand will look as though victory is beyond your
grasp. The tide will not be turned (meaning no political solution), but
you will ride the tide into My Glory!
Change (political change) is not My desire. The souls of men – THIS
is why I do not sleep nor slumber! I have given My church, My people
a mission possible!
Nothing is too hard for Me but you first must resist the devil. You
must resist defeat, for the hour has come to why you were born and
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for what you were born to do! No other generation has been given
the tools, weapons, and challenges as yours. Do not be overcome
this hour with the cares of the world, but rather care for the world!
Care for the souls of these who will perish in the coming calamity!
All things are possible in Me. All things are possible through Me! I
will not abandon the church in this darkest of hours. For thus saith
your God, I am a friend that sticks closer than any brother and I am
closer to you then you think, JUST SAY MY NAME!”
The Father led me to Isaiah 8 to solidify this word. Please read the
entire chapter and ask the Father to confirm this word in your own
heart.
Moreover the LORD said unto me, Take thee a great roll, and write
in it with a man’s pen concerning Maher-shalal-hash-baz. (Isaiah
8:1)
Israel (Judah) was under judgment for turning their focus and
passion away from the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. God
instructed the prophet Isaiah to inscribe upon a large roll (possibly
engraved on metal) a prophetic warning; Maher-shalal-hash baz.
The prophetic warning was an echo to what Jehovah said earlier in
Isaiah 7:20:
In the same day shall the Lord shave with a razor that is hired,
namely, by them beyond the river, by the king of Assyria, the head,
and the hair of the feet: and it shall also consume the beard. (Isaiah
7:20)
America, God the Father has hired a razor for our head! People may
reject this, but there are hired hands, hired guns coming to bring
this nation to her knees! If we would be really honest as a nation,
we would admit this fact and turn back to the Living God!
22

Maher-shalal-hash-baz means to make speed to the spoil, hasten to
the prey. God told Isaiah to write a word of judgment and then post
it where everyone could see it. That is what we are supposed to do
as believers. Hear the word of the Lord and publish it as large and
loud as we can.
The Father was saying to Israel, “I’ve already decided your fate; the
enemy has been employed to do My work, make a decision now
while there is time, because your enemy is coming at you fast”. I
believe this a prophetic parallel word for America!
Listen, I am a person of prayer. I teach on the principals of prayer.
Every year my church has times of intense prayer, times of fasting
and intercession. At times we conduct a 24 hour prayer meeting
where anyone can come in and pray. Prayer is the breath of a true
believer, but there are things in the mind of God that cannot be
changed. The purpose of the outcome is much greater than the
pain of the process. The church must learn this principle in order to
know how to move with the Father and not put our energy to where
He is not.
I am not advocating that we shouldn’t pray, I’m saying we must pray
the word, His will, and His ultimate purpose. Isaiah was given a sure
word and an irrevocable word. Look at verse 3:
And I went unto the prophetess; and she conceived, and bare a son.
Then said the LORD to me, Call his name Maher-shalal-hash-baz.
(Isaiah 8:3)
Isaiah and his wife conceived and gave birth to a prophetic reality!
The word became a seed and the seed became life. The Father was
saying to Israel that this is so serious, so important to Me; I am
putting My word of judgment on a seed that has life. Can you see
how serious of an indictment this to us today? If this word is for us,
and I believe it is, you can’t kill this seed, this judgment. You can’t
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pray it away. Just like Ishmael, you have to live with your mistakes
and deal with what he becomes. We are still dealing with Ishmael
and we will until the King returns.
Many times the judgments of God have a time frame for their
fulfillment. Look at verse 4:
For before the child shall have knowledge to cry, my father, and my
mother, the riches of Damascus and the spoil of Samaria shall be
taken away before the king of Assyria. (Isaiah 8:4)
It came to pass at the mature moment of the seed. When Isaiah’s
son was old enough to speak, judgment arrived. America, the seed
of judgment is maturing. Church, we need to understand what time
it is and prepare accordingly.
When is this going to happen to America as a nation, and the
backslidden church? I’m glad you asked. Here is another prophetic
parallel to explain it. Verse 6:
For as much as this people refuseth the waters of Shiloah that go
softly, and rejoice in Rezin and Remaliah’s son; (Isaiah 8:6)
Notice the use of the words “this people” instead of “My people?”
They rejected the waters of Shiloah and they wanted a new
government to rule over them. They sided with the leadership of the
world, (Rezin and Remaliah’s son, Pekah) the enemies of God. We
have committed the same act of high treason against the Father!
We do not want His government. We do not want to submit to His
leadership. We are guilty! That is why judgment is happening now.
Shiloah means ‘sent’ or ‘send’. It was located on the southeast side
of Jerusalem. It was a fountain that flowed into the heart of the city
and became a pool. The waters of Shiloah were gentle flowing,
representing the words of God, His presence, and His nature. The
waters reflected His government over the people, and reflected how
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the great psalmist David, their king of the past, ruled with a heart
after God. Healing lived in that water. Today through the Holy Spirit,
we have that Living Water flowing through our innermost being
(John 7:37-38). We need this healing water to wipe the blindness
out of our eyes as it did in John 9:6-7.
6 When He had said this, He spat on the ground, and made clay of
the spittle, and applied the clay to his eyes,
7 and said to him, “Go, wash in the pool of Siloam” (which is
translated, Sent). So he went away and washed, and came back
seeing. (John 9:6-7)
The spelling of the name used in verse 7 changed over the years,
but it was the same waters of Shiloah. It could have cleansed the
heart of Israel and it could have healed our blindness, but it has
been rejected!
Israel was telling Jehovah the same things America is saying today.
We reject your governance over us; we want a new government to
rule us. We want to do it our way. We want to have church our way,
live our way, and we will interpret the word to fit our day! We will
hire pastors to teach us vanity and elect politicians who will make
laws that allow our deviant lifestyles to flourish. I’m talking about
both the church and the nation. We don’t want the purity of Truth in
our lives because Truth confronts, demands change, and requires
accountability!
Because of their rejection and ours, here is what Israel received.
Verse 7:
Now therefore, behold, the Lord bringeth up upon them the waters
of the river, strong and many, even the king of Assyria, and all his
glory: and he shall come up over all his channels, and go over all his
banks: (Isaiah 8:7)
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We rejected the waters of Shiloah, so now we will get the wild,
raging, unstable waters of the Euphrates! We are seeing this right
now in America! This is the chaos of this election process; this is
what will spill over into our streets! This verse is speaking of the
Assyrians, which for us is any nation, any people group that the
Father uses as a rod! Judgment is at our door and we as the church
are arguing over will be president! Fusing over the smallest things
of life and all of it is a huge distraction!
Now for the good news! Look at verse 8:
And he shall pass through Judah; he shall overflow and go over, he
shall reach even to the neck; and the stretching out of his wings
shall fill the breadth of thy land, O Immanuel. (Isaiah 8:8)
The raging waters were to come to the neck, which meant it would
come to Jerusalem as the head but not overflow it, and drowning it!
Listen, like Jerusalem, the remnant of faithful believers is the head
and not the tail (Deuteronomy 28:13)! The waters of our enemy will
flood this nation, flood the backslidden churches, but our head will
stay above the waters. We will get wet, and will have to learn how to
swim in the crazy currents of uncertainty, but we are not going to
drown. Somebody has to rescue the masses. That will be us, the
remnant church, the ones that are prepared to stay in this nation
and fight the good fight of faith! There is so much truth in this
chapter that relates to us right now.
Three Keys for Our Walk:
Verses 11 thru 14 speak of three very important keys for our walk
with the Father in this hour.
11. For the LORD spake thus to me with a strong hand, and
instructed me that I should not walk in the way of this people,
saying,
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12. Say ye not, a confederacy, to all them to whom this people shall
say, A confederacy; neither fear ye their fear, nor be afraid.
13. Sanctify the LORD of hosts himself; and let him be your fear,
and let him be your dread.
14. And he shall be for a sanctuary; but for a stone of stumbling
and for a rock of offence to both the houses of Israel, for a gin and
for a snare to the inhabitants of Jerusalem. (Isaiah 8:11-14)
The first key is found in verse 11. “With a strong hand and
instructed”, means being led prophetically. We must be led by the
Spirit in this hour! We can no longer trust the mind of man to guide
us where the heart of God is leading us! The days of the raging
waters will be too dangerous for us to navigate with the
instruments of man. We need Holy Ghost guidance!
The second key is to stop walking in the ways of the world. We
must divorce ourselves from the backslidden Laodicean church! We
must get the leaven out (Galatians 5:9)! We must get Egypt out of
us! We must come out from among the Babylonian system of living
(Revelations 18:4, 2 Corinthians 6:17)
The third key is that we must sanctify Him in our hearts. We must
consecrate everything to the Lord, make Him holy in our lives and in
our church services once again. He must become the center of
everything! When we do, He will manifest Himself throughout His
church. He will become our sanctuary, our safe and holy place. The
raging waters will not come nigh our dwelling.
Finally, the Father showed me that even though the waters will rage
and judgment must come, His plan is to reveal Himself to the world.
How? Through the church, through you, me, and our children!
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Behold, I and the children whom the LORD hath given me are for
signs and for wonders in Israel from the LORD of hosts, which
dwelleth in mount Zion. (Isaiah 8:18)
I believe everyone who calls upon the Name of the Lord will be used
in this end time harvest and unprecedented outpouring of the Holy
Spirit!
Let me leave you with these three scriptures. Read them and read
them again. Pray over them and ask the Father to make them real
to you, and ask Him to flow through you. He needs you! He needs
your family, your neighbors; He needs His Bride to wake up and
assembly herself for the final harvest!
And he said unto them, Go ye into all the world, and preach the
gospel to every creature. He that believeth and is baptized shall be
saved; but he that believeth not shall be damned.
And these signs shall follow them that believe; In my name shall
they cast out devils; they shall speak with new tongues;
They shall take up serpents; and if they drink any deadly thing, it
shall not hurt them; they shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall
recover. (Mark 16:15-18)
If you believe, that’s you!!!!
Romans 8. For the earnest expectation of the creature waiteth for
the manifestation of the sons of God. Creation, the whole earth is
waiting for the Church to arise!!!!!
Ephesians 3. Read the entire chapter, but focus on verse 10. By the
Church, through the fully functioning on fire church, the heavenly
realms will see the wisdom and plan of God for the ages, which is
Christ in us the hope of Glory!!!!! (Colossians 1:27).
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That my friend is Mission Possible!
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Chapter 6

“My People Must Brace
Themselves for Impact!
Suddenly Things Will Change”
During my early morning preparation time on April 3, 2016, I heard
the Father speak the following word to me:
“The hinges of sanity have fallen off the doors of America! Insanity,
madness, and murder have entered her doors and gateways. Every
unclean spirit will now manifest itself as this nation invites them to
inhabit this once sanctified place and people!”
“Up is down and down is up. Wrong is right and right is wrong.
America has lost her direction. Her moral compass is broken. She is
lost at sea!”
“Civil unrest is upon this nation. Agitators will ignite this fire that will
not be put out until the new system is in place.”
“Banking, law and politics will now go south. Not in direction, but in
perception. The banking system will implode upon itself.” (The
Father made it known to me concerning this statement about Law
that He is referring to the Supreme Court laws to come. We haven’t
seen anything yet.)
“Politics at both federal and state levels will mirror each other. States
will cave into the pressure of the federal government concerning
everything from LGBT rights, to the increase in taxation. Though this
is already happening, we will soon witness the increase of
conservative states caving in to the pressure, because of the threat
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of federal money being withheld., There will not be a difference
between the two; they will operate from the same book. The
American people will now realize what has happened to them, but it
will be too late.”
“America will now see the rising of the Beast system. It will be too
late to stop it for those who become awake during its birthing!” (No
amount of revolt will change the course of this System. It will be a
crushing system that will not allow dissent to flourish.)
My People must brace themselves for impact! Suddenly things will
change! The media will no longer be able to spin the propaganda of
false peace, false stability, and false comfort. For the reality of this
nations fall is at the door!”
After the Father gave me this word, He led into another prophetic
parallel for our nation. As with any word, pray and study for
yourself.
The burden of the valley of vision. What aileth thee now, that thou
art wholly gone up to the housetops? (Isaiah 22:1)
Jerusalem was considered the valley of the prophetic, the place
where the word of God flowed from; the city of the prophets, the
city of the beloved psalmist David. It was God’s city, the apple of
His eye. (Zechariah 2:8)
From Jerusalem, the Law of God was spread to the known world,
but the prophet Isaiah was inspired by the Father to call it the
“burden” of the valley of vision. Jerusalem had become apostate,
and had rejected the warnings of the prophets. They left their first
love as a nation.
Today America is walking step by step in prophetic parallel with
ancient Israel. We are the valley of the prophetic in relation to the
world. We are the seat of the gospel being sent to the world. No
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other nation has more churches than we do. No other country has
mission ministries that circum-navigate the planet like we do. We
send translators across the world, bringing the light of truth to
languages that have never seen one verse in print. When disaster
strikes anywhere in the world, American ministries send life-saving
relief within hours to help those in need. Just look at the reach of
Christian television, and media ministry. With a click of a button, the
world can hear or read the gospel!
The Father is using this verse to allow us to see our reflection in the
mirror of ancient Israel/Jerusalem. We have become the “burden”
of the valley of vision because of our sin, apostate churches, and
pagan preachers! We are the same as they were! Look at verse 3:
All thy rulers are fled together, they are bound by the archers: all
that are found in thee are bound together, which have fled from far.
(Isaiah 22:3)
Israel’s leaders had fled the fight! They were bound; they had no
weapons to help the people. The same thing is happening right now
in our churches here in America! We have no real leadership telling
us to prepare for the coming calamity, and carnage. They are
cowards who won’t preach the truth nor tell the nation that sin is
still sin and the wages of it are death! We are allowing the nation
that is the seat of the gospel in so many ways, to go to hell in a
hand-basket! Our cities are being besieged, our children are being
spiritually and physically destroyed, while we watch another
episode of Pimp My Pastor, live every Sunday morning at a church
near you! I love the church, but our nation is on fire and it’s getting
harder to find a prophet on TV or radio willing to burn with Holy
Ghost fire!
Verse 4 is where we should be, right now!
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Therefore said I, Look away from me; I will weep bitterly, labour not
to comfort me, because of the spoiling of the daughter of my
people. (Isaiah 22:4)
Here is Isaiah the prophet of God, with the heart of God, crying out
for what he sees happening to his people. America needs prophets
like Isaiah thundering across the land, preaching repent, repent!
Instead our leaders stand in their ivory towers begging, “More
offerings, more offerings!”
My prayer is that Holy Ghost fire would leap off this printed page
and ignite a fire so deep within us that all of hell would take notice!
Where is the true church? Our day of reckoning is coming. Our time
of judgment is at hand! But do we really care what will happen to
this nation BY the hand of God?
For it is a day of trouble, and of treading down, and of perplexity by
the Lord GOD of hosts in the valley of vision, breaking down the
walls, and of crying to the mountains. (Isaiah 22:5)
In verses 6-7 we see our enemy is not only at our gate, but at our
throat, and we don’t even know it!
6 And Elam bare the quiver with chariots of men and horsemen, and
Kir uncovered the shield.
7 And it shall come to pass, that thy choicest valleys shall be full of
chariots, and the horsemen shall set themselves in array at the
gate. (Isaiah 22:6-7)
Every time a pastor or minster doesn’t preach the words of
righteousness and holiness, he enables our enemies to take more
territory. How? God says any nation that forgets Him will be turned
into hell (Psalm 9:17)! It is very obvious by our fruit in both our
churches and nation that we are currently under new management.
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The Father showed me through the following verses that many in
the church will try to prepare, and to protect themselves, but it will
be too late. Yes, God will protect His own, there is no doubt about it
(Psalm 91), but the lethargic, backslidden, treasonous church, the
ones who spew doctrines of demons will pay the price for their
iniquity. Will they be saved from the flood of calamity and chaos?
That answer lies within their hearts and within their mouths to
repent and call upon the God of Heaven.
And he discovered the covering of Judah, and thou didst look in
that day to the armour of the house of the forest. (Isaiah 22:8)
This verse refers to the armory that Solomon built in 1 Kings 7:2-3.
Judah was exposed, the city was besieged, and now they run to the
armory, but it was too late! They realized there was value to
returning to the discarded truths of the past, but their enemy was
already there. Listen, this is going to be the scene of multiplied
thousands of churches if we don’t wake up now! Pastors, get back
to the armory of the word of God, and pull out the weapons of our
warfare! (2 Corinthians 10:4) Pull out the weapons of prayer and
fasting. Blow the dust off the altars of your churches and call for a
night of prayer and repentance! We need to get back to the basics
of Christianity before it is too late!
9 Ye have seen also the breaches of the city of David, that they are
many: and ye gathered together the waters of the lower pool.
10 And ye have numbered the houses of Jerusalem, and the houses
have ye broken down to fortify the wall.
11 Ye made also a ditch between the two walls for the water of the
old pool: but ye have not looked unto the maker thereof, neither had
respect unto him that fashioned it long ago. (Isaiah 22:9-11)
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These three verses speak of the people of the city running around
trying to protect themselves to no avail. They went to the breaches
of yesterday, areas they should have fixed, but didn’t. It was too
late! They forgot their help, the lifter of their hands and head. To
obey is better than to sacrifice (1 Samuel 15:22) and I am pleading
with the church to wake up, sound the alarm, fix the broken and
vulnerable areas of our life!
And in that day did the Lord GOD of hosts call to weeping, and to
mourning, and to baldness, and to girding with sackcloth. (Isaiah
22:12)
The Father is pleading with us right now; calling us to repent with
sincerity from the depths of our souls. My fear is it is too late for
many in the church, too late to listen to this cry. Their hearts are
hardened, their minds polluted with the things of this world, and
their ears filled with tripe they call the gospel. I’m not talking about
their salvation; I’m talking about their survival! Their ability to be a
part of the greatest harvest the world has ever seen!
I fear verses 13-14 are the destiny for many within the church. Let’s
party while the Titanic sinks to the bottom of the abyss! God is with
us, He is for us! This is their mantra as the alarms and warnings are
silenced by the sounds of festivals and false revivals.
13 And behold joy and gladness, slaying oxen, and killing sheep,
eating flesh, and drinking wine: let us eat and drink; for tomorrow
we shall die.
14 And it was revealed in mine ears by the LORD of hosts, Surely
this iniquity shall not be purged from you till ye die, saith the Lord
GOD of hosts. (Isaiah 22:13-14)
Is there any hope? Yes! The Father has set aside a people within a
people, a nation within a nation, a church within a church! There are
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many who will not bow a knee to the god of the American church
enterprise, but will follow the Lamb wherever He goes. Yes, I have
hope in the remnant church. I have faith in the fact that the Father
has a plan and a people. If that is you then this word will not offend
you, but ignite you!
In conclusion, I asked the Father, what shall we do with such a
strong word and the current realities where are facing? Here is what
I was instructed to do: Brace yourself for impact. How? By
answering this question; what would you do if you knew calamity
was coming? How would you prepare for it?
He then gave me instructions, which I will share here. Do a 360degree inventory of your life. Look for the breaches, the holes in
your relationship with Him. Firm up areas where you know the
enemy can gain a foothold. Practice using your spiritual weapons,
and earnestly ask the Holy Spirit to show where you and your family
are vulnerable to the enemy and the coming storm.
Please read the rest of the Isaiah chapter 22 to see the prophetic
parallel of the changing of the guards. Verses 15-25 speak to the
future when Jesus reigns as King and our burdens will be removed
forever! Amen!!!!
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Chapter 7

“I Am Looking For My Plowmen
Who Will Labor For Me in My
Fields”
During my prayer time on May 8 2016, the Father spoke the
following words to me:
For thus saith the Lord, “I’m looking for My harvesters, My plowmen,
My sowers, My reapers, those who will labor for Me in My fields. For
My fields are white and ripe, ready to be reaped. I’m looking for those
who will labor no matter the hour or wage, but are willing to work
regardless of pay. For I am just and I will repay. My rewards and
benefits are daily and I will supply and satisfy.”
“I am calling and searching for those who will be faithful as your
nation burns. For soon you will see My plan and purpose is not to
build a church (not the way man is currently building the church), but
solely to redeem man. Look up and see the fields before you. Take
up your cross, which is your plow, and labor for Me while I can still be
found!”
He led me to this scripture:
These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth when
they were created, in the day that the LORD God made the earth and
the heavens, and every plant of the field before it was in the earth,
and every herb of the field before it grew: for the LORD God had not
caused it to rain upon the earth, and there was not a man to till the
ground. (Genesis 2:4-5)
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There was no rain because there was no man to cultivate, to work,
to plow the Garden. The principle is this, where there is no man to
plow, there is no rain, and where there is no rain, there is no harvest!
This spiritual principle is in operation in our life right now! The rain
He is speaking of to us is His Glory, the manifested tangible
presence of the Lord! We are in the Luke 17:26 days!
And as it was in the days of Noe, (Noah) so shall it be also in the
days of the Son of man. (Luke 17:26)
If we are living in the days that parallel Noah’s days, then we should
be looking for the rain! If we are plowing, we should be looking for
the Glory!
We are now entering into the former and latter rain of God.
Be patient therefore, brethren, unto the coming of the Lord. Behold,
the husbandman waiteth for the precious fruit of the earth, and hath
long patience for it, until he receive the early and latter rain. (James
5:7)
He will give the rain for your land in its season, the early and late
rain, that you may gather in your grain and your new wine and your
oil. (Deuteronomy 11:14)
So rejoice, O sons of Zion, and be glad in the Lord your God; for He
has given you the early rain for your vindication. And He has poured
down for you the rain, the early and latter rain as before. (Joel 2:23)
As evil prevails and persists in our nation, the clouds of Glory are
forming over us! We must prepare ourselves for what is going to be
the most exciting times of the church. But hear me, the Father
impressed into my heart it won’t rain where there is no plowing!
Listen, I appreciate getting prepared with supplies, materials, and
all these things I teach and do, but we must have a harvest plan, a
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redemption plan mixed into our bug out plan! We are not here as
survivalists, but revivalists! I’m not looking to bug out, but to dig in
and fight the good fight of faith!
Fight the good fight of faith; take hold of the eternal life to which
you were called, and you made the good confession in the presence
of many witnesses. (1 Timothy 6:12)
In conclusion, I want to encourage everyone reading this word. Do
not stop sowing; do not forsake the ministry of reconciliation. (2
Corinthians 5:18) Keep plowing in His fields, even if it feels dry,
even if no one is helping you, and even if you do not see any fruit.
The rain is coming! The Glory is coming! Don’t look back. Keep your
hands on the plow!
And Jesus said unto him, “No man, having put his hand to the
plough, and looking back, is fit for the kingdom of God”. (Luke 9:62)
While you’re packing your pantry with food and supplies, add a case
or two of bibles. Place gospel tracts and preaching CD’s under your
bed. In the coming days these will prove to be more valuable than
silver and gold. Finally, remember your purpose on earth is not to
preserve your life, but to lose it.
For whosoever will save his life shall lose it: and whosoever will
lose his life for my sake shall find it. (Matthew 16:25)
Keep plowing!
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Chapter 8

Welcome To Hell
On May 16 2016, the Father began speaking to me about the recent
tyrannical decision by president Obama; who unleashed the filth of
Hell on all schools in America. He is now decreeing that
transgender and gender identity students have more rights than
other students, and the schools themselves! Pure insanity and pure
demonic sewage is being poured out on the American people! For
more details, please read the entire letter.
“Where are My shepherds, My pastors, My watchmen, My prophets,
and My leadership? Where are the voices crying out in the
wilderness, REPENT?
“Your voices are weakened by the pollution of the world. Sin has
silenced you from roaring! You refuse to sound the alarm. You refuse
to awaken the camp. Now your enemy has overrun you and will soon
overthrow you! You have trusted a lie. The veil will now be lifted and
you will see clearly the land for what it is, HELL!”
“Hell has enlarged itself and My church quietly sits on the shores
while the boundaries of hell expand. I ask you as the Father of Lights
and Life, stand up for righteousness! For those who are faithful to My
Word, speak up for those who cannot or will not. For soon the voices
of opposition and resistance will be silenced by the cries of regret,
mourning, and agony. I have now spoken and it is before you, any
nation that forgets Me, will be turned into HELL!” (Psalm 9:17)
After the Father shared this word with me, He then spoke to me
again saying this event, this demonic attack against righteousness,
“will be the churches Waterloo!” (Napoleons last stand)
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Church, I believe with all my heart that this is the final warning shot
fired towards us. The Father is watching to see if we will stand up
and speak up. If we do not care about this attack on His
inheritance, why should He care about ours? If we do not stand with
Him, why would we think He would stand with us? The Father then
went on to show me a prophetic parallel in Isaiah 18:1-7.
1 Woe to the land shadowing with wings, which is beyond the rivers
of Ethiopia: (Isaiah 18:1)
This passage of scripture begins with an alarm, a cry of warning,
WOE! This is a red alert call to the Church in America! Warning,
judgment is coming. America, judgment is coming. You must stand
up now!
The translation for the name Ethiopia in verse 1 is Cush. Cush is the
father of Nimrod, the founder and builder of Babel, (Babylon). We
are Babylon! If you don’t think so, just wait; it’s going to get worse
and there will be no mistake that we are living in within her city
limits.
2 That sendeth ambassadors by the sea, even in vessels of
bulrushes upon the waters, saying, “Go, ye swift messengers, to a
nation scattered and peeled, to a people terrible from their
beginning hitherto; a nation meted out and trodden down, whose
land the rivers have spoiled! (Isaiah 18:2)
Verse 2 speaks of the ambassadors who represents our leadership,
both political and within the Church. We carry our political madness
to the nations of the world threatening them with mafia style tactics
to embrace the homosexual lifestyle and policies, telling them if
they do not embrace these policies we will withhold money they so
desperately need.
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Then the Laodicean church sends out her leaders, parading the gay
life as the great life and telling how God approves of it! Confusing
and poisoning these precious people who are striving to live a
righteous life. Right now, there are churches in America who are
spending millions of dollars to “bait” foreign churches into
embracing the LGBT movement! We are a wicked nation.
3 All ye inhabitants of the world, and dwellers on the earth, see ye,
when he lifteth up an ensign on the mountains; and when he
bloweth a trumpet, hear ye. (Isaiah 18:3)
Verse 3 speaks of the Father making a global announcement to our
enemies! It means that as He sounds the alarm, He is also pointing
where He desires the attack! The ensign is a signal for our invading
enemies! The trumpet or shofar is to serve as both a warning to us,
and a rallying call to those whom He has appointed to be our rod of
correction! This means war and the Church is too dumb and lazy to
realize the enemy is in the camp!
Isaiah 56:10-12 declares; His watchmen are blind: they are all
ignorant, they are all dumb dogs, they cannot bark; sleeping, lying
down, loving to slumber. Yea, they are greedy dogs which can never
have enough, and they are shepherds that cannot understand: they
all look to their own way, every one for his gain, from his quarter.
“Come ye”, say they, “I will fetch wine, and we will fill ourselves with
strong drink; and tomorrow shall be as this day, and much more
abundant.”
4 For so the Lord said unto me, I will take my rest, and I will
consider in my dwelling place like a clear heat upon herbs, and like
a cloud of dew in the heat of harvest. (Isaiah 18:4)
Verse 4 reveals what the Father is doing right now, saying, “I will
wait and see what you will do with this warning. I will settle in My
habitation and watch.”
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I believe that is what He is doing right now concerning this latest
attack on morality. What will the Church do? What will My
leadership say? What will My prophets, and watchmen do with this
warning? He is going to watch as the conditions turn unfavorable,
and our sin matures into the time of harvest. This is not a favorable
harvest, but one of judgment.
5 For afore the harvest, when the bud is perfect, and the sour grape
is ripening in the flower, he shall both cut off the sprigs with pruning
hooks, and take away and cut down the branches. (Isaiah 18:5)
Verse 5 is the announcement of when the judgment will arrive. It
will arrive at a time when harvest is almost ripe; when the sour
grapes, which speak of judgment, are ready for harvest. Look for it
this fall season!
It will be a suddenly! I believe the Father impressed into my heart,
America and the Church has 6 months before our harvest of
judgment comes to full term. I do not see true repentance in sight.
6 They shall be left together unto the fowls of the mountains, and to
the beasts of the earth: and the fowls shall summer upon them, and
all the beasts of the earth shall winter upon them. (Isaiah 18:6)
Verse 6 reveals we will be a habitation for wickedness to abide; a
place where our enemies, and the enemies of the cross, will dwell.
(Revelation 18:2). They will occupy our schools, our churches, and
our places of government, because we failed to stand up, and to
speak up. Is there hope?
7 In that time shall the present be brought unto the Lord of hosts of
a people scattered and peeled, and from a people terrible from their
beginning hitherto; a nation meted out and trodden under foot,
whose land the rivers have spoiled, to the place of the name of the
Lord of hosts, the mount Zion. (Isaiah 18:7)
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Verse 7 offers us hope, but this speaks of a day when Jesus the
Messiah will right every wrong, straighten every crooked place, and
redeem His treasured people to abide in everlasting habitations
with Him.
The question is, what will YOU DO right now? Will you call or write
your school superintendent and ask him or her to oppose this
tyranny? Will you contact your state government and plead with
them to abandon this Babylonian decree? Will you do it for your
children, your grandchildren, and for those who have no voice? Will
you help protect the Father’s reward? (Psalm 127:3) The Father is
watching and He is waiting to see what His Church will do. As far
as me and my house, we will serve the lord!
And if it seem evil unto you to serve the LORD, choose you this day
whom ye will serve; whether the gods which your fathers served
that were on the other side of the flood, or the gods of the Amorites,
in whose land ye dwell: but as for me and my house, we will serve
the LORD. (Joshua 24:15)
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Chapter 9

America, This Is Our Last
Breath
This morning May 24, 2016 around 3:00 am I was awakened by
these words; “America’s last breath, Isaiah 51”.
As I struggled to awake, I heard the Father repeat this phrase, along
with more details. I got out of bed and proceeded to write the
following words:
“Hillary will win the election by default. Obama will stay in due to the
chaos. It will be a two-headed serpent, which you cannot kill until I
come. This will be what America wants and deserves!”
As I questioned the Father about this strong word, He proceeded to
give me understanding. Hillary Clinton will become President
because of the chaos that will envelope this nation. I believe as
other watchmen do, martial law will arrive because of the chaos
(caused by terrorism, financial crisis, disasters, etc). Even if Trump
wins the general election or the popular vote, it will be taken from
him by default.
Somehow Obama and Hillary will operate together. How long? I do
not know, but the Father said we will not be able to stop or destroy
this entity (Beast System) until He returns (Revelation 13:7, Daniel
7:21-22).
The true heart of America wants this beast system. They want gay
marriage; they want the insanity that we are allowing to flow from
the sewage pipes of hell! Our lack of fight is proof! The Babylonian
church is in bed with the world and has played the harlot to give
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birth to this bastard system we call church in America. If that
offends you, then that is proof of what system you are in.
Listen, I’m not claiming this is the end of world, nor am I peddling
fear, but we are at the end of the current world system. The old
system is being destroyed before our eyes. No candidate, no
movement, no church will be able to stop this slide into Babylon.
The Father went on to say, “Business will not be normal again. Life
will not be normal again. This will not be business and life as usual!”
In the coming months, our world is going to change. Our money, our
freedoms, our democracy, our churches, everything is going to
change. We need to stop listening to church leaders who are
asleep, lethargic, apostate, and political leeches!
Here are the scriptures the Father highlighted for me. I will only
comment on these verses briefly, because they are easy to
understand. It is plain to see, we are at the end of the American
dream. There is no one to lead us, to guide us as a nation. As I
always tell those who listen or read what I release, you study, you
pray, and you decide.
17) Awake, awake, stand up, O Jerusalem, which hast drunk at the
hand of the LORD the cup of his fury; thou hast drunken the dregs
of the cup of trembling, and wrung them out.
18) There is none to guide her among all the sons whom she hath
brought forth; neither is there any that taketh her by the hand of all
the sons that she hath brought up.
19) These two things are come unto thee; who shall be sorry for
thee? Desolation, and destruction, and the famine, and the sword:
by whom shall I comfort thee?
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20) Thy sons have fainted, they lie at the head of all the streets, as a
wild bull in a net: they are full of the fury of the LORD, the rebuke of
thy God. (Isaiah 51:17-20)
These cross reference scriptures add to our understanding.
8) Therefore hear now this, thou that art given to pleasures, that
dwellest carelessly, that sayest in thine heart, I am, and none else
beside me; I shall not sit as a widow, neither shall I know the loss of
children:
9) But these two things shall come to thee in a moment in one day,
the loss of children, and widowhood: they shall come upon thee in
their perfection for the multitude of thy sorceries, and for the great
abundance of thine enchantments.
10) For thou hast trusted in thy wickedness: thou hast said, None
seeth me. Thy wisdom and thy knowledge, it hath perverted thee;
and thou hast said in thine heart, I am, and none else beside me.
11) Therefore shall evil come upon thee; thou shalt not know from
whence it riseth: and mischief shall fall upon thee; thou shalt not be
able to put it off: and desolation shall come upon thee suddenly,
which thou shalt not know. (Isaiah 47:8-11)
Please also read Isiah 47:12-15, which was omitted here for the
sake of space.
This is where we are, as a church and a nation. We have been
measured, we have been weighed, and now the current systems of
both the church and government are ready to be changed. The
Father will not pass this way again. Meaning He will not pour out
the fullness of His Spirit on the current mess, which we call church.
He wants to, desires to, but we are not worthy of His Hallowed
Presence.
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And the LORD said unto me, Amos, what seest thou? And I said, A
plumbline. Then said the Lord, “Behold, I will set a plumbline in the
midst of my people Israel: I will not again pass by them any more:”
(Amos 7:8)
We will see revival, a great awakening, a mighty outpouring on the
other side of judgment! New wine skins for new wine! (Luke 5:37)
What Shall We Do?
I asked the Father, “What shall we do?”
He gave me several things we need to do:
Fast, not only food but also our lifestyle.
Pray for mercy, His grace, His provision, and for the opportunity to
stand for what is right, when everything goes wrong!
We must separate ourselves from Babylon. To some that means
leaving our country, city, or state. To others it means cutting off the
cable and satellite! Fast Babylonian entertainment! Shut off the
Devil Vision (TV).
We must stop allowing the propaganda of the nightly news to infect
our mind.
We must start thinking about getting our money out of the system.
For many of us, that is elementary, but to those who are just waking
up, this is vital to your survival. I am not a financial advisor, but I
read the Bible. Gold and silver were created by God, but man
created fiat currency, which is backed by nothing.
Prepare for the overthrow of our nation’s current system. We need
to learn how to barter. How to work with our hands. Plant a garden;
buy a cow, or some chickens.
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We must wake up and realize that when it all comes down, our
government and 99% of the churches will not and cannot help us!
We must have medical supplies, remember think of a broken
system. We must think of how to protect ourself and our family.
Think of VENEZUELA!!!
There is so much more to be said about preparing. Many great
articles here in Z3news.com and other sites can help.
The Father wants me to warn His Remnant or anyone who still
cares to hear. This is neither a drill nor a test, it is about to go live.
Study, pray, and decide. America, this is our last breath!
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Chapter 10

“July is The Starting Point for
Falling Off the Cliff”
June 15 2016: In recent days I have been wanting to know when we
will see the fulfillment of the earlier word, “In the Month of Red
Blood Will Be Shed.”
In that post, I wasn’t sure if it would happen in February or not, but I
thought it could be possible because of the red symbolism
throughout the nation for Valentine’s Day. Then when Justice Scalia
was killed, I thought this could be it. But according to the released
reports there was no shedding of blood; even though murder of any
kind could be viewed as shedding of blood through the loss of life. I
really never felt satisfied with that scenario as the fulfillment. I now
have clarity to that word.
On June 15, 2016 at around 9:30 am, I felt the leading of the Father
to step away and sit before Him. As I was silent and mediating on
Him I was given the following word. I will relay it in the way I
received it.
“July is the tipping point. The month of July will be the starting point
for this nation and the world falling off the cliff. It all begins in July,
the great unraveling.
System breakdowns, societal breakdowns, military breakdowns. The
emptying of grace has come to America. ‘God shed thy grace on
thee’ will no longer be the stanza of this nation’s song, for it shall be
‘God have mercy on thee!’
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The battering rams of your enemies have breached your walls of
protection. Your fields of plenty shall rot; for the idols of your land
have been enshrined within your hearts, within your minds, and deep
within your souls. There is no rooting out of these idols by the hand
of man. My wrath and My judgments will purge your land.
The Hallowed has been profaned. The sacred has been slandered
and disgraced, disfigured from the reality of its purest form. You, the
priests of Babylon, have taken away the pure and polluted My
inheritance. I will therefore blot your name out and remember you no
more.
The time of My winking is over. I will now stand and stare. For the
nations have reached their point, their sin I can no longer bare. My
church must soon find its place with Me, to dwell safely and at
peace, for soon the storm will arrive. Many will die and many will
sigh. But My Church, My People, My Bride will remain alive if they
abide in Me!
For soon the shaking will begin and the fire will fall. Do not be afraid,
and do not run from the shelter and do not look back…remember
Lot’s wife!”
After the Father spoke these words to me, He gave me Isaiah 21.
Please read the entire chapter. Here are the first ten verses; there is
no need for me to comment on them.
Isaiah 21
Verse 1-The burden of the desert of the sea. As whirlwinds in the
south pass through; so it cometh from the desert, from a terrible
land.
Verse 2-A grievous vision is declared unto me; the treacherous
dealer dealeth treacherously, and the spoiler spoileth. Go up, O
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Elam: besiege, O Media; all the sighing thereof have I made to
cease.
Verse 3-Therefore are my loins filled with pain: pangs have taken
hold upon me, as the pangs of a woman that travaileth: I was
bowed down at the hearing of it; I was dismayed at the seeing of it.
Verse 4-My heart panted, fearfulness affrighted me: the night of my
pleasure hath he turned into fear unto me.
Verse 5-Prepare the table, watch in the watchtower, eat, drink: arise,
ye princes, and anoint the shield.
Verse 6-For thus hath the Lord said unto me, Go, set a watchman,
let him declare what he seeth.
Verse 7-And he saw a chariot with a couple of horsemen, a chariot
of asses, and a chariot of camels; and he hearkened diligently with
much heed:
Verse 8-And he cried, A lion: My lord, I stand continually upon the
watchtower in the daytime, and I am set in my ward whole nights:
Verse 9-And, behold, here cometh a chariot of men, with a couple of
horsemen. And he answered and said, Babylon is fallen, is fallen;
and all the graven images of her gods he hath broken unto the
ground.
Verse 10-O my threshing, and the corn of my floor: that which I have
heard of the LORD of hosts, the God of Israel, have I declared unto
you.
In conclusion, I asked the Father as I always do, “What do we do
with this word?”
He said, “You better abide in Me!”
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He then spoke to me concerning the half awake, half-dressed
church, “Stop listening to man. Prepare how I taught (you) to
prepare! All of your answers are in the word of God!”
He impressed upon me that if we go back and look at all the stories
of how He provided for Israel, through Joseph, Moses, etc… we will
find His plan, His protection, and learn how to thrive in Goshen!
Read Genesis chapters 42-50 and the entire book of Exodus, it is
the ultimate survival plan!
Church, all I can tell you is that we need to get our houses in order.
Prepare for the coming chaos. It’s not going to be pretty and our
lives will never be the same. May Psalm 91 be the banner over your
life!
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Chapter 11

“Take in Your Hand the Sword
of the Spirit and Prepare for
War”
During my prayer time on June 5 2016, around 6:00 am, the Father
spoke the following words to me:
“The gates of this nation are soon to be shut. The trap has been set.
The devices have been prepared. A clamping down, a locking away
of the freedoms of the past is at hand. This is not a time to fear, but
of great faith!
Listen closely to My words and hear My plans. Enter into your prayer
chambers and there I will speak. It is there I will give you direction.
For many voices will seek to fool you, pollute you, and misguide you.
I did not send them. They have an assignment of distraction, rooted
in disbelief. They, the shepherds of Babylon, are lying to My people.
Prepare for war. Not just a battle between the world and the Cross,
but a battle between My true church and the apostate lukewarm
church. I call them a church, but they are not My church. For My
Bride, My people, hear My voice, they know Me and I know them.
Raise up your shield of faith. Take in your hand the Sword of the
Spirit and prepare for war. It will be a war of Truth!”
The Father then led me to Hosea chapter 4. I want to minister this
prophetic word to you, because it has great significance for the
Church right now.
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Hear the word of the LORD, ye children of Israel: for the LORD hath
a controversy with the inhabitants of the land, because there is no
truth, nor mercy, nor knowledge of God in the land. (Hosea 4:1)
The first key for us to understand is God has a problem with the
Church! He takes issue with our sin and pagan practices, both in
and out of the Church. This verse says He has a controversy, a
problem with us! The Hebrew word rib, which is translated as
controversy, means to have a case against, a legal case or law suit.
In other words, God the Father says, I’m taking you to My court for
your sins! America has been subpoenaed and the Church has been
indicted, sued by the Grand Jury of the universe, God’s Throne!
Why did God take Israel to court? Why is He now weighing us in the
balance of righteousness? Because like Israel, we have turned our
back on Him, and have foolishly followed our leaders! Here is the
prophetic parallel.
3-Point Indictment from Verse 1:
No Truth:
The Hebrew word emeth, which is translated here as truth, means
firmness, faithfulness, and reliability. Today’s pastors are not willing
to tell the truth, because they are afraid to. No backbone, no
courage, no guts, all mouth and no muscle to do the heavy lifting!
They would rather offend Heaven and appease man! They are in
touch with their feminine side and it shows in their preaching, in
their daily lives of wanting to be pampered!
No Mercy:
The Hebrew word chesed, which is translated here as mercy, refers
to not showing favor, goodness, or kindness. Many churches could
be called the Me Church because it’s all about me. I don’t want to
hear about abortions or those so called Christians in Syria and Iraq;
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they don’t belong to my domination, so why should I care? Who
cares about the children and their exposure to the perversion of
transgender devils, we must be kind to everyone. We have it all
mixed up in the church of America. We cater to the devils of our
society who have a plan to destroy us, and we show no mercy, no
compassion to whom we been called to protect! We are living life
upside down!
No Knowledge of God:
The choice of words used in the Hebrew really makes the point
clear. The word daath, which is translated as knowledge, means to
have skill or discernment. To have skill applied to understanding
one must be willing to employ that “skill” into searching for truth.
To say no knowledge of God meant no skill in pursuing the fullness
of knowing Him. The Church doesn’t fully know God because
pastors haven’t given their people the skills to learn. They haven’t
shown the Church the zeal for the knowledge of God, the passion of
pursuing Truth! Our pastors only teach us a New Testament Jesus
without teaching us how to discover the totality of the Godhead
within the Old Testament. In other words, we only know half of the
truth, half of the character and half of the attributes of the Trinity. In
reality we don’t know the God we say we serve and love! The name
for God in this verse is Elohiym (Strong’s 430), the plural form of
His name. The same word is used in Genesis 1:1. The reason for
the use of this word is to reveal the totality of who He is. The
prophetic application for us today is that must know Him in totality.
We must know His love but His anger as well, His grace but His
judgments. We must embrace Him as He is, and if we continue to
allow these preachers to paint a modern picture of the Father, with
the brushes of just a New Testament Jesus, we miss the fullness of
God!
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America’s preachers don’t want to give us the skills to learn about
the Father because they don’t like who He REALLY is! That is why
we are not ready for judgments, we have bought the lie that the God
of the Old Testament in essence does not exist! Jesus fixed the
Father, calmed the Father down, and all is well. The Church is at
fault for not using the skills given to us to search the scriptures, to
see if it is so. We let these snake oil salesmen get away with
preaching doctrines of devils because most of us are too lazy to flip
a few pages and study! We are more willing to buy fast food than a
Strong’s Concordance. We don’t study to show ourselves approved!
)2 Timothy 2:15)
God said to Israel as He is saying to us, I’ve got a problem with you!
YOU DON’T KNOW ME! As a result, you don’t know how to act, how
to live, or how to operate in My Kingdom. That is why we have
pastors and Church folk acting up in the House of God. How can
they respect the House, when they disrespect the owner of the
House! Verse 2 proves it.
By swearing, and lying, and killing, and stealing, and committing
adultery, they break out, and blood toucheth blood. (Hosea 4:2)
Because we don’t apply the Truth, Mercy, and Knowledge of God,
we become a cesspool of sin! This is why our nation will burn with a
fervent heat. We have completed a metamorphosis into the
Babylonian Church of America, where Pastor Pagan preaches
doctrines of devils to a group of dead folks! And we wonder why
judgment is here in America.
Therefore shall the land mourn, and every one that dwelleth therein
shall languish, with the beasts of the field, and with the fowls of
heaven; yea, the fishes of the sea also shall be taken away. (Hosea
4:3)
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Romans 8:22 is the parallel scripture, which explains why all the
wildlife and sea life is dying off. The earthquakes, volcanoes, and
flooding are easy to understand. The earth is saying, “It’s time. I’m
groaning, I’m waiting for the Church to arise. I’m waiting for the
Creator to redeem and restore.”
Yet the Church still wants to know how to have my best life now
because we simply don’t know God!
My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast
rejected knowledge, I will also reject thee, that thou shalt be no
priest to me: seeing thou hast forgotten the law of thy God, I will
also forget thy children. (Hosea 4:6)
Verse 6 tells us again we are destroyed because we are not using
the skills, the passion, or the pursuit of knowing Him. This is not
about memorizing Bible scriptures. This is about experiencing God
in His fullness! This is not even about attending a Church; it’s about
knowing the One who created you! We have as a Church rejected
knowing Him, therefore He will reject knowing us! Read all of
Matthew 7 not only verse 23.
For the sake of time, please read all of Hosea 4. Read about the
priest taking the Sin Offering and eating it. Taking the Hallowed
things of God and using them in a profane manner. This is the
Church right now! Listen; there is no difference between the pew
and the pulpit. Sin is sin! Nobody gets a free pass! If your church is
pagan in its practice, GET OUT OF IT NOW! Separate yourselves
from those who choose to reject the knowledge of God.
And there shall be, like people, like priest: and I will punish them for
their ways, and reward them their doings. (Hosea 4:8)
Four Ways to Stay Out of Babylon:
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In conclusion, I want to give 4 things the Father gave me that will
keep you out of the bedroom of Babylon.
Be transparent with God. Simply put, repent. Just expose yourself
to the Father in complete honesty. He already knows your sin, and
is willing to help you through it. He is a redeemer and a restorer, but
He can’t heal what you’re willing to conceal. King David is my hero
in relation to transparency, please read all of Psalm 51, and know
God is a good God.
Get out of the Babylonian Churches! Get your family out as fast as
you can. Start a house church, prayer group; anything will be better
than to hang out in the den of thieves.
Surround yourself with Truth. Read the Bible for yourself, study it,
and live it. Fast from watching Christian television! Stop listening to
the propaganda of both the church and the world.
Get baptized in the Holy Spirit! This is one thing the preppers don’t
have on their list! I didn’t see this on FEMA’s website, and you surely
don’t hear about it most churches. We must have the blessed
infilling of the Holy Spirit who leads us into ALL TRUTH! (John
16:13) He will guide us in these last days, we need Him! The Holy
Spirit is not a feeling, He is a person, a part of the Trinity, and I will
be as plain as I can; we don’t know Him either! If we did, our hearts
would grieve with His. Our services would be full of weeping,
repenting, and wrestling in the Spirit for lost humanity, no we do not
know Him. Our churches and our nation’s condition are proof. Ask
Jesus to baptize you today in the Holy Spirit! Matthew 3:11. We
must be filled if we are going to endure the judgments that are at
our door. CBN’s course on the Holy Spirit is one of many available
ways to discover more about the Holy Spirit.
Keep running with Fire!
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Chapter 12

The Hour Has Come That
Judgment On and In My House
Will Begin
On June 26 2016 at about 6:30 am during my prayer time, I received
the following word from the Lord. I am releasing it the way I heard
it.
“Isaiah 47, the coming crash. For thus saith the Lord, the victory of
England will not be your victory. For the nation that turns its back on
Me, I will turn My back on them. For the hour has come that
judgment on and in My House will begin. The mockery called the
church has not and cannot turn the tide, but the for the sake of My
Remnant I will show mercy. My plan will prevail, and My church will
prevail.
Prepare to transition from the normal to the abnormal. For great
change is at hand. Prepare for the flood of blood that is coming to
your streets. For I will not look upon your nation with sorrow, I will
look upon it with justice.
For when the say peace, peace and safety, safety (authors note,
double annunciation is very important in the scriptures. The
connotation is to listen closely) I will reveal My Arm. For there will be
no King Cyrus given to rule this nation, but a queen, a Jezebel who
will destroy this nation!
You must seek Me now, for I will never leave you nor forsake you. I
have marked you, for I know you and you know Me. My sheep hear
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My voice and they will see My hand at work! Follow Me and I will lead
you through the darkest of storms!”
I have a message from the Father to Babylon and her church. It is
found in Isaiah 47. This is the prophetic teaching He impressed on
me to release.
Come down, and sit in the dust, O virgin daughter of Babylon, sit on
the ground: there is no throne, O daughter of the Chaldeans: for
thou shalt no more be called tender and delicate. (Isaiah 47:1)
Our day of leading the world is coming to a close. Our “virgin pride”
of false purity and chaste deception is being revealed to the
nations. We have been exposed as a harlot, yet we do not blush for
our nakedness! Our reward from Heaven will be captivity and
slavery.
Take the millstones, and grind meal: uncover thy locks, make bare
the leg, uncover the thigh, pass over the rivers. (Isaiah 47:2)
Our transition from royalty to slavery is happening right before our
eyes. The worst form of punishment for a slave was to grind corn
by hand! The prophetic parallel is that our days of easy money are
soon to fade and we will work harder than ever to survive as a
nation. If you think times are hard now, wait till the coming crash of
our “standard of life “systems and you will see the true heart of
America!
Thy nakedness shall be uncovered, yea, thy shame shall be seen: I
will take vengeance, and I will not meet thee as a man. (Isaiah 47:3)
We live in a cesspool of sin and degradation within our nation and
churches. The draw and lure of sex is everywhere. This nation spills
over with the raw sewage of perversion. Our churches have become
hook ups and night clubs for people wanting “pure” relationships
baptized in lust! Everywhere you look in this nation the attraction for
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perversion persists and the hunger for more can never be satisfied.
We have a fever for nakedness, and it’s causing our nation to go
mad! From the White House to the school house, sex, immorality,
and nakedness permeate the land.
Let me be very clear as to what the Father is speaking to me about
verse 3. You want nakedness America? You want nakedness
church? I will give it to you but it will not be for your sexual senses,
it will be for your enslavement! This is a hard word, but the terror
that is coming, the beasts that are here, are going to violate this
nation for its sexual openness and lewdness. If you do not believe
me, then believe those in Syria, Iraq, Europe, Africa, and now in
America, those who have been raped and maimed by their enemies.
You won’t hear this on Christian television my friend, but you will
hear it in the Tribunal of Heaven. There is a difference between
open casual sex and sex enslavement, and we are soon to learn
that a pure heart before God is more precious than clothing that
attracts the hounds of hell!
The second part of verse 3 deals with how our judgment is coming.
It will not be the usual fight that we as a nation can withstand and
defeat. No, this will not be as the battles of the past, for we are
soon to face God Himself! He will be the avenger, the prosecutor,
the judge, and the jury! Our sin makes us defenseless, and our lust
for nakedness renders us guilty as charged!
We as a church and a nation have become blinded by pride. We
have believed the lie that prosperity and protection are the seal of
approval from Heaven. The bigger we build our churches, the
greater the endorsements from the Father, but the truth is a humble
and contrite heart is his desire (Psalm 51:17). Because we are
partakers of this poison, we are delusional concerning our true
position with Heaven. We will sing God bless America and wave our
flags next week (July 4th), yet we shun and reject the prophetic
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words from Heaven. You can hear the preachers and politicians of
our nation promising us a brighter future in November. Oh it will be
brighter, brighter because of the fires of judgment!
And thou saidst, I shall be a lady for ever: so that thou didst not lay
these things to thy heart, neither didst remember the latter end of it.
(Isaiah 47:7)
He said you did not lay these things to your heart, the warnings, the
signals, and signs that are screaming, danger ahead! You don’t
want to hear the end. You close your ears to the cries of the
prophets, yet their voices echo in the streets and reverberate
throughout the nation! The Father is raising His voice over the
clamor and confusion of the coming elections. He spoke this to me
during my time of prayer, “the election will be a fraud”. Please refer
to my past articles and other watchmen who are spot on
concerning the elections.
You share these words of warning with the church, and they refuse
to listen, because no one knows your name! Your pedigree doesn’t
match theirs, therefore you can’t possibly be hearing from Heaven!
But they will support the known political church leaders, who are
running around this nation looking for a selfie with a candidate to
raise money for their “cause”, promising if we put their “guy” in
office, all will be well! I won’t give them a dime or any of my time for
they do not represent me or the God I serve.
But these two things shall come to thee in a moment in one day, the
loss of children, and widowhood: they shall come upon thee in their
perfection for the multitude of thy sorceries, and for the great
abundance of thine enchantments. (Isaiah 47:9)
America, all I can tell you is this; the vindication of the prophetic is
at hand. The justification of the Father is at our door! We are
entering a time of suddenlies. We will see death in this nation on a
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scale we are not prepared to behold. We will see the loss of
children. Rachel will weep once again, but not in Rama, in America!
(Jeremiah 31:15 and Matthew 2:18)
America will be widowed as a nation. We will lose our covering
from the One who has been a husband to us for over 239 years;
protecting us from our enemies from without and from within. He
has been our healer when we were being torn apart through racial
and social injustices. He restored us after storms and wars
depleted our country of our finest treasures, the American citizens.
Our sin and rejection of God’s word has led us to this point. Our cup
is full; our sentence has been handed down. We must now serve the
time for our crimes against Heaven.
For the sake of time, I will not comment on every verse. Please read
the entire chapter of Isaiah 47 and see the prophetic parallels that
speak to our nation. The Father is speaking louder and louder to His
watchmen that judgment is here!
I want to leave you with what the Father spoke to me, when I asked
what we should do. He simply said, “Stay with Me!”
Remnant, that’s what my family, my church, and I are going to do!
I’m not leaving His hand!
27 My sheep hear My voice, and I know them, and they follow Me;
28 and I give eternal life to them, and they will never perish; and no
one will snatch them out of My hand.
29 My Father, who has given them to Me, is greater than all; and no
one is able to snatch them out of the Father’s hand. (John 10:2729)
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Chapter 13

“god Bless Babylon”
(lower case g is not a typo)
During my prayer time on July 3rd around 6:30 am, the Father spoke
the following words to me:
“You wave your flag above My Cross. You curse My name for vanities
gain. You purge the hearts of My pure saints with your lies and evil
taint.
I will arise and stand and count to see who still believes in Me. The
Chosen Ones who are marked, from evil they will flee. For you oh
America, thought I was as you. For you once were the jewel that
shinned upon the seas, but now you are poisoned as all will shortly
see!
You left Me and now I have left you! You choose Baal, you choose
Moloch, you choose Satan over me! Now you will sit in your ashes,
your beauty will flee! Your astonishment all will see!
I have called and I have called, I have knocked and I have knocked,
but you refused to answer My grace. Now I will stand up and you will
see the anger of My face!
To My Remnant and My Chosen Ones, I call you higher unto Me. Flee
this Babylon and be clean. Wash your hearts within Me. For I will
cleanse you and keep you free! For I am your Haven and your Harbor.
In Me you will see My glory, My power, and My might! I am
awakening the days of reckoning and in awe you will stand and see,
what I have promised all nations that abandon me!”
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The Father then gave me the following prophetic teaching with the
following title concerning this sobering word.
Woe to them that go down to Egypt for help; and stay on horses,
and trust in chariots, because they are many; and in horsemen,
because they are very strong; but they look not unto the Holy One of
Israel, neither seek the LORD! (Isaiah 31:1)
From this verse we see a prophetic parallel between ancient Israel
and modern America. Israel leaned on the help of Egypt in their
time of trouble. They formed an unholy alliance with the enemies of
Jehovah. Egypt symbolizes sin, bondage, and hell. It was a place
Israel was delivered FROM and was not supposed to return to
become its captive.
We are warned in scripture to never return to our idols or the vomit
of yesterday’s sin (Proverbs 26:11). But like Israel, America has
returned to the idols of pagan nations, false deities, and Satan
himself. We have rejected Israel, our allies and guarantor of our
own national peace and protection (Genesis 12:3); embracing
ancient homelands of demonic principalities and strongholds like
Iran, Saudi Arabia and Turkey!
We have turned our back on Jehovah, and like all other nations that
forget God, we have been turned into hell! We have trusted in the
petro dollar and the strength of our military to secure our future, but
there is no future with the God who never sleeps nor slumbers,
because we have rejected Him. There is no hope if the Watchmen
of our souls isn’t building this house! (Psalm 127:1)
Yet He also is wise, and will bring evil, and will not call back His
words: but will arise against the house of the evildoers, and against
the help of them that work iniquity. (Isaiah 31:2)
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The Prophet Jeremiah used a sarcastic tone when he reminded
Israel that God knows things too, He is wise as well. Why don’t you
lean on Him and trust Him like you do with Egypt? America, why are
we taking counsel from terrorists, who are hell bent on killing all of
us, and making covenants with devils sworn to destroy us? Why are
we kicking against the pricks and putting our finger in the apple of
Gods eye? Our house of cards is soon to fall because of our
rejecting the Father’s help. When it does, He will be justified,
because we have been warned!
Now the Egyptians are men, and not God; and their horses flesh,
and not spirit. When the LORD shall stretch out his hand, both he
that helpeth shall fall, and he that is holpen shall fall down, and they
all shall fail together. (Isaiah 31:3)
The coming collapse will be global because our sin has been
universal. We have collaborated with nations who have forsaken
the God of the Bible and have embraced the Luciferian utopian
deception that was birthed in Babel. The poison of this deception
has impregnated us with the spirit of Babylon, and we are giving
birth to this tyrannical government right now! The nations are soon
to pay for this unholy alliance spawned out of hell itself.
For thus hath the LORD spoken unto me, Like as the lion and the
young lion roaring on his prey, when a multitude of shepherds is
called forth against him, he will not be afraid of their voice, nor
abase himself for the noise of them: so shall the LORD of hosts
come down to fight for mount Zion, and for the hill thereof. (Isaiah
31:4)
For the Remnant, there is hope and a promise in this hour. No
matter how much the false prophets and shepherds of Babylon
deny that the Lion of Judah is roaring, He will have His way, He will
wage war for us, His people. These are the days of the Lion of the
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Tribe of Judah! He will stand with us as we enter the darkest of
days!
As birds flying (broods), so will the LORD of hosts defend
Jerusalem; defending also He will deliver it; and passing over He
will preserve it. (Isaiah 31:5)
This verse declares that God will brood over us and Pass-over over
us as he did in Exodus 12:13! He is looking for the Blood of the
Lamb on the doorposts of our hearts and lives!
May I ask you a question? Can He see the Blood over you? Is your
total life covered by His Redeeming Blood? Is there a corner or spot
in your life where the Blood is denied access? Fix it today, plead the
Blood of the Lamb over the totality of your life and be safe in the
coming days of chaos!
Please read the rest of Isaiah 31 to see how our rebellion is going
to cause us to lose the lifestyle we know. Everything is soon to
change. Our revolt is causing us to be rejected by Heaven as a
nation. When our covering is removed, who we really are will be
revealed, and oh what horror awaits our eyes!
The sword of the Lord is coming to America; no matter how much
we deny it, or lie about it from our pulpits and media platforms. I
believe it has been drawn from its sheath and is now being steadied
in His hands. We are that close to judgment filling our land.
I know the Hananiah false prophets (Jeremiah 28) will say this
word is not true, and I long for them to be right. But Church, this is a
SURE word. Pray, study, and discern it for yourself. Repent of your
sins, get your house in order, and prepare for judgment.
We have chosen the god of this world to lead us. Now we will face
the sword of the Lord and that of our enemies. god bless
BABYLON!
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Chapter 14

The “Divided” States of
America
During my early morning prayer time on July 10 2016, the Father
spoke the following sobering words to me:
“America, I have warned you the sword was coming. I sent you My
prophets, but you rejected them. You rejected My counsel. You
rejected My Gospel. You forfeited your place at My table! Your open
rebellion has become a seething pot that has boiled over into your
streets. Your fairways have become places of darkness and despair.
Your avenues of laughter will now be turned to sorrow, all for the
sake of rejecting Me.
I called you, but you would not answer! Now you will eat the portions
prepared by your enemies! Your time has come America, judgment is
here. Where will you flee? Who will you call when your nation falls? I
am and I will always be the only firm and lasting foundation for
which any nation must stand upon!
Church where are you? As I called Adam within his sin, I am calling
you to come out from the midst of the trees! Stop hiding from what l
already see. It’s your sin that causes your shame! It is your sin that
will cause this nation to ignite with flames! Come clean and reason
with Me! Buy of Me true gold, buy of Me robes of Righteousness and
wear My Holiness for all to see!
These are the final days of this nation’s reprieve, for soon hell will be
released! It’s time for all to find their place within Me, for I will not
always strive with man!”
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The Father impressed into my heart the above title and this
teaching from Isaiah 34.
Come near, ye nations, to hear; and hearken, ye people: let the earth
hear, and all that is therein; the world, and all things that come forth
of it. (Isaiah 34:1)
This verse speaks of the trumpet blast for the announcement of
war (Amos 3:6). It also means we better listen to what is being said.
Many people hear, but never learn. They listen but never obey! They
always answer saying, “This message does not apply to me!”
That is our attitude in America. We nod our heads in church,
acknowledging what we’ve heard, but walk out and live like the
world! Never preparing, never increasing our relationship with God,
but wanting more stuff! The Father has an announcement for the
Church in America, “Prepare for war! Prepare to see your streets
filled with blood, filled with carnage, and filled with despair.”
This is not the Father’s first choice for us (see Isaiah 37:14-20), but
He is Righteous and He is Holy. He gave us a way out, but we
choose to wallow in our sins, allowing the charlatans of Christian
entertainment to blind us and dupe us into believing a lie!
The trumpet is being sounded in our nation for war, civil war, and
the coming battle for the future of our nation. To be honest with
you, our nation’s future has already been determined, we have been
weighed in the balances and have been found wanting (Daniel
5:27)!
The second part of Isaiah 34:1 speaks to the earth itself. Many in
the world are asking, why all the natural upheaval in the
environment and weather? Why does it seem we are hearing more
and more about animals and beasts “going mad”? Families can’t
even go on vacation in Florida without the fear of being attacked by
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an alligator. I was raised in Florida and for the most part, if you
leave the gator alone, he will leave you alone, but not now. Shark
attacks are happening more and more across the east coast of
America. Now instead of worrying about getting a sun burn, we
have to be concerned about losing a body part or our life! There is
madness going on in the Animal Kingdom and the stories are too
many to relay here in this teaching.
Why is this happening? It’s a call to war! Even the earth is showing
major signs of stress and revolt. The earth is convulsing via the
weather, volcanoes, typhoons, earthquakes, drought, famine,
pestilence, and intense heat. My list is not complete because there
are so many changes taking place in our environment, including
devastating wildfires! All this is happening because of our sins as a
people on this earth. The earth hears the trumpet blast of the
Creator, but we can’t because we are too busy listening to the
sounds of entertainment. We are dulled in our hearing because we
have dull preachers preaching dull messages of compromise. The
First Church of the Titanic is too worried about rearranging chairs
on the deck, while the ship takes in water and is heading for the
bottom of the sea floor! But don’t you worry, everything is fine! This
is your best life now, and the sound you are hearing is not twisting
metal, it’s just the choir preparing to sing Oh Happy Day!
No its not okay, and the earth is telling us to prepare for great
calamity and unrest! The Animal Kingdom and our environment are
telling us a great tsunami of terror and unrest is about to come
crashing against the shores of our Fantasy Island!
For we know that the whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain
together until now. (Romans 8:22)
It’s a sad day when a monkey knows more about what the Father is
up to, than a multimillionaire, multi-degreed preacher does!
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For the indignation of the LORD is upon all nations, and his fury
upon all their armies: he hath utterly destroyed them, he hath
delivered them to the slaughter. (Isaiah 34:2)
I know this part won’t sit well with the greasy grace group out there.
My hope is this will prod you to fall on your face and cry out for
mercy for this nation, your neighbor, and your family. God is angry
with our sin! He is furious over the killing of innocent lives, not only
here in America, but also in other nations nations whom we have
supported in aborting their future generations, all for a buck!
One of the most dangerous positions you could ever be in, is to
assume something about God that is not based in Truth (the Bible).
In other words, many are betting on the fact that the Father has no
anger within Him. That He is this docile grandpa sitting on His
rocker in Heaven, with no fight left in Him. That would be a foolish
bet my friend, for He is God and He never changes (Malachi 3:1-18)!
He is a consuming fire (Hebrews 12:29)!
Here is a lesson not taught in our Babylonian churches, it’s called
prophetic certainty. When the Father declares something will take
place, it will happen in His timing. In His divine wisdom and
judgment, it will surely take place. Judgment delayed is never
judgment denied, there is a payday someday, for ALL nations!
Church, you better get your house in order.
4 For my sword shall be bathed in heaven: behold, it shall come
down upon Idumea, and upon the people of my curse, to judgment.
5 The sword of the LORD is filled with blood, it is made fat with
fatness, and with the blood of lambs and goats, with the fat of the
kidneys of rams: for the LORD hath a sacrifice in Bozrah, and a
great slaughter in the land of Idumea. (Isaiah 34:4-5)
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While the Church is sunning on the beaches, and striking up the
BBQ for a summer party, Heaven is preparing for war! His sword is
bathed or prepared to be released into full action! Yet our preachers
won’t warn the nation that God has an issue with us.
Oh, I forgot, the election is going to change everything and it will be
our greatest hour of prosperity, silly me! Wake up! The sword is
coming to our nation in a way not seen since the Civil war!
Like Esau, America has sold its birthright! We know Esau fell out of
favor with God because he sold his birthright. Which was a huge
issue, because the first born had many privileges, including the right
to priesthood, and a double portion. America sold our position in
God for the luxury and sin that now floods our hearts! We were the
“first born” of Christian nations with vast outreaches through our
churches to other nations. Every aspiring Christian nation wanted to
be like America! Our freedom to worship, our music style, our
mammoth churches, but we sold our soul to the devil for a pot of
gold! It’s fool’s gold my friend! Esau was cursed by God, and
whether you agree with me or not, we are a cursed nation!
There are many more points to make concerning Esau and the
above verses, but the most important point is that we are headed to
the slaughter. We are no longer a sheep nation! Please read the rest
of Isaiah 34 to see how the nation that forgets God will be turned
into hell (Psalm 9:17). See how the demonic forces described here
by various creatures, inhabit a place after righteousness departs
(Revelation 18:2).
In conclusion, let me share with you my final thoughts and a riveting
word the Father gave me at the end of my study.
16 Seek ye out of the book of the LORD, and read: no one of these
shall fail, none shall want her mate: for my mouth it hath
commanded, and his spirit it hath gathered them.
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17 And he hath cast the lot for them, and his hand hath divided it
unto them by line: they shall possess it forever, from generation to
generation shall they dwell therein. (Isaiah 34:16-17)
Verse 16 speaks to us to go back and look at the prophecies of old.
Search out the scriptures of God promising to deal with wicked
nations. He challenges us to review the prophetic certainties of His
word, to take heed, and to remember He cannot lie (Numbers
23:19)! I have declared it and it shall come to pass, no matter what
your modern day sin soaked preachers tell you! As I was reading
this verse, the Father spoke to me, “My decision has been made!”
Folks, we are in deep trouble in America and the world, it’s time we
find a place to start repenting for our sins!
We are The Divided States of America, and soon the division will be
so great, we will not be able to recognize this nation as a civil and
moral democracy! We will be divided naturally and spiritually, all for
the sake of our sin!
I asked the Father as I always do, what shall we do? He said,
“Prepare for war!”
To me that means to get my physical and spiritual affairs in order.
Get my supplies updated, check my surroundings for breaches, and
settle the fact that losses are coming. Our lives are about to be
radically changed, prepare accordingly.
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Chapter 15

“Riots in the North, Turmoil in
the South, Rebellion in the
East, Fires in the West!”
During my prayer time on July 17 2016 at around 6:15 am, the
Father spoke the following words to me:
“Anarchy, anarchy, anarchy! The seething pot of rebellion has
spewed into your streets. Riots in the north, turmoil in the south,
rebellion in the east, fires in the west! All of these will form your
nation’s unrest! The lack of peace, is the lack of My Righteousness
within the fabric and soul of this nation.
Abandonment of My Truth will be filled with rebellion and hatred of
the soul! Rejection is always followed by ejection. You have rejected
Me America, and I have ejected you from My plans of prosperity and
wholeness!
I am here, I have not changed, but you Oh America have changed!
Since your birth, you sparkled with newness and adventure. You
conquered every foe, but you have forgotten the strength behind your
tow (struggle). It was Me! It was Grace that covered thee! Now your
garments will be exposed! For they will be tattered by your foes! You
wouldn’t listen to instruction, nor would you seek My wisdom and
take counsel from Me!
America, I have wept for your sins and rejection of Me. But now I
stand and have determined, you will see what a hornet’s nest of
rebellion looks like within your streets! You will try to cover your eyes,
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but the fires will be too bright and all will see, what America the
fallen will look like indeed!”
After receiving the word of the Lord, the Father spoke to me to
preach from Isaiah 34. I just preached from that chapter last week
in my sermon, “The Divided States of America”.
I asked why He wanted me to do that because I was concerned
people would not respond to the meat of this word, thinking it was a
repeat. He replied, “They are not listening to My Prophets, they are
not listening to My Watchmen and Seers! Tell them again that My
Sword has been prepared for this nation. I offered you My Covenant
of Peace, now you will endure a time of war!”
I will now present this message from Isaiah 34 with new revelation
and understanding; along with a word for the Remnant Church out
of Isaiah 32. The Father instructed me to remind those who would
read this word, that Isaiah 37:15 is His first choice!
Come near, ye nations, to hear; and hearken, ye people: let the earth
hear, and all that is therein; the world, and all things that come forth
of it. (Isaiah 34:1)
The nations of the world are refusing to come and hear what the
Father is saying to them. They reject the counsel of the Holy One
because of their rebellion. Another reason they can’t hear the voice
of the Father, is because there is a lack of the prophetic voices in
the land who will speak to the “kings” of the earth! Like Moses did
to Pharaoh, proving undeniably that Jehovah is God and Lord of all!
For the indignation of the LORD is upon all nations, and his fury
upon all their armies: he hath utterly destroyed them, he hath
delivered them to the slaughter. (Isaiah 34:2)
The Father spoke to me and said we are in a season of slaughter!
Please wake up America! Please understand we are not going back
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to the days of the Little House on the Prairie or the good ole days of
the Andy Griffith Show! We are at the PNR…the point of no return!
4 For my sword shall be bathed in heaven: behold, it shall come
down upon Idumea, and upon the people of my curse, to judgment.
5 The sword of the LORD is filled with blood, it is made fat with
fatness, and with the blood of lambs and goats, with the fat of the
kidneys of rams: for the LORD hath a sacrifice in Bozrah, and a
great slaughter in the land of Idumea. (Isaiah 34:4-5)
Nice, France revealed to us the sickness of this demonized disease
called radical Islam! How could anyone with a breath and a pulse
destroy men, women, children and babies by crushing the life out of
them with a vehicle, devastating and destroying their lives; robbing
them of their future?
Wait a minute, that’s what we do here in America in our abortion
clinics! We crush and murder babies, robbing them of their future!
We are worse than the terrorist snakes that slither across the globe!
When the sword comes to our nation in full swing, our reward for
our murder of innocent lives will be justified! Many are saying why
is this happening to us? Why are you so negative preacher man?
Why is the sword coming to us as a nation? The Father’s response
to me, is very simple, “REBELLION!”
The Father said to me, “You will see what a hornet’s nest of rebellion
looks like within your streets!”
He then led me to study American history to explain our future from
the pages of the past. Here is the prophetic parallel that the Father
showed me, as a nation we were birthed in rebellion. We rebelled
against the King of England and his Crown. We received our
freedom because we resisted the tyranny of a foreign land.
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Consider the city of Charlotte North Carolina, which is older than
the United States because it was charted in 1768. According to
history, Charlotte was the first government body in America to
declare independence from the Crown of England, on May 20, 1775.
In the fall of 1780, Lord Cornwallis was on his way to destroy the
Continental Army, but his journey only lasted 16 days. It was
recorded that the patriots of Charlotte were “too hot for him”, and
he later referred to Charlotte as a “Hornet’s nest of rebellion.” It
must have had a profound and prophetic impact, because today the
city of Charlotte is known as the “Hornet’s Nest City”.
America’s death as a nation will come from our rebellion against
the King and His Throne! By resisting His Lordship, we have
dethroned Him in America, and have lost our only protection from
all out tyranny. We are cursed with what with we were blessed by!
Our resistance of evil, has become our resistance to that which is
good. Now we will witness what a Hornet’s nest looks like in
America!
What happened in the nation of Turkey, will happen here in
America! The false coup designed to purge the Turkish president of
his enemies, appears for now to have been successful. Please
understand this, there is a plan to change our nation forever, just
like we are witnessing in Turkey, and it’s almost complete! We are
one election (if there is one) away from total tyranny!
As I stated in my last prophetic word “The Divided States of
America,” we are like Esau who sold his birthright! He forfeited all
the benefits of being the firstborn. America has sold her soul to the
devil to live in the lap of luxury.
16 Seek ye out of the book of the LORD, and read: no one of these
shall fail, none shall want her mate: for my mouth it hath
commanded, and his spirit it hath gathered them.
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17 And he hath cast the lot for them, and his hand hath divided it
unto them by line: they shall possess it forever, from generation to
generation shall they dwell therein. (Isaiah 34:16-17)
Verse 16 speaks to us to take heed to the prophetic lessons of
yesterday! To look back and see what happens to nations that turn
their back on God, to consider our ways, and to repent of our sins.
The Father in His Divine Mercy is telling to us to beware! Guard our
hearts, hold our tongue from speaking vanities, and not to touch His
city, Jerusalem! There is a reward for the nations that divide His
land, and there is a heavy price to pay for cursing what the Father
has called blessed! (Genesis 12:3, Numbers 23:8)
Anarchy will soon fill the streets of America. The chaos we have
sown into the nations of the earth, including Israel, will be a
boomerang that will surely find it’s mark!
In conclusion, I want to share with you a word for the Remnant
Church. The Father took me to Isaiah 32 to give us hope when all
will seem hopeless.
1 Behold, a king shall reign in righteousness, and princes shall rule
in judgment.
2 And a man shall be as an hiding place from the wind, and a covert
from the tempest; as rivers of water in a dry place, as the shadow of
a great rock in a weary land. (Isaiah 32:1-2)
The Father wants us to know that even in the midst of chaos, He
has a perfect plan! He will never leave us; He will never forsake us.
We are not orphans, but Heirs and joint Heirs in Christ! We are
seated in Heavenly places with Him! We have a King, His name is
Jesus, and He will fight for us because we are His Beloved! Even
though blood will rise to the bridle in days to come, His plans and
love are unstoppable! His covenant with us is unbreakable and His
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faithfulness is undeniable! We will see His Glory, and witness the
greatest outpouring of the Holy Spirit in world history!
Until the spirit be poured upon us from on high, and the wilderness
be a fruitful field, and the fruitful field be counted for a forest.
(Isaiah 32:15)
There is coming a glorious day of the mighty winds of God’s Spirit
blowing across the ashes of this nation. We will see what the
prophets of old prophesied about our day, but let me warn you, the
Revival and Great Awakening is not coming through the current
model of today’s lukewarm lethargic church. No, our current sin
stained condition will not and cannot handle the coming Glory! But
here is the great news; if will fall on the Rock and allow our lives to
be broken before Him, in complete humility and repentance, we
won’t be crushed when the Rock falls upon this nation! (Matthew
21:44)
In my previous message, I shared how I asked the Father, “What
shall we do with this word?”
He responded, “Prepare for war.” But when I asked Him this week
about this word, He spoke to me and said, “Take shelter in Me!”
Church, I pray you heed the word of the Lord, and prepare your life
accordingly. Time is not on our side!
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Chapter 16

“Prophetic Pollution”
During my early morning prayer time on July 24 2016, the Father
spoke the following words to me:
“There is a poisonous pollution being spewed across the churches of
America. A false prophecy of hope, rooted in the trust of a man. I will
expose this false Hananiah prophecy in the coming days! I will clear
the air in My Churches with fresh revelation and fresh anointing. I am
not the author of confusion! I have not sent these false prophets,
who are not prophets, but mouthpieces for the wicked one!
Confusion, deception, and false revelation reeks from the mouth of
these vipers and snakes. Their venomous poison has been designed
to confuse My Church, to paralyze them between two opinions.
Whom shall I serve and whom shall I believe? But I will settle the
score and I will settle the issue. I will silence the prophets of
Hananiah with great vindication to My Jeremiah’s, My Isaiah’s, and
My Prophets of Truth!
I will clear the air says your God. I will remove the stench of the
Prophetic Pollution that the prophets of Baal proclaim. This will be
the showdown of My Word against the god of this world.
The prince of the air has confused many but I will reveal My Truth. I
will reveal My Voice and those who know Me will respond and follow
Me. My Sheep know My Voice, My Church knows My Ways, My Bride
knows the time of Her departure. For it is when the fig tree bears her
fruit, the time is nigh. Do not be dismayed by the prophesies of false
peace and false hope. The tares will always grow among you. But
you must abide in Me and My Words abide in you. That will be the
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difference between the wheat and tares of the last days. I know the
difference says the Lord and I will reap, bundle, and store what is
Mine!
But for the unprofitable servant, I will cast him out. For I will reward
both the wicked and the righteous. Choose this day; to whom will you
serve, and to whom will you listen!”
The Father then revealed to me the following prophetic teaching.
The prophet Jeremiah was instructed by God to tell the King of
Judah and the five kings of foreign nations that they would go into
bondage to the King of Babylon. This was a very heavy and hard
word to give and receive, but it was the word of the Lord. It was
such an extreme word that the Father added some consequences if
they did not obey His plan.
And it shall come to pass, that the nation and kingdom which will
not serve the same Nebuchadnezzar the king of Babylon, and that
will not put their neck under the yoke of the king of Babylon, that
nation will I punish, saith the LORD, with the sword, and with the
famine, and with the pestilence, until I have consumed them by his
hand. (Jeremiah 27:8)
The Father then said in essence, “Don’t try to prophesy your way out
of this judgment! I said what I said and I will do what I’m going to
do!”
9 Therefore hearken not ye to your prophets, nor to your diviners,
nor to your dreamers, nor to your enchanters, nor to your sorcerers,
which speak unto you, saying, “Ye shall not serve the king of
Babylon”
10 For they prophesy a lie unto you, to remove you far from your
land; and that I should drive you out, and ye should perish.
(Jeremiah 27:9-10)
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The Father warned them not to listen to anyone in their “spiritual
barn” that spoke contrary to what He was saying to them through
His prophet. False prophets will lie to us out of the very nature of
self-preservation!
The prophetic parallel of Jeremiah 27 is taking place in our nation
right now. We have a sure word of judgment coming to America,
and really it’s already here. If you don’t believe me, just take a few
moments at your computer and research how much blood has been
shed in this nation and around the world, in this month alone.
Honestly, the world has gone off the cliff of sanity, into the abyss of
madness!
But because we are in a major election cycle, the prophets of false
hope and false peace are sprouting up everywhere! We have
entered the old worn-out mantra cycle that repeatedly says; “If we
can just get the right person in office, things will change.”
Once again our major leaders of mega ministries are promising us
that with enough prayer and of course enough financial support,
God will see our efforts and once again bless us! Plus, everybody
will live a long and happy glorious life (except for the 60 million
aborted babies)! But the reality is judgment has been determined by
the Courts of Heaven and no amount of lip service and political deal
making with Heaven will change the outcome!
Can you see all the church superstars gathering together on some
massive stage, praying and agreeing on doctrine of any kind? It’s
not happening now, but it might happen after the sword of the Lord
intensifies across this nation, but I wouldn’t buy any advanced
tickets for that one. Now if our church leaders want to find the
biggest stage on the planet that will hold the weight of their egos,
and strip off their pride, wearing only sackcloth and ashes, maybe,
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just maybe, Heaven would offer a reprieve. But from where I’m
sitting, I can only hear the sound of crickets!
Jeremiah declares the warning and uses a prophetic illustrated
sermon by means of a yoke around his neck. America, we have
been wearing a yoke around our neck for over seven years under
this current administration! Can you tell me what merits of
righteousness and deep acts of repentance grants us the freedom
from this yoke? The silence is deafening because we have been
silent in our crying out to God! Our pulpits are quiet, lethargic and
impotent, not because of an IRS code (501c3) but because we don’t
believe in the Covenant called the Bible! We are not forbidden to
speak of the Blood of the Lamb by our government. We don’t
preach about it because we don’t believe in its’ power! We are not
forbidden to speak against the sin of abortion, murder, pedophilia,
homosexuality, or even the sin of lying. The PC police (politically
correct), may not like it, but I fear God and not man! Yes, there are
incidents of persecution, intimidation, and mafia style extortion
taking place against the Church, but that should be NORMAL
CHRISTIANITY! Go back to the book of Acts, look how the Church
was birthed, in, by, and through persecution! We are too pampered
to understand the power and principal of persecution, but our crash
course has only begun!
The modern day Laodicean, Babylonian church, doesn’t speak to
the sin of our day because they don’t have the fear of the Lord! It
has nothing to do with the government! That is a lie. Research
church statistics on what they believe and you will find we are
apostate in our theology. Our seminaries have become cemeteries
where dead men teach dead men a lifeless gospel of humanism!
That is why we are living in Hell right now!
The People’s Choice and Voice:
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Jeremiah recorded how the false prophet Hananiah, who was only a
son of a prophet, prophesied in the House of the Lord, that all would
be well. By the way, these false prophets still operate in the House
of the Lord! Hananiah rebuked the words of Jeremiah and sought to
negate the plans of Heaven.
1 And it came to pass the same year, in the beginning of the reign
of Zedekiah king of Judah, in the fourth year, and in the fifth month,
that Hananiah the son of Azur the prophet, which was of Gibeon,
spake unto me in the house of the LORD, in the presence of the
priests and of all the people, saying,
2 Thus speaketh the LORD of hosts, the God of Israel, saying, I have
broken the yoke of the king of Babylon.
3 Within two full years will I bring again into this place all the
vessels of the LORD’S house, that Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon
took away from this place, and carried them to Babylon:
4 And I will bring again to this place Jeconiah the son of Jehoiakim
king of Judah, with all the captives of Judah, that went into Babylon,
saith the LORD: for I will break the yoke of the king of Babylon.
(Jeremiah 28:1-4)
In verse 2, Hananiah spoke as the devil did to Eve by releasing
confusion and deception. Genesis 3:1-7. Did the Lord really say
what was said? Did He really mean it? This is what the false
Hananiah spirit does, he confuses the language of the prophetic
and produces a type of pollution that clouds the truth! Folks, that is
what is happening right now in America! This prophetic parallel is
undeniable.
Hananiah said God was going to restore the vessels (to us that
would be a type of revival and restoration for the Church) and give
them a political renewal by returning a King. Now here is what we
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must see. Zedekiah King of Judah was considered a puppet of the
King of Babylon (sound familiar yet) and was chosen by God to be
king during this time. Hananiah prophesied that Jeconiah would
return during this great restoration of both the house of the Lord
and the government. Jeconiah was considered the people’s choice
and the voice of the people, because he was popular within the
nation. But HE WAS NOT GOD’s choice, nor His Voice! Hananiah
prophesied what the people wanted to hear and because of the fear
of the people, Zedekiah sat and listened to this tripe.
Let me make this as simple and plain as I can, Hillary Clinton is like
King Zedekiah, a puppet of Obama, the King of Babylon. The two of
them will continue to lead us deeper into Babylon! Donald Trump
might be the people’s choice, but he has not been chosen to lead
this country (he might be able to lead us politically, but not
spiritually). Even if I and the other prophetic voices that I trust are
wrong, there is no political answer or antidote for our sin sickened
condition! We will not vote our way out of judgment!
Please read verses 5-11, to understand the word of the Lord being
spoken by Jeremiah and the open rebellion of Hananiah’s act of
defiance.
12 Then the word of the LORD came unto Jeremiah the prophet,
after that Hananiah the prophet had broken the yoke from off the
neck of the prophet Jeremiah, saying,
13 Go and tell Hananiah, saying, Thus saith the LORD; Thou hast
broken the yokes of wood; but thou shalt make for them yokes of
iron. (Jeremiah 28:12-13)
Because of the sin and acceptance of a lying prophet’s words,
judgment was intensified. Church, if you follow the voices of the
false prophets of this hour, your ability to clearly navigate through
this storm will be greatly diminished. Why? Because you choose to
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believe a lie, and are participants in rebellion against God and His
will!
15 Then said the prophet Jeremiah unto Hananiah the prophet,
Hear now, Hananiah; The LORD hath not sent thee; but thou makest
this people to trust in a lie.
16 Therefore thus saith the LORD; Behold, I will cast thee from off
the face of the earth: this year thou shalt die, because thou hast
taught rebellion against the LORD. (Jeremiah 28:15-16)
Do you see it? Rebellion against the Lord was declared because
they did not accept the Word of the Lord and what He had planned
for the nation! There was nothing they in the assembly at the House
of the Lord (Jeremiah 28:1) could do to change what God had
determined, even with the false Hananiah prophecy. It was a
prophetic certainty that judgment was coming. They tried to
prophesy and gather together to avert the inevitable, but as we
know, history proved Jeremiah was right, and Hananiah went to his
reward.
I understand that no one desires what is coming down the road for
this nation. Like Jeremiah, I would like for the prophesies of the
Hananiahs to be true. But they are not. Therefore, I must prepare
my life, my church, and my family for captivity!
In conclusion, I want to point out several important prophetic
parallels. In Jeremiah 28:1 we are told that this event in the House
of the Lord was in the fifth month, which is the month of Av, which
is a very important month in Israel’s history. It would translate to
our month of August. I bring this to light because many prophetic
voices are speaking of August as a possible time of great unrest
and confusion within our nation, leading up to the time of the
elections (if there are elections).
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But what I found so amazing is in verse 17.
17 So Hananiah the prophet died the same year in the seventh
month. (Jeremiah 28:17)
The seventh month for us would be October. Now I am not
speaking of anyone dying who opposes the Prophets of Truth. What
I am saying is that by October/November of this year, the voice of
the spirit of Hananiah and the false hope it gives will be silenced
concerning this election. The reason for my view can found in a
word I released in May 2016, entitled “The Veil Will Now Be Lifted
and You Will See the Land for What It Is, HELL”. In that word, the
Father impressed upon my heart these words,
“It will be a suddenly! I believe the Father impressed into my heart,
‘America and the Church has six months before our harvest of
judgment comes to full term.’ I do not see true repentance in sight.”
Six months from when I received that word in May brings us to the
October/November period. That timing is also confirmed by the
following verse from the prophet Isaiah.
5 For afore the harvest, when the bud is perfect, and the sour grape
is ripening in the flower, he shall both cut off the sprigs with pruning
hooks, and take away and cut down the branches. (Isaiah 18:5)
Judgment will arrive at a time when the harvest is almost ripe;
when the sour grapes, which speak of judgment, are ready for
harvest. Look for it this fall season!
What if judgment comes crashing down around this nation like an
iron yoke? Will you and your family, your church, and your neighbors
be ready? Will your politicking for your voice and choice for
president really make a difference then?
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For me, I fear the Lord. For my house, we will obey and trust in the
Father and we will not follow any leadership whether church or
political, that doesn’t show us fruits of repentance and
righteousness. All I can tell the Body of Christ is what I’ve been told
to do by the Father. “You better get into the word and let the word
get into you, shut off the false prophets and get ready for impact!”
And if it seems evil unto you to serve the LORD, choose you this day
whom ye will serve; whether the gods which your fathers served
that were on the other side of the flood, or the gods of the Amorites,
in whose land ye dwell: but as for me and my house, we will serve
the LORD. (Joshua 24:15)
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Chapter 17

“August Will Be an
Acceleration of
Assassinations”
On July 31,2016, during my morning prayer time, the Father spoke
the following word to me:
“August will be an acceleration of assassinations both in this country
and the world. Officials from both corporations (including banking)
and political parties will be assassinated.
The cutting off of the head will be the goal of your enemy. This will
be the dividing of the nations. A great culling (selecting process) has
begun, it will not stop nor decrease untill the plan is in place.
This plan your enemy has laid out has been approved by Me. For I
have warned that the enemy was at the gate. I have foretold your
enemy would strike, but you have increased with goods and now you
are dull of hearing! You have placed your hands over your ears.
Silence is what you have asked for, but now you will receive the
increase of My Prophets. For they will not stand by in idleness and
stare, but they will stand and say with a voice of a trumpet,
‘Desolation, desolation, desolation, has come to your shores, your
prairies, and cities, both large and small.’
You have forsaken My covenant, you have forgotten My offering of
peace, now you will reap the whirlwind, the price of the folly of your
sin.
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My garments are clean, My breath does not reek with the stench of
your consuming sin. I have not violated My House as you have
violated your own. There is no comparison to My Royalty and
Holiness though you were once a reflection of My Glory! I have
divorced you oh nation of serpents! Vile and unclean are your streets,
filled with pagan parties worshipping departed spirits of dead men.
In your songs and festivities, you will vomit from their overflow. For
you have drunken the wine of My wrath and fury! You thought I was
as you! But I am not!
Your churches have become a gall of bitterness for the poison that
has been preached. Bitter because the sweetness has lost its taste!
For My Word is honey and it is life. But oh preacher and pastor of My
Sheep, you have poisoned and diluted My Word by your sin. You
prophesy words of good, peace, and prosperity. Ye hypocrites, you
will receive the greater judgment! For like Balaam, you taught My
People to err! Now the salt has lost its savor and it is good for
nothing!
To My Remnant, I say arise stand up and go forth, move to higher
ground, move to where you can be heard! Blow the trumpet! Sound
the alarm! For soon war will begin and few will be found. Make haste
in your plans and prepare My People for My Return and for My
Habitation!”
Interpretation:
As I pondered this strong word, I acquired from God the meaning of
assassination and categorizing of those targeted. He impressed
within me that what is taking place right now, the increase of
murder, the loss of life, (including leadership and those in authority)
are planned assassinations.
It has always been the plan of satan and the minions he controls to
destroy authority. It produces chaos, terror, and uncertainty within
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people, and nations. When I pondered assassinations, the Father
showed me that this would not only be a JFK type of event, but
multiple methods of death (car bombs, suicide bombers, snipers,
poisons, etc.). In essence there will be an increase of this demonic
spirit of murder, and carnage released on the earth. It is already
taking place around the world, but it will be so obvious that there is
a coordinated effort to destabilize the world.
He also impressed upon me that these assassinations will not be
limited to the above mentioned categories, but those will most
likely receive the greater attention, but they include authority in
general terms, from law enforcement, military personnel, to a father
or mother leading a family.
In plain speech, we have entered a season of accelerated death. As
a note of confirmation, since receiving this word there has been an
increase of murder, attempted assassination, and assassinations
of those opposed to corruption within the political arena of our
nation. Sadly, as I conclude this writing, a suicide bomber killed
more than 70 people in Pakistan, mostly Lawyers who represents
law and authority and journalists.
The world must wake up to the reality that Islam is not a religion of
peace, but a political cult of death! Their solution to opposition is
assassination!
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Chapter 18

A Clarion Call is Being
Released to the Remnant Right
Now
August 09, 2016: The Father revealed to me the reason for the
judgment that is here on the earth. He led me to the book of
Jeremiah chapters 10 and 17.
In these chapters, we see Israel was near the time of entering into
their Babylonian captivity. The prophet Jeremiah, under the
inspiration of the Holy Spirit, reveals the reason why the nation was
heading into captivity. In a prophetic parallel the Father is warning
us and revealing to us the reasons why we are in the mess we are
in. Simply put, it is the sin of idolatry! We have rebelled against the
One who has given us life! Judgment never comes without warning
and ample opportunity to repent.
Here are a few verses that really speak to where we are.
1 Hear ye the word which the Lord speaketh unto you, O house of
Israel:
2 Thus saith the Lord, “Learn not the way of the heathen, and be not
dismayed at the signs of heaven; for the heathen are dismayed at
them.” (Jeremiah 10:1-2)
We as the Church are called to see the world conformed to us, but
our churches have become so pagan in practice, you can’t tell the
difference between some churches and a night club!
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Learn not, means to teach not, to not instruct others in the way or
journey of the heathen. We are on a highway to hell, and the Church
is enjoying the ride, blissfully ignoring the warning signs that says,
“The bridge is out!”
3 For the customs of the people are vain: for one cutteth a tree out
of the forest, the work of the hands of the workman, with the axe.
4 They deck it with silver and with gold; they fasten it with nails and
with hammers, that it move not.
5 They are upright as the palm tree, but speak not: they must needs
be borne, because they cannot go. Be not afraid of them; for they
cannot do evil, neither also is it in them to do good. (Jeremiah 10:35)
We have changed the word of God to fit the sin of man. We have
altered what is right to fit what is wrong, and we teach a foreign
gospel and offer strange fire (Numbers 3:4) upon our altars to a
Holy God! We have replaced our worship to God with worship of
ourselves, and created an idol made in the likeness of the American
dream! We are no different than the pagans of foreign lands who
worship graven images. We simply changed the names from
buddha, allah, and confucius, to Cadillac, Wall Street, and
Nordstrom! We have become so awe struck by the wealth of our
Hollywood pastors that we literally believe God is just like us! Our
stuff is His seal of approval!
16. The portion of Jacob is not like them: for he is the former of all
things; and Israel is the rod of his inheritance: The LORD of hosts is
his name. (Jeremiah 10:16)
Here is a news flash; God is nothing like us! He loves us, but He
cannot tolerate the stench of our sin much longer. We have violated
the Holy oath of His Covenant, and have marginalized His Holiness
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by flaunting our sin in His sanctuary! We are teaching the nations to
sin, while waving our prosperity like a reward for our paganized
practices!
We need to heed this warning!
17. Gather up thy wares out of the land, O inhabitant of the fortress.
18. For thus saith the LORD, Behold, I will sling out the inhabitants
of the land at this once, and will distress them, that they may find it
so. (Jeremiah 10:17-18)
A clarion call is being released to the Remnant right now. It is a call
to be on the move, to be busy about the Father’s work, and to
occupy till He comes! Israel was taught that when the shofar blows
you have to be prepared to move on a 3-day journey (Numbers
10:33). They were prepared because they were taught the fear of
the Lord through the prophetic voice of their day. They moved
prophetically and in order as a camp when they saw the cloud
move!
Remnant, we need to heed the warnings of the true prophets of God
and get our house in order! We must move with the Glory,
regardless if its headed into the wilderness of uncertainty! We are
to have our spiritual affairs in order and our natural affairs in order.
Too many in the Church are weighed down with sin, doubt, and debt
that if the Father told you to move, we’d trip over our baggage! We
must lay aside the sin! We must activate our faith! We must get rid
of the debt that Babylon has enslaved us with!
There is no easy way out! America we will feel the pain and reward
for our sins! Someone will pay for the blood of the innocent, the
defenseless, and the vulnerable! We will bear the weight of our
national sins upon our backs, as we woefully march into the
confines of Babylonian captivity!
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19. Woe is me for my hurt! my wound is grievous: but I said, Truly
this is a grief, and I must bear it. (Jeremiah 10:19)
Why must we endure the weight of these sins preacher? Look
around and see all the beautiful Churches, and all we’ve done in this
Christian nation! Isn’t there an account in Heaven for our past
righteousness? Here is the reason we have been found guilty in the
court room of Heaven.
20. My tabernacle is spoiled, and all My cords are broken: My
children are gone forth of Me, and they are not: there is none to
stretch forth My tent any more, and to set up My curtains.
(Jeremiah 10:20)
The word ‘tabernacle’ has a dual meaning. It represents the nation
and the Church, a tent of dwelling. It speaks to both the political
and religious aspects of a nation. The cords speak to the strength
and stability of a nation, which is the Covenant, the Word of God,
and His presiding presence. These give a nation a moral
foundation, a fabric of righteousness that lines our daily lives with
peace and prosperity. Without it, a nation is turned into hell (Psalm
9:17).
Verse 20 goes on to reveal the absence of those who have been
born into this Kingdom, who now have forsaken all the elements
needed to successfully operate within the Kingdom. The Father
says I cannot find those who once held up My Word above their
own, those who once provided protection and provision to those
who could not do so on their own. My curtains that once held My
Presence and Power are no longer raised, for My Children have
abandoned Me! Yet we sing God bless America, and pray for more
stuff!
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21. For the pastors are become brutish, and have not sought the
LORD: therefore they shall not prosper, and all their flocks shall be
scattered. (Jeremiah 10:21)
One of the definitions for the word brutish is STUPID! We’ve
become stupid in our Churches! We’ve become stupid by
embracing the pagan gods and their practices. We’ve become
stupid by believing a politician will solve our moral problems with
the stroke of a pen! We’ve become stupid by supporting those
sodomites who defy the Living God, with their open sewage
lifestyles! We will not prosper because we have abandoned our only
source of truth and have refused to repent, calling on the God of
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob!
22. Behold, the noise of the bruit (report) is come, and a great
commotion out of the north country, to make the cities of Judah
desolate, and a den of dragons. (Jeremiah 10:22)
Church, the prophetic report card has been issued and we are
failing in our assignment to turn this nation back to God! The
enemy has breached our gates and soon will unleash mechanisms
that will make this nation desolate!
23. O LORD, I know that the way of man is not in himself: it is not in
man that walketh to direct his steps. (Jeremiah 10:23)
We cannot afford to trust in the minds and hands of man! We must
call upon the Living God to help us find our way through the maze
of this current Babylonian life! This verse must be our prophetic cry!
24. O LORD, correct me, but with judgment (justice); not in thine
anger, lest thou bring me to nothing. (Jeremiah 10:24)
1. The sin of Judah is written with a pen of iron, and with the point
of a diamond: it is graven upon the table of their heart, and upon the
horns of your altars; (Jeremiah 17:1)
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Our sin has left a tattoo that only the Blood of Jesus can remove!
We have been marked by God for destruction as a nation, yet no
one seems to care. Our enemies have tagged us and branded us for
the slaughter, yet the Church continues to sing I’ll fly away! The only
thing flying away right now is our freedom!
2. Whilst their children remember their altars and their groves by
the green trees upon the high hills. (Jeremiah 17:2)
We have polluted the minds and hearts of our children with our
sins. We have violated their pure conscience, leaving an indelible
mark of filth, pornography and witchcraft! If the children are His
reward (Psalm 127:3), then what are we giving Him in the future?
We are offering up our children on the altar of Moloch! Does anyone
really care about the little ones?
According to the research I have done, the world has aborted 1.5
Billion babies in the last 50 years! Yet the Church says, “Why
judgment? Why all of this talk of bloodshed in our world? Why do
you remind us of these things?”
We must be reminded of the holocaust of our day!
3. O my mountain in the field, I will give thy substance and all thy
treasures to the spoil, and thy high places for sin, throughout all thy
borders.
4. And thou, even thyself, shalt discontinue from thine heritage that
I gave thee; and I will cause thee to serve thine enemies in the land
which thou knowest not: for ye have kindled a fire in mine anger,
which shall burn for ever.
5. Thus saith the LORD; Cursed be the man that trusteth in man,
and maketh flesh his arm, and whose heart departeth from the
LORD.
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6. For he shall be like the heath in the desert, and shall not see
when good cometh; but shall inhabit the parched places in the
wilderness, in a salt land and not inhabited. (Jeremiah 17:3-6)
We have trusted in man for the last time! He cannot help us out of
our sin. We cannot vote purity nor legislate righteousness! We
cannot live like the devil and ask Heaven to bless the works of our
hands! We need nationwide repentance for our treason against a
Holy God and His Word! America, the Father is pleading with us to
repent!
Good news for the Remnant!
7. Blessed is the man that trusteth in the LORD, and whose hope
the LORD is.
8. For he shall be as a tree planted by the waters, and that
spreadeth out her roots by the river, and shall not see when heat
cometh, but her leaf shall be green; and shall not be careful in the
year of drought, neither shall cease from yielding fruit. (Jeremiah
17:7-8)
14. Heal me, O LORD, and I shall be healed; save me, and I shall be
saved: for thou art my praise. (Jeremiah 17:14)
How to Prepare:
As I conclude this word, I know it is not easy to comprehend what is
coming over the horizon. But it is coming! So what do we do, how
do we prepare and live in the midst of such strong storm warnings?
The Father answered my heart’s cry with these 4 instructions.
Get your house in order, spiritually and naturally!
Move to higher ground! Get up to where the Father is, and listen to
what He is saying to you.
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Stay settled and rooted in Me! His Word is your only stability in this
hour.
Prepare for acceleration! (Tighten your seats belt!)
It’s going to be wild ride but have no fear, the Father will always be
in control!
1 The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want.
2 He maketh me to lie down in green pastures: he leadeth me
beside the still waters.
3 He restoreth my soul: he leadeth me in the paths of righteousness
for his name’s sake.
4 Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will
fear no evil: for thou art with me; thy rod and thy staff they comfort
me.
5 Thou preparest a table before me in the presence of mine
enemies:
thou anointest my head with oil; my cup runneth over. (Psalm 23:15)
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Chapter 19

“Ichabod! The Fire Has Gone
Out and My Spirit Has
Departed!”
The following word was received during my early morning prayer
time on August 14 2016:
“Ichabod! The fire has gone out and My Spirit has departed! For the
watchmen that watches has watched in vain! For he has let the fire
go out, he has forsaken My Spirit’s dwelling and I have moved his
habitation! For the Church desires the things of this earth rather than
the treasures of Heaven!
I have prepared a table before your enemies but you have refused to
come and dine, therefore you will be their portion! You have rejected
My plans to prepare you as a Holy Bride, now your garments will be
tattered and your beauty will flee!
Today you have provoked Me as in the day of provocation, now you
will pay the price! I am a jealous God and I reap where I sow! I have
given you My Word and you have rejected it. I have given you My
Glory and you refuse to wear it. I have given you My Holiness and you
have refused to walk in it. I have given you My Grace and you have
abused it!
I will return to you if you return to Me. I will heal you, if you call upon
Me!
Where will you go, and to whom will you run to in the hour of
calamity? For when the fires of affliction fall, then you will call, then
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you will return, only then will I see My Bride clean, pure, without spot
or earthly blemish! Your time is short to prepare, your hour is late!
To My David’s, return to My Temple and light the fire of My Presence!
Guard that flame as a watchman watches at night! Find your light
within My Light (Psalm 36:9)! Then I will fill the temple with My
Presence and overwhelming Glory! Then I will show My Promise of
restoration of the last days! For I Am suddenly returning to My
Temple! There you will find Me. In the place of Holiness, I will abide.
Forsake not the assembling and gathering together in these final
days says your God. There is strength in numbers and My Glory will
abide with My People. I will never leave you nor forsake you!
Light the fire once again and call upon My Spirit and I will manifest
My Glory!”
The Father led me to the following scriptures and prophetic
teaching.
Many Church leaders in America believe their number one need is
to have a political candidate in their corner, one who will fight for
their right to speak to all things politically. Heaven disagrees!
The number one need of the American Church is to fall on their
faces before a Holy God, repenting of the apostate and pagan
lifestyle we are currently living. How many campaigns and
candidates have promised us that they would overturn ROE V
WADE? All they do is pull on our emotions and empty our wallets as
we help “bankroll” their journey to the fairytale land called “change.”
The only thing that changes is the slogan and logo for the next
candidate that rolls into town!
When will the Church learn that we are only stepping stones for
these political charlatans? Church, we need the fire of God to fall
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once again upon the altars of our hearts, consuming the sin soaked
offerings of repentance! The purpose of the FIRE!
8 And the LORD spake unto Moses, saying,
9 Command Aaron and his sons, saying, This is the law of the burnt
offering: It is the burnt offering, because of the burning upon the
altar all night unto the morning, and the fire of the altar shall be
burning in it.
10 And the priest shall put on his linen garment, and his linen
breeches shall he put upon his flesh, and take up the ashes which
the fire hath consumed with the burnt offering on the altar, and he
shall put them beside the altar.
11 And he shall put off his garments, and put on other garments,
and carry forth the ashes without the camp unto a clean place.
12 And the fire upon the altar shall be burning in it; it shall not be
put out: and the priest shall burn wood on it every morning, and lay
the burnt offering in order upon it; and he shall burn thereon the fat
of the peace offerings.
13 The fire shall ever be burning upon the altar; it shall never go out.
(Leviticus 6:8-13)
There is a purpose for the fire. It is redeeming and all consuming.
True restoration comes from true repentance, and the Father will
meet us at the altar, answering our cries with redeeming fire! He
longs for us to go there; He longs for His Church to just admit their
need of Him!
Verse 12 reveals to us the consecrated lifestyle that is not an
option if we are to walk Holy before Heaven. Everyday should be a
day of consecration of our life to the Father. Everyday our altar
should be full of “wood” and offerings for our sin. These are all
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symbolic to us today of our need to be in constant contact with our
Lord and Savior! Perpetual repentance produces eternal
acceptance, and gives us unlimited access to the Throne of God!
The nature of the Father is discovered in the reality that He loves
sacrifices from His People. The greatest sacrifice we can give Him
are the ones from our hearts and lips, that are bathed in humility
(Psalm 51:17)! He always resists the proud, and those are the ones
who refuse to admit their daily need of a Savoir. He is our Daily
Bread! Our lives should be consumed with passion and pursuit of
His Holiness and Presence. We must burn daily within to know Him
and make Him known.
Verse 13 reveals and confirms this fact, the FIRE IS NEVER TO GO
OUT!
The pastors and shepherds of today’s Babylonian Franchise
Churches have not only allowed the fire to go out, they have
replaced it with another gospel producing strange fire (Leviticus
10:1, 11 Corinthians 11:4)!
The members of these churches have become so enamored by the
magic shows of these modern day Simon’s (Acts 8:18), that they
have no idea they are becoming two-fold more the children of hell
(Matthew 23:15)! Repentance is the key that keeps the fire of God
burning brightly in the House of God. We need the fire of God
blazing again in the hearts of our preachers! To God we would have
preachers once again asking for the Holy coals off the fiery Altar of
God to touch their lips of flesh (Isaiah 6:6-8)!
Jehovah is the God who announces Himself with fire!
And there came a fire out from before the LORD, and consumed
upon the altar the burnt offering and the fat: which when all the
people saw, they shouted, and fell on their faces. (Leviticus 9:24)
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That’s what we need again right there! A good ole fire baptized
service, where the God of Heaven answers by fire!
America, there are two fires coming to our shores, the fire of hell
and the fire of Heaven, we must choose this day which fire we want
to reside in! For me and my house, we choose to reside and abide in
the fire that comes from the fiery Altar of Heaven! That same fire
that ignited the Altar of Burnt Offering, fell on the day of Pentecost,
and is still falling today!
2. And suddenly there came a sound from heaven as of a rushing
mighty wind, and it filled all the house where they were sitting.
3. And there appeared unto them cloven tongues like as of fire, and
it sat upon each of them. (Acts 2:2-3)
The second fire the Father led me to is found in Leviticus 24.
2. Command the children of Israel, that they bring unto thee pure oil
olive beaten for the light, to cause the lamps to burn continually.
(Leviticus 24:2)
Moses was commanded by the Father to have all of Israel bring
pure olive oil. They were given a responsibility in keeping the fire
burning. Israel was required to pay a price for the fire. The Glory and
Presence of God will always cost us something! Because we have a
costless gospel being preached, it’s hard to find anyone willing to
pay the price that Heaven requires. We lack anointing because we
lack the sacrifice for it. Talent has replaced unction, and media
marketing has replaced miracles!
If I die daily, if I pick my cross, then the oil of His presence
increases in my life and the fire of His Presence burns even
brighter. Can you imagine what a home, a Church, or Nation would
look like if we all paid the price and brought the King pure oil? What
a fire that would burn, giving safe passage to those in darkness!
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There is so much more to say on the oil, the fire, and the
lampstands, but I wanted to show the prophetic parallel of where
we are right now. This is the only one reason America is growing
darker by the day, the Lamp of God has gone out!
In 1 Samuel 3, we find young Samuel in the house of Eli. The Father
was preparing Samuel to lead Israel into a new day of Spirit led
leadership. The old guard was being removed. Their service to
Heaven and their nation was coming to a close, not due to old age,
but darkened hearts. The prophetic voices and visionaries of the
hour were scarce, not because Heaven was silent, but because the
leadership was willingly blind. Just like it is today!
1. And the child Samuel ministered unto the LORD before Eli. And
the word of the LORD was precious in those days; there was no
open vision.
2. And it came to pass at that time, when Eli was laid down in his
place, and his eyes began to wax dim, that he could not see;
3. And ere the lamp of God went out in the temple of the LORD,
where the ark of God was, and Samuel was laid down to sleep; (1
Samuel 3:1-3)
In my opinion, verse two is saddest verse of the Old Testament!
This is where we are right now in the vast majority of American
churches! We have let the fire go out! We have refused to see that
the light of God within our hearts has grown ever so dim, to the
point the fire is gone! All that is left is the putrid smell of smoldering
ashes! We are fireless, and powerless, while the devil rages through
our homes and city streets! No wonder our nation is rejecting
Christianity! We have no open visions, and true prophetic
revelations, to show the world who the Father really is! The only fire
we see in most Churches are the sparks coming off of our handheld
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sparklers! We have replaced the smoke of His Glory with
mechanical smoke machines! There is no true rain of the Spirit in
our Churches, just manmade irrigation systems to keep us propped
up till the next show! We need a raging Holy Ghost fire to blow
through our dried out wood stacks we call Churches! Don’t ever let
the fire and passion of the Holy Ghost go out in your life!
Conclusion:
In conclusion, the Father impressed upon me to show where we are
right now as a Church and a Nation.
In 1 Samuel 4, Israel was engaged in battle with their enemies, the
Philistines, which means immigrants, foreigners, and sea people.
America, we have been invaded by those who couldn’t care less
about our God, the Bible, and our Constitution. They have a plan to
destroy the very fabric of this nation. Our government officials are a
part of this plan by allowing anyone to enter this nation, asking us
to conform to their religions, ideologies, and forms of selfgovernance, without embracing our culture of law, order, and ethical
values. The great melting pot of the world is boiling over, and no
one will be able to clean up the mess!
I am not against immigration, I love the flavor of the nations, but if
we don’t teach these nations our values, we will become just like
the countries they fled!
Our “seeker friendly” and “let’s all get along” Churches, are
worsening the matter! Just like Israel we are losing the battle, we
are losing the war for the soul of our nation. To be honest with you,
it already has been lost. Every day the evidence of the depth of the
darkness, comes spewing out of the manholes of our society. Just
pick the institution, all of them are decaying and decomposing
because we have rejected the Creator, the Founder, and the only
One who can keep our nation intact!
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Because of our rejection of God, both in the House of God and in
the affairs of this nation, we are currently running on a form of
godliness, but without the power! We are a terminal patient, living
like nothing is wrong!
3. And when the people were come into the camp, the elders of
Israel said, Wherefore hath the LORD smitten us to day before the
Philistines? Let us fetch the ark of the covenant of the LORD out of
Shiloh unto us, that, when it cometh among us, it may save us out
of the hand of our enemies.
4. So the people sent to Shiloh, that they might bring from thence
the ark of the covenant of the LORD of hosts, which dwelleth
between the cherubims: and the two sons of Eli, Hophni and
Phinehas, were there with the ark of the covenant of God. (1
Samuel 4:3-4)
Israel went to Shiloh to find their lucky charm! Just like the
Churches of America, we have our lucky charms that make us feel
like God is with us! Big buildings with big budgets and big named
Christian entertainers who tell us sin is okay and Heaven is for us!
Just look how diverse we are! We fly the flag of the rainbow while
embracing a demonized culture of sodomites whom the God of
Heaven calls an abomination (Leviticus 18:22) The lucky charms of
Israel didn’t work then and it surely won’t work now!
10. And the Philistines fought, and Israel was smitten, and they fled
every man into his tent: and there was a very great slaughter; for
there fell of Israel thirty thousand footmen. (1 Samuel 4:10)
Eli and his sons Hophni, and Phinehas were now dead. The
changing of the guard was now complete. This sin sickened
leadership left a legacy that will forever be remembered by two sad
events. They let the fire of Gods’ Presence go out, while leaving an
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indelible mark that follows every generation that rejects God and
His commandants.
21. And she named the child Ichabod, saying, The glory is departed
from Israel: because the ark of God was taken, and because of her
father in law and her husband. (1 Samuel 4:21)
The seed of Phinehas lived and was a reminder to every generation
of his failure and that of his family. What will be said of today’s
modern Church? What will be said about us and our Church, our
ministry, and our family? Will we give birth to an Ishmael or an
Ichabod?
This may be our final call to give birth to the greatest outpouring
recorded in human history! Don’t let the fire go out, and may we
never let His Presence depart from our life!
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Chapter 20

“The Church of Nabal”
On August 21 2016, the Father spoke the following word to me
during my early morning prayer time:
“The time has come to reveal the sins of My Bride! She can no longer
hide beneath her veil of deception the things I already know. I will
reveal her true identity, her true state of being, so that I may heal her,
renew her, and restore her to her place and position of authority!
I haven’t forgotten My Promise to revive My work in the midst of the
darkness and peril (Habakkuk 3:2). I will work,” says your God. “I will
stand and fight for My Bride and My Righteous Church. But you must
come clean. You must walk into the Light of Judgment! It is your
hour of exposure – It is your day of reckoning! For how can I judge
the nations in righteousness if I haven’t judged My own House?! How
can I smite your enemies, if My Own People are in disarray, disorder
and dysfunctional, living in the darkness of sin?
No I will not defeat your enemy without until you defeat your enemy
within! The demons and devils who prevail against you within your
churches and pulpits – you must stand and say, ‘That’s enough! I will
not tolerate your tripe that has enslaved my soul, I will flee from your
snare! I will free myself from this sin that devours!’
In this hour, I will cleanse My Temple. In this day,” says your God, “I
will visit the iniquities of a self-serving people – stiff necked and
rebellious towards me!
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Come out of the Babylonian churches – flee from their stench of
rebellion. For My Fire has been kindled. Vengeance is Mine and I will
judge My House with fervency!”
There is a changing of the guards that is upon the Church, and we
must position ourselves to receive our place in this final day
harvest. The prophetic voice of yesterday is handing over the reins
of leadership, not by succession, but by rejection! That is what is
happening right now on earth!
Please understand this is not an issue of age, but an issue of
neglect and forfeit. The current wineskins of the ecumenical
garbage are bursting at the seams! I love the older generations that
were the pioneers of the faith. Personally I would rather have an
“older” saint of the Lord lays hands on me and pray, than some
young buck who is trying to make a buck through their prayers! So
the change of leadership that is here is not necessarily one of age
but one that is being demanded by Heaven because if we don’t
change we won’t see what Heaven has prepared for us from the
foundations of the earth, and that is a massive flood of Glory and
harvest of souls!
There is only one obstacle that is in the way of the Fathers plan, and
it’s not the devil, or a political entity, it’s the current regime of
Church hierarchy, who refuses to let the “David’s” take their
predestined place. That obstacle, is being moved as I write this
teaching!
Prophetic Confirmation:
The Father gave me the following prophetic teaching and
confirmation. In this teaching, we will see three main characters,
David, Nabal, and Abigail. They represent the Father, the current
Babylonian Church, and the Remnant Church, respectively. There is
a prophetic parallel that the Father is earnestly wanting us to see.
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And Samuel died; and all the Israelites were gathered together, and
lamented him, and buried him in his house at Ramah. And David
arose, and went down to the wilderness of Paran. (1 Samuel 25:1)
The great prophet Samuel had died, the prophetic voice of Israel.
He was a true leader, whose guidance came from the Throne Room
of God, providing Israel a sure word in uncertain times (1 Samuel
3:19). Death is always a catalyst for the birthing of something new.
Heaven has a way of announcing great change through death. It is
sorrowful for us on earth, but Heaven understands that if progress
is to come, then one generation, one form of leadership, must give
way to another.
For example, it wasn’t until Moses died, that Joshua took Israel into
the promised land (Deuteronomy 31:14). Isaiah didn’t see the
Father high and lifted up until King Uzziah died (Isaiah 6:1).
2. And there was a man in Maon, whose possessions were in
Carmel; and the man was very great, and he had three thousand
sheep, and a thousand goats: and he was shearing his sheep in
Carmel.
3. Now the name of the man was Nabal; and the name of his wife
Abigail: and she was a woman of good understanding, and of a
beautiful countenance: but the man was churlish and evil in his
doings; and he was of the house of Caleb. (1 Samuel 25:2-3)
Nabal is a prophetic reflection of the current Church leadership of
the Babylonian Enterprise. His possessions stretched to Carmel
which means Garden Land or Fruitful Land. He had it all. Just like
the leadership of today whose mass media tentacles reach beyond
our current borders. Churches who have financial holdings in the
multiplied millions of dollars, yet never preach about the Cross, sin,
or the international holocaust called abortion! These leaders mirror
in many ways the story of Lazarus and the Rich Man of Luke 16:19121

31. Always the best, multiple homes, air conditioned dog houses,
jets, and private amenities hidden from their board, and the backs
of those who have carried the load for these charlatans! I am not
against prosperity, I’m against the poison that seeps through the
bag of gold these thieves are hiding! That poison is pride, rebellion,
and selfishness! Welcome to the Church of Self!
Nabal’s name means “Senseless Fool”. That name fits perfectly for
the current pagan leadership! His wife’s name Abigail means The
Fathers Joy, which is the perfect name for the Remnant Church! We
are the apple of His eye, the apex of His creation, and favor
surrounds us as a shield (Psalm 5:12)! She wasn’t just smart and
full of wisdom, she was also beautiful! Her beauty within radiated
throughout, and when you saw her, you knew why the Father was
overjoyed; you can hear Him say, “That’s My girl, My child, My
delight”!
This is exactly what the Father wants to say about the entire
Church, but He can’t because Nabal is stuck in his ways, and
refuses to repent!
Verse 3 says Nabal was a churlish man, which means he was a
stubborn, hard hearted, snarling fool! He was rich, but not because
of hard work. His wealth came from an inheritance (Joshua 14 and
15). He was from the lineage of Caleb, the great Caleb of the book
of Joshua, a man who in his older age said, “Give me this
mountain!” (Joshua 14:12-15) Unfortunately, Caleb’s successor, like
it is today, says give me more stuff, and hurry it up! We are the ME
generation, the selfie generation, and Heaven has had enough of it!
Something was lost in the transfer of Caleb’s estate to Nabal. He
received the stuff but not the spirit of Caleb, he received the
possessions but not the passion nor Kingdom purpose. He
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obtained many things, but he rejected the character of Caleb! He
became increasingly selfish, sinful, and rebellious.
I believe we as a Church have lost something in the transfer from
our Church fathers. You can go back to the Apostles and the
Church of Acts, or pick any time period of Church history for your
reference. But for me, we lost something that the Healing
Revivalists, and Church pioneers of that hour had; Holy Ghost fire,
passion for the lost, and Holiness unto God! Today these great
saints are looked upon as foolish, backwards, and untrained. They
may be so in theology and education, but everyone knew these
folks had been with Jesus! (Acts 4:13) Blinded eyes opened, deaf
ears unstopped, the lame walked, the dead rose to new life, and the
altars were full of sinners moaning and weeping their way into
Heaven! Yes, I would rather have that day of so called ignorance,
than the smoke machines, and fabricated presence of a God most
have never met!
Nabal is the current Church, full of stuff, but void of the Spirit of
God! You can have the stuff, just give me Jesus!
Here is a powerful prophetic parallel and event coming to a Church
near you. David sent ten young men to speak to Nabal. Ten is the
number of judgment, trial, and testing, when used in the negative
sense. Young represents the new leadership, new vision, new wine,
and a fresh kingdom perspective. Many have taught that David was
ruthless, taking something that didn’t belong to him, like a thief.
Some within the Kingdom at that time viewed David as a common
criminal because of his flight from Saul. Your misunderstanding of
who the Father is, and what Heaven is doing in this hour will cost
you your ministry, stuff, and possibly your life!
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10. And Nabal answered David’s servants, and said, “Who is David?
And who is the son of Jesse?” There be many servants now a days
that break away every man from his master.
11. Shall I then take my bread, and my water, and my flesh that I
have killed for my shearers, and give it unto men, whom I know not
whence they be? (1 Samuel 25:10-11)
Listen to the attitude of Nabal! Who is this David? Who is the son of
Jesse? Nabal purposely rejected David and refused to honor his
agreement with David. That is exactly what the Church of Nabal is
doing today! Who is this God you are speaking of? Who is this Son,
and this plan to revive us? How dare you tell us there is a new wave
of glory coming, and persecution that is going to costs us
something! We are blessed, we are the seed of Abraham, chosen to
be filthy rich! No pain for us, we are out of here!
Nabal was a fool because he rejected the honoring of David, paying
David what he was owed. Church, you are a fool, sitting in a ship of
fools, if you don’t heed the warning that judgment is coming to the
Church of Nabal!
David’s response was the sword! The Father’s first choice is never
the sword. He is gracious, slow to anger, and merciful (Exodus
34:6). The sword only comes to those who are stiff necked,
rebellious, and foolish enough not to accept the Fathers terms and
conditions. The very reason judgment on the House of God hasn’t
started in full force is due to those who are still in the Church of
Nabal, interceding!
14. But one of the young men told Abigail, Nabal’s wife, saying,
Behold, David sent messengers out of the wilderness to salute our
master; and he railed on them.
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15. But the men were very good unto us, and we were not hurt,
neither missed we anything, as long as we were conversant with
them, when we were in the fields: (1 Samuel 25:14-15)
You see, David wasn’t a criminal, evil minded, or lording over Nabal.
David wanted what was rightfully his. David wanted peace to come
to Nabal, and his house.
The Father is saying to us right now, “Listen, I have a plan for you, to
bless you beyond your fading materialism. I love you and need you
for this final harvest!”
David had been a wall of protection for Nabal and Nabal knew it, but
still refused to pay what he owed. He was selfish, greedy, and
rejected the offer of peace. Judgment was now the only way to
resolve this issue, and to turn Nabal’s possessions over to the
Kingdom. The Father has been a wall of protection to us, but that
wall is coming down, due to our wretchedness!
They were a wall unto us both by night and day, all the while we
were with them keeping the sheep. (1 Samuel 25:16)
How can we change our course as a Church when we have
leadership that acts and lives like a child of the devil (Belial)?
Now therefore know and consider what thou wilt do; for evil is
determined against our master, and against all his household: for
he is such a son of Belial, that a man cannot speak to him. (1
Samuel 25:17)
Here comes the bride! Nabal’s wife, Abigail, knew who David was.
She knew he was to be king, and that he was a passionate, and
fierce warrior. Like Abigail, the true Church, the Remnant, the Bride,
we know our Father! We intimately know His Son as Savior, King of
Kings, and Lord of Lords! We’ve experienced His generosity of
Grace, His marvelous Mercy, and His matchless power! Abigail
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came with offerings of repentance, a fragrance of pure sincerity,
and a humble heart of worship. She repented for the sins of her
house, and husband, even though she didn’t trespass against David.
That is true intercession!
Then Abigail made haste, and took two hundred loaves, and two
bottles of wine, and five sheep ready dressed, and five measures of
parched corn, and one hundred clusters of raisins, and two hundred
cakes of figs, and laid them on asses. (1 Samuel 25:18)
Please read the entire exchange between David and Abigail that
ends at verse 35! This is a powerful reflection of what the Remnant
are doing right now, falling at the Father’s feet! Worshipping Him in
the beauty of Holiness, (Psalm 29:2) pleading for His Mercy to be
extended towards His People.
There is a payday someday for rejecting the Father’s offer of peace,
and His plan of a new day for our Churches. The season we
currently are in is our final warning!
36. And Abigail came to Nabal; and, behold, he held a feast in his
house, like the feast of a king; and Nabal’s heart was merry within
him, for he was very drunken: wherefore she told him nothing, less
or more, until the morning light. (1 Samuel 25:36)
37. But it came to pass in the morning, when the wine was gone out
of Nabal, and his wife had told him these things, that his heart died
within him, and he became as a stone. (1 Samuel 25:36-37)
As a watchman, it amazes me that with all the prophetic warnings,
and real time events exploding in our world, many in the Church of
Nabal, are partying like everything is just fine! We are still sinning
like devils on Saturday, and singing like angels on Sunday,
regurgitating the Hananiah prophecies that are leading us straight
to the bottom of the abyss!
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I have a warning that will not make me be popular in certain circles,
but there is coming a series of events that is going to paralyze
many, causing them to be thunderstruck, and will result in an early
check out call from this life. Some scholars say Nabal had a stroke,
others say a type of cardio event which was caused by being
thunderstruck by the words he heard. In all of his foolishness, he
never thought of the recompense of his actions, nor the fierce
judgment of David. Nabal was truly a fool!
My friend, it would be foolish to follow anyone who doesn’t know
the totality of who God is, and what He will do to those who are
unrepentant, foolishly standing in His way. Nabal became a stone
for 10 days, a prophetic reality of judgment. His party was over, the
staggering effects of the wine of the world had left his body. There
he sat with the words of his wife still ringing within his ears, it was
too late to turn, he became stone. Just like Lot’s wife, Nabal was a
fool not to obey, and embrace the reality that God was up to
something new. A new King, a new Kingdom, and a new dimension
of God’s presence was being revealed to Israel, but Nabal refused
it!
Church, the Father is up to something new. It is a new leadership, a
new Church, rooted in the discarded truths found in the
indestructible Word of God!
Conclusion:
In conclusion, I am making a very stern and sincere call to the
Church. It’s a call to come out of the Church of Nabal. Flee these
demons in suits, whose only pursuit is fame and YOUR fortune!
Don’t spend another day or dollar consuming their tripe that only a
dog would eat. Depart from these franchise churches, these
churches that are built on personalities, rather than His Presence!
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Judgment is coming. The question is, where would you rather be, in
the house of a fool or the House of Faith? No matter who opposes
this message or messenger, God the Father will have His way, and
He will get it all in the end!
And when David heard that Nabal was dead, he said, Blessed be the
LORD, that hath pleaded the cause of my reproach from the hand of
Nabal, and hath kept his servant from evil: for the LORD hath
returned the wickedness of Nabal upon his own head. And David
sent and communed with Abigail, to take her to him to wife. (1
Samuel 25:39)
If you are currently in the Church of Nabal, it is time to get out! Here
are 3 things the Father shared with me that we must do in this hour.
If these seem simple or flippant to you, then your heart is not right.
These steps are profound in what they will produce in this final hour
of humanity!
1. Confess your sins!
2. Repent! (Turn completely from your sin and past)
3. Run into My Arms! (Like Abigail, run to the only One and True King)
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Chapter 21

“We Are in a 60-Day Window of
a National Heart Attack”
During my early morning prayer time on August 28 2016 the Father
spoke the following words to me:
“America, I weighed you in My balances of righteousness and you
have been found wanting! Your extortion and bribery is a stench that
has been raised to Heaven! I will no longer look the other way. I can
no longer wink at your sin! Now is the time for the payment required
for your sin!
You have abandoned Me. You have rejected Me and now your heart
has a void. A void no amount of sin can fill! Your watchmen have
warned, but you’ve turned your head! My prophets have sounded My
trumpets of judgment, but you stopped up your hearing with another
gospel! A strange sound and fire!
Behold I will strike at the heart of this nation, the center of your
pleasures and desires. Your folly will become your shackles; your
feast will become your famines, because you have rejected My
counsel!
I told you to buy of Me pure gold tried in the fires of Righteousness,
but you chose fool’s gold! Riches bathed in vanity! You lusted for the
riches of Egypt! You longed for the beauty of Babylon! Here it is! I will
give it to you and you will vomit with the spoils of your pursuit!
Your beauty, Oh America, will change! As a bride who has played the
whore, your dress will be stained with vileness and all manner of
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uncleanness! You have chosen this! You have desired this! You have
abandoned My Pardon!
The hour has come, I will strike at your heart! Your riches will fade,
your beauty will be consumed by grief and much sorrow!”
The Father then spoke this to me concerning America, and the
timeframe of this heart attack, “We are in a 60-day window of a
national economic heart attack. Prepare accordingly!”
The Father shared with me that this event would be
economic/financial in nature, but the cause could come from any
direction, including natural disasters, terrorism, false flag events,
riots, or just pick-your-poison type of event that is going to shock
America. So it is a cause and effect scenario that leads to a type of
shaking to our economy.
The Father didn’t say this was fatal, like the final collapse that leads
to a mad max scenario (or death), though the victim seems like
death is at the door, but just like a heart attack victim, there are
stages that can lead to greater cardiac damages, which can
become a life changing event for the victim. Everything changes for
the victim, including their lifestyle and a greater risk for a major
heart attack.
I do not know if this will be a major heart attack that requires open
heart surgery, meaning the big reset, currency change, global
meltdown etc., but this event will shock this nation. The impact of
this event will be global as well, but the Father’s warning is directed
at America, all because of our rebellion.
Concerning the time frame, I can only speak to what I heard, “We
are in a 60-day window of a national economic heart attack.
Prepare accordingly!” To me, that means this event could happen
within or inside of 60 days, any day. The symptoms of the heart
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attack will become obvious, but when does the heart attack send us
to the hospital? My understanding is it happens inside this 60-day
window.
We are already witnessing signs and symptoms of a global heart
attack in the economies of the world. I believe the Father is telling
us is we are at the threshold of events that change the world as we
know it.
The Father then instructed me to read Jeremiah 17. I was
concerned when I heard this because I ministered on chapter 17 on
August 8th, 2016. This is the second time in my 25-year history of
preaching that I’ve been required to preach or teach prophetically
on the same scripture within the same month.
Why was I directed to do this? The first reason is the Father is
gracious and is giving someone another opportunity to get things
right! Secondly, this is a HUGE warning He is trying to convey! I
hope you are listening!
I encourage you to go and read my recent article “A Clarion Call is
Being Released to the Remnant Right Now”, which I wrote on
August 9, 2016. As an addition to that article, I will conclude this
word with several thoughts regarding Jeremiah 17:1.
The sin of Judah is written with a pen of iron, and with the point of a
diamond: it is graven upon the table of their heart, and upon the
horns of your altars; (Jeremiah 17:1)
The sin of Judah had become so great that the Father viewed their
condition as indelible, impossible, and irreversible. They had fallen
so deep into idol worship and had forgotten the Creator and giver of
their life. Their sin was engraved, and carved into their hearts and
their worship. Just like in America today, the sins of our nation have
become engraved within our churches!
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We have cross pollinated with Babylon, so now you can’t tell the
difference between a pimp and a pastor! Our women dress more
like a lady of the night than a Proverbs 31 woman! You say that’s
too rough? I say it isn’t rough enough!
We’ve become so worldly, so infused with the sickness of lust in
this country that a man would rather burn in hell for eternity than
pull the plug on pornography! Listen, the depth of our sin will be the
depth of our judgment! Our sin has left a mark so deep that only
Jesus and His all sufficient Blood can heal, renew, and restore our
open wound!
God is allowing our enemies to set us up for destruction as a
nation, yet no one seems to care. Our enemies are here, the
weapons are in place, yet the Church denies the verifiable facts that
we have committed high treason against the Most High God!
How to Prepare:
The Father did not give me preparation plans as He has in the past.
The reason I believe is that we need to prepare according to our
capabilities and walk this out by faith. I feel as if it is a “You should
of been ready” type of feeling from the Father. How much more can
be said on this topic of preparing? Everyone has to walk this out
hand and hand with the Father.
As a pastor, a watchman, and a brother in Christ, I beg you to
prepare your life according to the only standard in this life, the Word
of God! Get your heart examined right now by the Great Physician,
set your physical affairs in order, and prepare for the changing of
America accordingly!
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Chapter 22

“Delayed!”
October 28 2016: As many of you know, the Father spoke to me on
August 28, 2016 that America would suffer a heart attack that
would affect the economy of our nation (and the world’s economy).
I believed this heart attack would be brought on by some type of act
of terrorism, natural disaster, or some type of manmade event. You
can go to my website or https://z3news.com/w/60-day-windownational-heart-attack/ to read the word in its entirety. You can also
hear it here http://whygodreallyexists.com/archives/benjaminfaircloth-talks-about-his-shocking-60-day-window-prophecy-withtony-koretz-from-minute-to-midnite
We are now at the conclusion of that 60-day window. Has there
been a heart attack in America or palpitations in the world? Are
there signs showing that our heart and health conditions are
failing? I believe these questions and more can be answered by
simply reviewing the news over the past 60 days, and not just
looking at the Stock Market as an indicator. Like a heart attack,
some signs are missed or ignored. In fact, many heart attack
patients are told by their doctors they had many attacks that they
were never aware of until the big one hits them! We are in the same
condition. There is not enough space on this post to discuss all the
near misses, hits, and unseen and unknown events that have taken
place in the last 60 days. Including a just released report that we
had a near miss incident in Syria involving a Russian fighter jet that
could have given us more than a heart attack; how about a
decapitation!
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We are a sick nation that is gasping for our last breath like a
terminally ill patient on their deathbed! There is no doubt about that,
whether you look at this prognosis from a sin view, political view, or
financial view; we are gravely ill.
My intentions are not to defend or explain the exact word for word
fulfillment of that word but to share with you what the Father told
me on this 60th day and what it is coming to America, but more
than that; it will reveal His heart towards humanity. I pushed
everything away today and made time to speak with the Father in
prayer. I had questions about this word and came to Him with a
repentive heart asking Him if I missed Him on this one. We must
recognize and accept that we only know in part (1 Corinthians 13:9)
and what He reveals through the prophetic, is a great gift and
honor. It is also a huge responsibility given to the Church. I do not
and never will take that lightly. I do not take any of my relationship
with you as the Body for granted or halfhearted. I truly love you and
consider it a privilege to serve you.
As I went through my repenting and being transparent with the
Father, He impressed within my heart the word DELAYED! Then
spoke the following words to me to share with you. The Father said,
“3 major events that were to be larger in scale but were lessened by
prayer.
1.
New Jersey and New York terrorist bombings. (He said there
were more planned).
2.
Swarms of earthquakes in the San Francisco and Los
Angeles area. (go research how concerned the experts are about
these swarms and the running data of quakes in these areas. The
experts are warning any day now!)
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3.
Hurricane Matthew. (Florida was on track to take a direct hit,
but God!)
After speaking these things, the Father shared the following
warning.
“Because I have delayed these blows of judgment does not mean
that I have changed my mind. The scales are weighed heavier now
against this nation! For there is no thanksgiving and repentance for
the acts of My Mercy! My benevolence is weighed in the balances
of justice and America is found wanting! It is My Goodness that
leads men to repentance but I have been mocked! But I will not be
mocked much longer. The sewer caps of your city streets will soon
reveal what’s beneath the heart of America!”
Family of God, all I can tell you is that we dodged a bullet, for now.
The Father was merciful to us as a nation, but don’t be fooled,
judgement delayed is never judgment denied. Prepare accordingly
because I believe His time of looking the other way is over!
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Chapter 23

“America, Your Day Has Come,
Your Time of Reckoning is
Here!”
I received the following word from the Father during my prayer time
on September 4 2016:
“America, your journey has taken you far and wide across My
Creation. I’ve allowed you to grow and prosper. Your children have
seen My Glory throughout the earth. They have been partakers of My
bountiful blessings, but you have turned your back on what you know
to be true! You have fallen from grace and your place of authority
and dignity!
War is now your only solution; confusion will be rampant in your
streets! You have sown into the wind, now you must reap the
whirlwind!
I called you and I called you, but you murdered My Saints and
martyred My Prophets. Not with swords of steel (you say), but by
your words of deceit, decoy (meaning using words, laws, and
agendas to shift focus away from the Truth), accusations, and
slander. You’ve embraced the gods of foreign lands and have
forsaken the God of your Fathers!
Holiness is no longer written on your hearts, but blasphemies and
curses of what is True! You chose this road, this Highway of Hell!
You will reach your destination; you will receive your heart’s desire!
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America, your day has come; your time of reckoning is here. Who
shall you call when the plagues of Egypt fall upon your shores? When
I smite you within your borders, who will defend you? You have sown
towards this day, let the harvest of hell begin!
To My Church, My Beloved, stay clean and remove your foot from
sin. Wash your garments in My Crimson Flood, My Redeeming Blood!
Be not partakers of Baal and Babylon, and prepare for the great day
of slaughter; for you it will be a day of harvest! A season of reaping
what is Mine! (Ezekiel 18:4) For I have called you, prospered you, and
prepared you for this hour!”
The Father gave me Jeremiah 19 as confirmation. Please read the
entire chapter and see the prophetic parallel that the Father is
showing us here in America.
We are the Potters jar that contains the sins of our nation. We have
turned our back on God! We were once formable clay in His hands,
innocent and totally dependent upon Him, but like the jar that once
was used as a vessel of honor in the King’s hands, we have now
been hardened, even fragile from the abuse, and carelessness of a
surfeiting lifestyle. We have become a vessel of wickedness and
only the breaking of the Father will save us from the total
destruction that looms before us!
The question for America is, will we be broken in repentance and
humility or broken by our haughtiness and rebellion? (Matthew
21:42-44)
I preached this message on September 4, 2016 at Ignited Church in
Lavonia, Georgia. It was an illustrated sermon that I believe will
better serve you if you listen to it, rather than me writing it out in
this format. There is something powerful about “seeing” and
hearing the Word of God!
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In conclusion, I challenge you today to determine right now and
right here, that you will serve the Father no matter what tomorrow
may bring; that you repent of your sins, setting your spiritual house
in order. Let the Father break you now, rather than you being broken
later. Either way, the breaking is coming! (Hebrews 10:31)
It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living God.
I invite you to hear and/or see this prophetic word in sermon form.
Listen to the audio message, “Highway of Hell” found at our church
website www.IgnitedChurchLife.com or watch the YouTube video
found on our “Ignited Church Lavonia” channel.
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Chapter 24

“A Great Division is Coming to
the Nations!”
September 12 2016: “My people are halted between two opinions,
two ways of life; prosperity and prison. Who is right in the fight
among your prophets? Some battle for the course of Babylonian
captivity – others battle for freedom of prosperity and peace. Who is
My Prophet that declares truth?
Thus saith the Lord, the one who warns My people of the sword of
calamity and chaos to come. The one who warns that Babylon will be
their home. For I have not called for peace, but a sword! A great
division is coming to the nations! A great separation of what was and
what is to come! For the reality of the hour is here!
There will be no more guessing and false prophets saying our Lord
has stayed His hand and delayed His return. For I have not stayed My
hand and I will not delay My return says the Lord! For I will return to
My House swiftly with a sword to cleanse it! And to divide the sheep
from the goats – the wheat from the tares. For I am carrying what is
mine, like wheat in bundles into Babylon! I will teach you how to live
in the courts of a foreign king! I will raise up My Church in Her
darkest hour. For she will be My light in a dark, crooked, and perverse
nation.
Do not be amazed at the sudden change that is coming to America.
Did I not say I will return to My temple suddenly? (Malachi 3:1) I am
here to redeem what is Mine, to release you into the greatest hour of
the Church. But you must settle it! Babylon is where My Church will
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abide and thrive! There will be no harvest outside of Babylon,
because Babylon will have no bounds!”
The Father led me to Jeremiah 29, where He shared with me the
certainty of where we are headed. Because of our rebellion and
deeply rooted sin, we as a Church and a nation must settle within
our hearts the cold hard reality we are heading into the captivity of
the beast system. Have no fear, because Jesus told us that this day
would come, and it is right at our front door. Settle it!
Jeremiah, the great Prophet of God who always seemed to have the
hard job of telling it like it is, was asked to do it again. As you may
remember, Jeremiah had just dealt with the lying Prophet Hananiah
in chapter 28, who said there was no way Israel would go into
captivity. Well, he was wrong, and he went to his reward via the
grave. The true Prophet of God was vindicated; Israel went into
captivity. Now a new batch of false Prophets had arisen, this time in
Babylonian captivity!
Isn’t that just like the devil? He is already defeated, lost the war, and
has been sentenced to damnation, yet he tries (and succeeds) in
making nations believe a lie!
That is where we are right now as a country. We have reached the
city limits of Babylon, but the false Prophets of this hour are telling
us we are not entering in! Listen, our tickets have been booked, our
reservations have been made, and the moving company has boxed
up all of our stuff, yet we are denying reality! Look outside your
window, we are not moving forward into peace and harmony, we
moving forward deeper into hell!
Like Jeremiah, the true prophets have a huge task of convincing the
brain washed masses that we will finish out the sentence given to
us because we have turned our backs on God!
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Now these are the words of the letter that Jeremiah the prophet
sent from Jerusalem unto the residue of the elders which were
carried away captives, and to the priests, and to the prophets, and
to all the people whom Nebuchadnezzar had carried away captive
from Jerusalem to Babylon; (Jeremiah 29:1)
The Father said, “Jeremiah, My people are in captivity, yet they are
still listening to these so called prophets who I didn’t send. Write
this letter and send it to the leadership of the people, tell them that
there is no quick fix or early release from their sentence of
judgment. I meant what I said!”
In essence the Father was telling the captives of Babylon, settle it!
Jeremiah was directed to have this letter sent by the hands of
those whom the Father could trust. These were not just nominal
mail carriers or errand boys, but the offspring of two great men!
Their fathers were men who cared for the Word of God, men
dedicated to protecting and preserving truth! The prophetic Word of
God must be handled in honor, humility, and most of all, in the fear
of the Lord! The proper ministry of the Word of God will bring
national revival!
By the hand of Elasah the son of Shaphan, and Gemariah the son of
Hilkiah, (whom Zedekiah king of Judah sent unto Babylon to
Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon) saying, (Jeremiah 29:3)
Who were these great men, Shaphan, and Hilkiah?
And Hilkiah the high priest said unto Shaphan the scribe, I have
found the book of the law in the house of the LORD. And Hilkiah
gave the book to Shaphan, and he read it. (2 Kings 22:8)
You must read all of chapter 22 and 23 to fully understand the
history making impact this discovery had on the nation of Israel!
Israel went into a total restoration and renewal, burning down the
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idols of yesterday and entering into right relationship with Jehovah,
because they discovered Truth!
To God we’d find preachers willing to tell us the Truth, who burn
with Holy Ghost passion, and dare not err from this blessed Truth
handed down to us by our fathers in the faith! This is what revival
really looks like, not the fashion shows we have today, where we
highlight the rotten flesh of a man’s talent! We can learn a lot from
an eight-year old king, whose heart was one fire with Truth!
4 And the king commanded Hilkiah the high priest, and the priests
of the second order, and the keepers of the door, to bring forth out
of the temple of the LORD all the vessels that were made for Baal,
and for the grove, and for all the host of heaven: and he burned
them without Jerusalem in the fields of Kidron, and carried the
ashes of them unto Bethel.
5 And he put down the idolatrous priests, whom the kings of Judah
had ordained to burn incense in the high places in the cities of
Judah, and in the places round about Jerusalem; them also that
burned incense unto Baal, to the sun, and to the moon, and to the
planets, and to all the host of heaven.
6. And he brought out the grove from the house of the LORD,
without Jerusalem, unto the brook Kidron, and burned it at the
brook Kidron, and stamped it small to powder, and cast the powder
thereof upon the graves of the children of the people.
7. And he brake down the houses of the sodomites, that were by
the house of the LORD, where the women wove hangings for the
grove. (2 Kings 23:4-7)
Now that’s a revival meeting I would love to attend! Unfortunately,
todays mealy mouthed, feminized preachers wouldn’t allow King
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Josiah to be on their preachers roster for the next homecoming
revival service!
These were the men the Father entrusted with the letter to the
captives. Sons of great men, who were found worthy to carry this
message. May the Father continue to raise up men and women of
God that He can trust to deliver a message of hope and truth, to
this crooked and perverse nation. In all honesty, the current lot of
preachers we have today, simply are not getting the job done.
The message was clear, Jehovah led them into captivity for their
high treason against Him. We are going into captivity for the same
reasons. We have rejected His Truth, His Counsel, His Grace, and
His Plan for this nation, but yet we deny we have sinned and we
reject the notion we are evil, even as the iron shackles are placed
around our hands and feet.
4 Thus saith the LORD of hosts, the God of Israel, unto all that are
carried away captives, whom I have caused to be carried away from
Jerusalem unto Babylon;
5. Build ye houses, and dwell in them; and plant gardens, and eat
the fruit of them;
6. Take ye wives, and beget sons and daughters; and take wives for
your sons, and give your daughters to husbands, that they may bear
sons and daughters; that ye may be increased there, and not
diminished.
7. And seek the peace of the city whither I have caused you to be
carried away captives, and pray unto the LORD for it: for in the
peace thereof shall ye have peace. (Jeremiah 29:4-7)
The Father was telling the Prophet Jeremiah, “Tell My people to
settle it! Deal with the reality of your punishment. Don’t fight Me on
this. I am working something out of you, called rebellion, and this is
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the medicine I’ve prescribed! If you rebel in this season, it will make
your captivity that much harsher.”
Simply put, live, prosper, make peace in Babylon, and enjoy your
stay! This is the prophetic word for this hour for the Church, but the
Selfie Church doesn’t want to hear preachers like me. We are so
negative, so harsh, so brash, they say, “You ruined my day! You hurt
my feelings, and you made me spill my latte on my new yoga
pants!”
Whatever! Get over it, we are headed into captivity!
The sad reality is that no matter how much proof and evidence you
give folks; they still won’t believe you. The earth is convulsing in
front of them, yet they continue to rearrange the deck chairs on the
Titanic, while listening to their favorite false prophet on their
headphones!
8 For thus saith the LORD of hosts, the God of Israel; Let not your
prophets and your diviners, that be in the midst of you, deceive you,
neither hearken to your dreams which ye cause to be dreamed.
9 For they prophesy falsely unto you in my name: I have not sent
them, saith the LORD.
10 For thus saith the LORD, “After seventy years have been
accomplished at Babylon, I will visit you, and perform my good
word toward you, in causing you to return to this place.” (Jeremiah
29:8-10)
The Father is telling His people, “You will not get out of this mess
until I have accomplished My plan! I know what I am doing, I know
the end from the beginning. In fact, I need you in captivity. Because
it is in this place, I can talk to you and you will listen.”
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It is always in the lowest points of our lives that we reach for a hand
that is bigger than ours. The Father is telling America and the
Church, “I’m taking you to your lowest point, in order for you to
reach up towards Me again. I have a plan! I AM the plan!”
11 For I know the thoughts that I think toward you, saith the LORD,
thoughts of peace, and not of evil, to give you an expected end.
12 Then shall ye call upon me, and ye shall go and pray unto me,
and I will hearken unto you.
13 And ye shall seek me, and find me, when ye shall search for me
with all your heart.
14 And I will be found of you, saith the LORD: and I will turn away
your captivity, and I will gather you from all the nations, and from all
the places whither I have driven you, saith the LORD; and I will bring
you again into the place whence I caused you to be carried away
captive. (Jeremiah 29:11-14)
The word ‘thoughts’ in verse 11 means ‘plan or device’. The Father
has a divine plan and a device that will enable us to reap the
greatest harvest of souls in recorded history. The device is called
Babylonian captivity!
Read these verses again. The Father made these promises to Israel
while they were in captivity. He promised them restoration, if they
would seek Him with all of their hearts, but the offer of revival and
blessings, was not offered to them while they lived in their luxury of
sin in Jerusalem; it was offered while they pinned away in the
devil’s Kingdom!
For us to think we will escape judgment, tyranny, and all out
Babylonian captivity is complete foolishness! Please for the sake of
your family, stop listening to the lying prophets of this hour! If you
do not follow this course and prepare for the coming days, I fear for
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your survival. If you and I do not settle the fact, that the Father has
a plan to bless us, use us, and restore us in His Presence within His
Kingdom, then we are subject to become victims of the coming
sword of judgment!
Like Israel in verse 14, the Father promises to return us to His
Glorious Kingdom if we will seek Him with all our heart.
I am going to say something that may offend you, but all of your
fasting, which is no more than a hunger strike against Heaven, will
not stop this. It is a prophetic certainty that when a nation revolts
against Heaven, Heaven revolts against that nation. Settle it! The
sword is coming!
17 Thus saith the LORD of hosts; Behold, I will send upon them the
sword, the famine, and the pestilence, and will make them like vile
figs, that cannot be eaten, they are so evil.
18. And I will persecute them with the sword, with the famine, and
with the pestilence, and will deliver them to be removed to all the
kingdoms of the earth, to be a curse, and an astonishment, and an
hissing, and a reproach, among all the nations whither I have driven
them:
19. Because they have not hearkened to my words, saith the LORD,
which I sent unto them by my servants the prophets, rising up early
and sending them; but ye would not hear, saith the LORD. (Jeremiah
29:17-19)
In conclusion, I want to share with you an amazing fact the Father
revealed to me in verse 23.
Because they have committed villainy in Israel, and have committed
adultery with their neighbors’ wives, and have spoken lying words in
My name, which I have not commanded them; even I know, and am
a witness, saith the LORD. (Jeremiah 29:23)
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The word villainy in this verse is the root word NABAL (Strong’s
#5036), which means foolishness. If you go back to my prophetic
word about the Spirit of Nabal, you can read of his sin that he
committed against not only David, but also against the Father’s
plan to raise up a new kingdom. He rebelled because he was a
selfish old man! He was a fool not to embrace the changes that
were all around him. He refused to serve the plan of God. He
rejected the device God had created for Israel’s benefit. Thus he
lost his life, his possessions, his wife, and certainly his soul. Why?
Because he refused to embrace the plan of God!
Church we must accept the days before us. We must embrace the
prophetic reality of what the Lord Jesus said about this generation
in Matthew 24. We are here, the sword is here. Now let’s settle it,
and prepare for the final harvest of humanity!
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Chapter 25

“A Great Division is Coming to
the Nations!”
October 28 2016: As many of you know, the Father spoke to me on
August 28, 2016 (see p.129) that America would suffer a heart
attack that would affect the economy of our nation (and the world’s
economy). I believed this heart attack would be brought on by some
type of act of terrorism, natural disaster, or some type of manmade
event.
We are now at the conclusion of that 60-day window. Has there
been a heart attack in America or palpitations in the world? Are
there signs showing that our heart and health conditions are
failing?
I believe these questions and more can be answered by simply
reviewing the news over the past 60 days, and not just looking at
the Stock Market as an indicator.
Like a heart attack, some signs are missed or ignored. In fact, many
heart attack patients are told by their doctors they had many
attacks that they were never aware of until the big one hits them!
We are in the same condition. There is not enough space on this
post to discuss all the near misses, hits, and unseen and unknown
events that have taken place in the last 60 days. Including a just
released report that we had a near miss incident in Syria involving a
Russian fighter jet that could have given us more than a heart
attack; how about a decapitation!
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We are a sick nation that is gasping for our last breath like a
terminally ill patient on their deathbed! There is no doubt about that,
whether you look at this prognosis from a sin view, political view, or
financial view; we are gravely ill.
My intentions are not to defend or explain the exact word for word
fulfillment of that word but to share with you what the Father told
me on this 60th day and what it is coming to America, but more
than that; it will reveal His heart towards humanity.
I pushed everything away today and made time to speak with the
Father in prayer. I had questions about this word and came to Him
with a repentive heart asking Him if I missed Him on this one. We
must recognize and accept that we only know in part (1 Corinthians
13:9) and what He reveals through the prophetic is a great gift and
honor. It is also a huge responsibility given to the Church. I do not
and never will take that lightly. I do not take any of my relationship
with you as the Body for granted or halfhearted. I truly love you and
consider it a privilege to serve you.
As I went through my repenting and being transparent with the
Father, He impressed within my heart the word DELAYED! Then
spoke the following words to me to share with you. The Father said,
“3 major events that were to be larger in scale but were lessened by
prayer.
1.
New Jersey and New York terrorist bombings. (He said there
were more planned).
2.
Swarms of earthquakes in the San Francisco and Los Angeles
area. (go research how concerned the experts are about these
swarms and the running data of quakes in these areas. The experts
are warning any day now!)
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3.
Hurricane Matthew. (Florida was on track to take a direct hit,
but God intervened!)
After speaking these things, the Father shared the following
warning.
“Because I have delayed these blows of judgment does not mean
that I have changed my mind. The scales are weighed heavier now
against this nation! For there is no thanksgiving and repentance for
the acts of My Mercy! My benevolence is weighed in the balances of
justice and America is found wanting! It is My Goodness that leads
men to repentance but I have been mocked! But I will not be mocked
much longer. The sewer caps of your city streets will soon reveal
what’s beneath the heart of America!”
Family of God, all I can tell you is that we dodged a bullet, for now.
The Father was merciful to us as a nation, but don’t be fooled,
judgment delayed is never judgment denied. Prepare accordingly
because I believe His time of looking the other way is over!
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Chapter 26

“The Point of No Return!”
Nov 6 2016 – “America, you have made your decision concerning
your election long ago, not by a vote made within a booth, but
through the wickedness of your hearts! You’ve abandoned My
Covenant, My Principles of Righteousness, for the lust of your soul
and the desire of your flesh. You’ve ignored My warning and the
trumpet blast of My Watchmen and Prophets, now you will reap what
you have sown!
Babylon the great shall fall. She shall descend further into the abyss
of sin. The wickedness of this nation has been solidified by her
exposure and proof, yet your nation refuses to turn back to Me!
These are the final days of peace for this nation. She will no longer
experience the gift of peace within your boundaries and shores. For a
mighty tempest is blowing and surely the wicked cannot stand!
Great change is coming! Only those who are committed to Me shall
be able to stand! Do not lose hope in the sights you will see and the
reports you will hear. For I have overcome the world and together we
will overcome these things!”
The scriptures the Father gave me are Jeremiah 17, and Isaiah 21.
To hear the audio sermon that accompanies this message, go to
www.ignitedchurchlife.com or to see the video, visit our YouTube
channel under Ignited Church Lavonia.
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Chapter 28

The Next 3 Weeks!
Update: I believe this word signaled the block of Hillary Clinton
becoming President. On the last week of this word on a Friday,
October 28th 2016, FBI director James B. Comey sent Congress a
letter that said that new emails had surfaced in a case unrelated to
the closed investigation into whether Hillary Clinton or her aides had
mishandled classified information, and that the messages appear to
be pertinent to the investigation. Hillary Clinton’s chances of winning
dropped like a rock, from 8 to 1 odds winning to 3 to 1 almost
overnight! We didn’t get Hillary as President, but we may have been
given someone worse, and It now appears Obama hasn’t gone
anywhere, and still is encouraging Americans to protest and to divide
this nation. Time will tell about Trump, but make no mistake about it,
we are under judgment for our sins, and only true repentance will
bring revival to America! The letter and article can easily be found
online.
October 10 201 - The Father spoke to me the following words
during my early morning prayer. He Said, “The next 3 weeks will
determine Americas history”. I asked the Father what did He mean by
using the word history as opposed to using the word future. He
explained it to me with the following prophetic word.
“What I have said has been written. Therefore, what is about to take
place has already been known and it is history to Me! Now you must
walk it out as it is being known. These events of your nation are
nonnegotiable and irreversible! My plans and My words will prevail.
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Brace yourself for impact! The gates of hell have been opened
against you, oh nation and land of the serpent! You have devised a
plan in secret that I will allow to be revealed in (the) open!
I will not hide My face from My people, I will never forsake My
Church, but you must abide within Me! You must stay connected to
Me!
Mighty raging waters with engulf your nation, chaos will arise from
those who will feel they have been fooled, lied to, and deceived by
those they trusted. A cry of Sham and disenfranchisement will ring
within your city streets. Blood shed will prevail against the call for
peace, for your nation has forsaken the Prince of Peace! Prepare for
the days of calamity and perplexity, for the new wine is coming! For a
new hour and order within my Church. Many fall because they never
stood for Me! They were weakened by the lust of the world, illprepared – not ready for the sifting of the House, blinded by what the
desired over Me. Arise My Church, My Bride, and My People, this will
be your finest hour within Me!
To hear this message from Jeremiah 13, please go to
www.ignitedchurchlife.com and click on the Pastor’s sermon icon
and the message “The Next 3 Weeks!” The video sermon can be
found on our Youtube channel.
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Chapter 29

“Double Vision!”
Oct 30 2016 – America, the Spirit of Confusion rests upon you! You
are blinded to the reality of this hour. The pronouncement of
judgement is upon you, yet you refuse to accept My terms and
offering of reprieve! You won’t bow so you must burn!
The fire of revolt and indignation will rage within your streets! You’ve
parted ways with Me, now I will part ways with you! My judgement
will be swift; My word is sure and I will bring you to your knees! Your
rebellion has brought you to this place!
Church, whose report will you believe? You have been deceived to
believe that I will wink and turn the other way! Your preachers have
prostituted you into believing a political solution will cure your
country. Your nation has been under judgement but you still refuse to
repent. You lift a man above My word. You exalt sin and the arm of
the flesh to save you – you heap accolades upon flesh and blood,
refusing to accept My terms and offering of reprieve. There is an
hour of reckoning coming, there is a price to pay for the sin of this
nation and for the backslidden church! I have a cure – I Am the Cure!
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Chapter 28

Looking Forward:
The Year of Great Turbulence”
Isaiah 51
A prophetic word for 2017
During the Yom Kippur season, I take time to get away with the
Father to hear what He is saying for the coming year. Over the past
several years, He has revealed many things that have come to pass,
including the theme of the year. He also revealed to me that many
prophetic events are not placed in a bookend type of fulfillment but
are evolving. Seeds of events start to sprout and over time we see
the fruit of it. I pray these words will give you hope in the fact the
Father is speaking to His servants, and that He loves so much He
warns us so we may prepare for the coming storms!
“For the days of uncertainty are upon the nations. Perplexity shall
rule the hearts and minds of men. Great fear will be within the core
of their being! Uncertainty will abide and reside within the vacancy of
normal life!
Upside down, turned inside out, shall be the plans of man be! The
uncertainty of man will prove the certainty of My Word. What the
prophets of old said about these days will be proven true. It will be an
hour of the un-deniability of My Word! Certain and for sure is My
Word!
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I will show wonders in the heavens. My celestial show will begin! I
will reveal My great power to the inhabitants of the earth! They will
gaze with wonder when they see My display! Men’s hearts will fail
them as they know they have lost control. What they thought they
had dominion over, will rule over them! Nature will strike back at the
sin and abuse of mankind! I will shake everything! Even the things
that man thinks is unshakable!
Chaos will rule the hour, fear will dominate the mind and through it
all I will get the glory! I will be praised, for My Word will come to pass,
just as I have spoken it. Great days of amazement will fill the earth!
AMERICA
Your nation will be silenced from the affairs within the world scene!
Her mouth will be opened in awe, as I display My judgment against
her! Her laws will forsake My People Israel and for that a curse will
arise, a deafening blow will come and she will shake with fear!
My arm is not too short to save but she has rejected My final call.
Her rejection has become her ejection from My Will! Her silence is
coming sooner she thinks. Pride has poisoned her mind and has
rotten her soul! America your future has been sealed, you will never
again sit as a queen, but a whore who has lost her flavor, her beauty,
and appeal. Your breast will no longer satisfy the nations. Your milk
will run dry. Your honey has soured; your enemies will now devour
your land!
You had it all, but you sold it, all for another night of Babylonian
luxury! You sold your birthright for the taste of flesh, now your
portion has become poison and your enemies will position
themselves where you once sat as queen!
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Your crown will fall; your throne will be removed. Chains and iron
fetters will rest upon you and your power will fade, all because you
rejected Me!
GEOPOLITICAL
Nations will rise against nations. The power shift will be made
towards the kings of the east! A new dominion will arise from these
kings. A new strength will be felt. The sinking of the old and the
rising of the new! This will be an amazing hour to see! Nations will
bow before the antichrist system as she rises from the sea
(Revelation 11:7, 13:1,2,3,4,11-12,14,15,17-18). Great will be her
influence; great will be her power. For it is the beast system that will
carry the spirit of antichrist into power! For there will be no concern
towards Me, no mention of My Holy Name. The god of war will they
honor, the god of mammon (money) will they pursue and all nations
will be consumed by their lust! Like Satan their father, they will fail to
see that I AM created all, knows all, and will fulfill all in My time. This
will be the beginning of the end!
IGNITED CHURCH
Get ready to flourish! Even in the midst of great change, I will remain
the same! I will intensify My promise with a speed that will amaze
you! Suddenly will be what you behold as I fulfill My promises to you!
Expand! Expand! Expand! Broaden your tents, lengthen your tent
cords (Isaiah 54:1-3) and secure your pegs deep into the ground! For
I am going to build a sure place! A rock that flows with pure living
water in a desert place, safe from judgment of the land! This will be
your Goshen moment!
Babylon will be your neighbor. Her laws will be felt, but I have made
this place My Place and I will reside and abide among you! Great is
My reward to those who remain faithful during these fiery trials to
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come! Stay in the Father’s House, keep your foot from slipping. Run
not after the fruit of forbidden fields. Stay with Me, abide in Me, and I
will show you My Glory that I have reserved for this final hour!
(Miracles will be normal - Isaiah 51).
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Epilogue

Prophetic Dream
Of His Coming Glory
Given to Pastor Benjamin Faircloth
By Ms. Dagnet Worjloh
Oct 16 2016 – “Father, we do love you, do thank you for this
opportunity to be in this house on a Wednesday night. Thank you for
those that came out, thank you for those that are listening by CD,
those that are listening through various media platforms, those that
will read this word. We're just so grateful for what you're doing at
Ignited and I pray peace upon your people and the joy of the Lord and
the joy of their salvation would exist Father God tonight. We love you,
we honor you. Holy Spirit, do what only you can do and that's lead us
into all truth and hide me behind the shadow of the cross and let
them all hear Jesus. I thank you for his name, everybody say Amen.”
Good to be with you, happy Wednesday. This will be underneath
Understand the Trinity so when you get your app and your app
lights up or whatever, it's going to be underneath that title. I think
we're going to put subtitle Prophetic Dream. I want to share this
prophetic dream with you. Again, we're releasing this to various
platforms because of people wanting to know what is going on and
what is the Lord saying but I want to talk to you as the church, this
church, Ignited church because this is our body, this is where we
live and hang out. Some of these things I'm going to tell you are
going to resonate with you, what God has been speaking to this
ministry really since day one when we got together in our living
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room, all three of us hanging out, Amen, and then God's done what
he's done and we're nowhere where he wants us to be but we're
getting there and we're never going to stop until we see the
fulfillment of what God has. What is that? Souls, simply souls, the
kingdom of God expanding regardless of where we end up in a pup
tent or some big building, it doesn't matter, it's about preaching the
gospel of Jesus Christ.
I feel very compelled to share this with as many people as possible,
again there were so many that were asking that they wanted to hear
this and again, I'm very protective of the pulpit, I'm very protective
what comes to you from me and who I endorse and those different
things… I'm not going to mention the name of the person who sent
this to me because I didn't get permission just yet to release that
name and I did send a request for but I haven't heard. When I do it'll
be on the printed page, is that okay? You just don't throw names out
to somebody or about somebody without having some type of
understanding there but this came up just a few days ago, pastor
Jennifer responded to a phone call from somebody who had a
dream about Ignited Church. Again, Ignited Church is not just this
building, we have so many people who are tied into us right now
from all over the world that are just the part of this ministry and
they love us, they call us their church, they call you their family and
they call me their pastor so we have an obligation to them but it's
bigger than that. I believe this will go out to the remnant and the
reason why I believe it's so important to talk about this right now is
for the reality of where we are as a nation, we are about to split
wide open, we are in the very early days, I should say late days,
however you want to view it, of a revolution and civil war in this
nation, whether it comes to blows or whether it is just a disruption,
just families being torn apart… How many of you know folk that just
had enough of this whole election and it's hard to even talk to them
about the prophetic, the church is divided and all those things. I'm
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looking forward to getting on the other side. If you listened to my
sermon “Double Vision” (p. 153), I'm ready to get past all those
things and get into what's going to happen going into 2017, the
Lord's already spoke to me and I'm really excited about that. This
ties in, and I want to bring hope to those that are listening tonight
because we're going to need some good words in the coming days,
we're going to need to know that God is with us, we're going to need
to know that God is for us, we're going to need to know that he is
going to supply every need according to the riches and glory that
are in Christ Jesus.
I want to preface this, I want to start by saying this dream is not
about money, this dream is about God and His glory but you're
going to see some things. Somebody said, “Would you tell the
dream already?” I think I will.
This individual had this dream in the afternoon on Sunday, October
16th 2016 and it goes like this:
I was in your church sitting on the front row about to minister, the
praise and worship team were singing that last song before I came
up to minister. As they were wrapping up the song I told them,
“Please, do not abruptly in the worship. Let's slowly wean into my
message…”
First of all, let me say this, I know (this dream) it’s from the Lord
because we don't have our praise and worship team yet but we’re
going to, we’re fixing to.
I have a Macedonian call, I have a Clarian call in the spirit from my
Jonathan that's coming to this church to help lead us into the
presence of God, whether male or female, they're coming to Ignited.
I don't know if they're around the corner hidden somewhere, they
may be still playing in a bar room. I don't know where they are right
now but they're coming to Ignited to be here. What strikes me is,
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before this dream ever came to me or came to us and was
presented to us, we've already prepared to make this larger here
because we're going to move these things around in getting ready
for our praise and worship team. Come on somebody, I appreciate
Jesus culture and everybody else but we're going to get somebody
live but somebody that loves God and we can sustain a song. You
don't know me just yet when it comes to having a praise and
worship person, I'm going to wear them out, we're going to get a
defibrillator, we're going to have to find out how we’re going to keep
him alive because I believe I come from the old school about the
anointing. If there's an anointing on the song don't you stop, don't
change because somebody is tired and bored about it, we’re going
to praise God until the fingers fall off of the keyboard person… Why?
Because I want the glory, I'm so hungry and passionate for the
glory, I want to see the presence of God more than anything in my
life and having a praise and worship team will help with that.
When I began to read that, I was like, “Yeah, that's online for me and
that's why we've done this. This is just the beginning of what we
need to do.” Before the word ever came, we've already prepared to
get this stage expanded. Again, it says here, don't stop all of a
sudden, keep on worshipping. That's the kind of stuff I like right
there. The person said, I got on the pulpit, came up to the pulpit and
I joined the worship team and I lifted my hands and told the entire
congregation to join me in worship because the Lord is here. How
many know the Lord is here? The Lord is in this house and I began
to exalt him.
Another confirmation for me is because I'm not going to allow
anybody get up here who doesn't worship God. I don't want
anybody just come up here… I’ve protected this pulpit for many
years and I will into the future when Jesus comes I'm not just going
to allow anybody to come up here and say anything and do
anything they want to do. I value your spirit more than that and I
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value the presence of God more than that. I don't care about
names, I really don't. I don't care about titles, I'm not going to bring
anybody in here because they can draw crowds or any of those
things, I'll bring them as according to the Holy Spirit has me to do
so. That was confirmation for me.
Within a few minutes, I mean less than 5 minutes, the physical,
visible, tangible glory cloud of God filled the ceiling of the
sanctuary.
Let me tell you something, we've seen the glory of God in Ignited
Church, we've seen his presence in the shoebox, we've experienced
his presence in this place but we have yet to experience what God
was about to do in this house. I'm telling you, listen to me as your
pastor and as your shepherd, I don't care about any of the
peripheral, the friends stuff of church, I don't care about stuff, all I
care about is the glory of Jesus Christ, all I care about him is
showing up and showing off and doing his thing. That's all I care
about, I don't care if I even preach. If he wants to show up and
throw me in the corner somewhere like an old duffel bag, there I go.
Amen, we've been in some services where we just worship God, his
tangible presence. You could see it hanging in the clouds, hanging
in the lights if you will, the glory of God. If you don't believe that
listening to me you've never experienced the true manifested
tangible presence of God. I believe in that and I know you do too.
This glory, this tangible glory cloud filled the ceiling of the
sanctuary, it was where the altar is. I’m going to tell you something,
you better get to where the altar is, that's where the glory is at.
Amen. This Sunday we're going to anoint these altars, we just got
them a little expanded and I want to see you use them. They’re just
concrete yet, just bring your own bring, you just can't use it during
the service but some of you tried to do. Bring your pillow until we
get our carpet in here but we're going to anoint these altars
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because I want these altars full of salvation, souls being born,
people being healed, I want the glory of God, I want the presence of
God in this place so thick, so tangible. You say, “Can you have
that?” Absolutely, we can have it. In a greater way it's already here
but in a tangible way. I’m about to lose control here in a second
because that's all my pursuit is, that's all pastor Jennifer's pursuit
is, that's all your pursuit is. I know it is, I know it's your heart.
I love this because this person wasn’t talking about lollipops and all
this other stuff, he was talking about the glory. It filled where the
altar was, the entire front of the altar and the pulpit area filled with
the glory. Glory to God. Listen to this. Thick where you couldn't see
the ceiling anymore, that's what I'm talking about. When the things
of Earth go strangely dim, when the things of life just begin to fade
away. Come on… All of our status and our titles they begin to fade
away as the glory of God fills the place. Thick where you couldn't
see the ceiling anymore so I told the worship team, let's continue
worshiping. This is the dream the person gave us. Again, that’s
confirmation. When the glory shows up, keep cranking it. Why?
Because maybe more will come.
Listen to me now. God will give you as much of his glory as you're
willing to pay for and it ain’t got nothing to do with money. How
much do you hunger for God? How much do you thirst for God? The
Bible says those that hunger and thirst after God shall be filled.
That means overflow, that doesn’t mean just a tenth or just a little
bit, I don't want just a goose bump, I want the glory of God to
saturate my life to the place I can't even move.
Some of you have never been in these services before, I've been in
them and I'm hungry for them and you become addicted to the
presence of God, you become so hungry for the presence of God,
you long for the glory of God and you say, “God, touch my flesh
again.” because there's nothing like being touched by the glory of
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God, nothing, no drugs, no person, no relationship, nothing
compares to the manifested tangible presence of God. Moses hung
out for 40 days in the glory. Come on… We can’t pray for 40 minutes
but think about when the glory gets there, you don't care, you lose
sight of time. That's why church is boring to most people because
they're watching the clock, they’re waiting for him to slow down the
auto, the motor and people jingle the keys… That doesn't work for
me, that gets me going, that’s like a racehorse. You can jiggle your
keys all you want.
Go to Haggai 2, if you can't get there I'm going to go ahead and read
but listen to this. I want to talk Bible to you tonight, is that all right?
I'm going to ahead and read it, Haggai 2:6, “For thus saith the Lord
of hosts yet once it is a little while and I will shake the heavens and
the earth and the sea and the dry land. I will shake all nations.” How
many all know there's a lot of shaking going on? There ain’t a stable
place in the world right now, not really. “The desire of all nations
shall come and I will feel this house with glory.” Everybody said
glory. I’m going to fill it with glory. He didn't say he’s going to fill it
with all kinds of fancy things and people, he said I'm going to fill it
with my glory.
I want to give you a couple of definitions about the glory. First of all
there's the kavod or the kavad, different ways to pronounce it. What
is the kavod? It is the weighty tangible presence of God.
That means he's all over you, you can feel him. It feels like your
hair's got electricity all in it, that's the manifested tangible presence
of God, the kavod. That's what the Old Testament prophets hung
out in, that's what Moses hung out in. Then there's the doxia, go to
a Greek word oxia. What does that mean? Again, that's the glory,
the splendor of God, that's the manifested presence of God, the
shekinah glory. All of these things are the expression of God to
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produce for you and I an experience that we’ll never forget about
who he is. That's why people don't want to go to church because
they never experienced the glory of God. When you experience and
you taste things to come, you don't want to mess up, you don't want
to run around, you don't want to think bad, you don't want to do bad
stuff, you want to live right for God.
That's what makes holiness – holiness, is whenever the holiness of
God gets on you, you live holy. I'm feeling good tonight, you wait for
Sunday. Listen to what he says, the glory, it fills the house saith the
Lord of host, not some preacher, the Lord of host he said the silver
is mine and the gold is mine, says the lord of host, the silver and the
gold… Do you see that when the presence of God comes, the
provision of God comes. You never go after provision, you go after
presence and if you pursue presence all the provision you need will
come. This house, this place we're at right now, this church, this
ministry has all been done by going into the presence of God and
pursuing him in faith.
We've just touched the surface, we're not even anywhere where God
wants us to be, this doesn't even match anything that I've seen in
visions from God but I'm riding it, I'm walking it, we're in a journey
with God. Ministry never follows money, money always follows
ministry because if I’m ministering the God and I’m ministering to
his glory than all of his provision comes back.
Verse 9, “The glory of this latter house shall be greater than the
former, saith the Lord of host.” I love my brothers and sisters of the
old, we teach and we still believe the principles of the great healing
revivalists, that we still bless God for the testimonies of William
Branham and Jack Cohen A. A. Allen and Aimee Semple
McPherson and all the greats, Kathryn Kuhlman and on and on…
We're thankful for the move of that hour but God has a greater
move for the Church of Jesus Christ. It doesn't matter what hell
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breaks out in America, God is still going to pour his glory out on the
church, he's still going to raise our prophets and prophetess and
mighty men and women of God who are going to preach this gospel
and signs and wonders and miracles will take place and we will
circumnavigate America with the glory of Jesus Christ. It ain't over
for the church, it's only just begun, the journey that we have and
what God has for the body of Christ.
I go on with the vision. It said it was thick where you couldn't see
the ceiling anymore so I told the worship team let's continue
worshiping and the Lord is here and he wants to do something.
Look at your neighbor and say, “He wants to do something.” He
wants to do something with the church. He wants to do something
in your life, he wants to do something in your family, he wants to
see miracles take place at you, he doesn't want us to shuffle in and
shuffle out to our churches and never be changed and give the man
or woman of God a paycheck or some friend’s benefit, he wants us
to operate in kingdom principles to expand this gospel and preach
it to the forefront corners of the earth, signs and wonders and
miracles taking place.
I'm tired of the ordinary if you can't tell. Don't come in this house
looking for ordinary because you ain’t going to find it, we ain't
normal. You don't have to look at your neighbor but you know what
I'm talking about. You've wanted to say it all night. As we continued
worshipping out of the glory cloud, now listen, this is Ignited, out of
the glory cloud, this is what we want, the glory cloud. I don't want
fame cloud, watch this now. I don't want no pastor cloud, I don't
want you cloud and selfie cloud and everybody else cloud, I want
the glory cloud. I don't want a denomination stamp, I ain’t got one,
don't want one, I want the glory of God stamp on this church. I want
his presence stamped on this house. As we are worshipping out of
the glory cloud began to fall pieces of diamonds. I want you to write
that down because this is very imperative that you hear this. I made
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the statement from the beginning this is not about money per se,
please hear me because when you hear money, people just shut
things off. You don't understand the glory until you understand the
way I'm going to teach this.
The glory cloud began the fall in pieces of diamonds all different
sizes and shapes and colors. One thing you need to know about
diamonds is this, the definition is adamant for diamond. What is a
diamond? A diamond is one of the hardest substance you can have
on the face of the earth, it's brilliant, it's beautiful, it's a girl's best
friend, ladies and it’s one of the man's biggest problems is finding
one big enough for $50. Thank God for the zirconium or something
like that they got out there… Diamonds… They are adamant, they are
hard-surfaced, diamonds represent the presence of God but
diamonds also represent the fortitude of God.
When you look at this, please understand that when you interpret
dreams you're not always looking at face value, though it can have
a double-sided meaning and it's very easy to say, okay, diamonds
but let's look into the depth of this.
One of the things that was spoken and I'll share it later but it was
transparent, they were beautiful and brilliant. Again, that represents
the presence of God and his fortitude and tenacity towards you.
He's after you, he's pursuing you, no matter how much you trip up
and flip up and get mud on your shoes he ain't going to leave you or
forsake you, he's pursuing you, he's adamant about you. Put your
finger towards yourself and say, he's adamant about me, no matter
what comes down the road he's adamant about the church. He is
not going to allow the church to sink, you’re going to deal with the
flesh, he’s going to deal with the funk, he's going to deal with the
junk, he's going to deal with the mess but the remnant and the bride
is going to be adorned.
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Another thing about the diamond you have to understand is that the
diamond was put in the breastplate of the high priest with the name
gad, the tribe gad. Why does that matter? Because Gad’s name
means “troop”. In other words he's saying that I'm going to make
you tough like gad, I'm going to make you a troop like gad, you're
not just going to hang out in a church and hide, you're going to get
up, you're going to be a troop and even though you may lose some
battles like gad did you're going to get up and become a great
warrior, in Jesus name.
Talking about Gad, you can go to 1 Chronicles 5:18 and find out
about Gad and how he was a great warrior and how he was raised
up with other strong valor type of men and they went out with
spears and bows and they did great things. I'm not talking about a
revolution for us with sticks and stones, I'm talking about a
revolution for the kingdom of God where we rise up and help people
and we say, you can make it through this nightmare that's coming
to America but we ain’t going to be able to do it on some fancy
buzzwords and t-shirts and bumper stickers and lollipops, we better
have the power of God to tell somebody about the blow their brains
out because they've lost everything that they worked for, all their
insurance and all of their future 401k retirement, we’re going to
have to hold their hands and look at them with passion eyes full of
glory, full of grace and say, “You'll make it through.” Who's going to
do it? The Red Cross, they ain’t going to do it, they aren’t designed
to do that. They’re going to give you pillows, blankets and the
lollipop or something; they can't do what we got to do. The
government can't do it…
Church, we're going to have to raise up, we're going to have to quit
worrying about this election thing, we got to quit worrying about
what the nation is going to go and trust in God and say, God send
your glory down on us, fill us with your power once again. We got
words for our neighbors. It's coming folks, do you recognize and
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realize we are days away from what we've been prophesied about. I
didn't say the end, it's the beginning, the beginning of a great
movement of God in the midst of hell. Gad, diamonds… When the
diamonds fail, listen to this, this is how I know this is for Ignited
Church and remnant people that I hang out with. Are you ready?
When the Diamonds fell, the audience looked up at me as asking,
“Can we take it?” First of all, I know this Ignited because that's how
you all are, that's how you act in this house. I can't speak for
anybody else outside of this place but I know how this church is,
you're not like that. We put food and bread up there, we almost have
to beg you to take it home. Some folks just knock you over stuff but
listen to this, I know this is you.
I said to them, of course take it, it's all yours and everyone rushed to
the front and took as much as they needed, not as what they
wanted, what they needed.
How do I know that's this house? Because I know your heart, I know
this congregation, the shepherd knows his sheep, I know you, that
ain’t your style to take and knock somebody down over it. Listen to
the principal, the prophetic understanding… They took what they
needed, now watch this… Every person had enough. What is that?
Acts 2 part two that I've been preaching, we ain't done with the
book of Acts, God ain’t finished with the book of Acts, we ain’t
finished with the power of Pentecost, we're not finished with what
God wants to do in the body of Christ. Joel 2, we're not done. I got
to take you there… Acts 2, let's go there. If I beat you, I'm going to
keep on reading so you don't pull the plug on me and say, “You've
got to go night-night.”
Verse 41, chapter 2, “…and they that gladly received the word were
baptized and the same day they were added to them about 3,000
souls.” You see that? One message, 3000 souls. Now we preach
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3000 messages for one soul, we got it wrong, don't we? What did
they have? They had the glory.
Acts 2:42, “They continued steadfastly in the Apostles doctrine…”
What is this talking about? The leadership that was over them, not
everybody flying around on the internet, checking this person out
and checking that person out and getting your filters all screwed up,
all tainted because you listened to everybody out there. I believe
you stay where the Bible's being taught, I'm not saying there ain’t
people out there that can confirm but if you listen to the goofy stuff
and all you do is sit around watching Facebook and watching
YouTube stuff you have an unhealthy addiction, got to get in the
Bible and read the Bible. They continued steadfastly in the Apostles
doctrine, fellowship and then breaking bread and prayers.
Verse 43, “and fear came upon every soul.” What does that mean?
They had reverence, the house of God was full of reverence, people
began to understand what the church function was and they had
respect for the things of God. I'm not talking about them down the
road necessary that go by and hiss and holler or whatever they do
when they see church folk and how they look at you when you go in
to eat on Sunday. I'm talking about the house people, the family of
God.
They became so full of reverence, that it spilled out into the
community and they said, there's something different about them.
“And fear came upon every soul and many wonders and signs were
done by the apostles and all that believe together,” watch this, “had
all things common.” They were common, they were in agreement,
they were in unity. Everybody had their needs met. It didn't mean
that they all have the same bottom line or the bank account, it just
meant they were all taken care of and when the glory, he takes care
of everybody.
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Verse 45, “they sold their possessions and goods and part of them
to all men as every man had need and they’re continuing daily with
one accord the temple and breaking bread from home the home or
house to house and then eat their meat with gladness and
singleness of heart praising God and having favor with all the people
and the Lord added to the church daily as such should be saved.”
And everyone rushed to the front and took as much as they needed
and each person had enough.
What a church that would be if we all became just equal in God, we
looked at each other equally, we didn't look at each other based on
careers and professions, we didn't look based on what you drove
into get here or what you're wearing or what your title is. Wouldn't it
be beautiful, if we were just equaled in faith? We all agreed on the
doctrines of the word of God and the tenets of faith and we didn't
have a bunch of goofiness going on the church trying to split things
up and mess your brain up.
After they went back to their seat, pieces of gold and silver… Let's
talk about that for a second.
What is gold? Gold represents divinity; here we are understanding
the Trinity now. We're teaching now… Gold represents divinity, it
also represents wisdom, it represents the splendor of God.
I don't know when I'm going to be able to get this out but little
Judah, he had a dream, I got to share this, I’ll share with the whole
body of Christ. It was powerful, it spoke about gold in his dream. I'm
telling you we're headed into the gory you all.
I’m worried about what's going to take place, I'm saddened what I
see is going to take place in the streets of America but I'm excited
about what's going to happen in the house of God because I've
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waited for this day, I've waited for the glory. Gold again represents
deity, represents the glory of God and silver represents redemption.
Again, this is symbolic, this is an understanding of a prophetic
dream. Can it be literal? Absolutely and I'm going to explain that in
just a minute but the understanding is that we're going to see his
presence…
Different sizes began to fall from the glory cloud. This is how I
know it's God because it came from the glory. You don't get the
glory until you sacrifice. You don't get the glory with a smoke
machine, you don't get the glory with a high-powered praise team
and a high-powered preacher backed by a media ministry, you get
the glory by sacrifice, by ripping open your hearts and saying, “God,
forgive me, I'm a sinner. God fill me with your grace and glory.
Jesus, I need you you're the breath of my life. Without you I'm lost.”
That's how you get the glory because it's a sacrificial heart that
brings the fire down of God, we've lost that in the church.
We try to make the pastor do a false irrigation of the glory and a
false manifestation of strange fire and say it's the glory. It's not
glory because the preacher can holler and be hype and all that stuff
that they do and turn up the speakers, the glory… You can just sit
here and be quiet and all of a sudden the glory come in and people
start getting healed and tears and God’s just speaking to them and
miracles take place and signs and wonders and vision, angelic
visitations, the glory just like out of a storm cloud comes all kinds
of manifestations of that storm.
There's hell, there's wind, there's rain, there's all kinds of thunders
and lightning. When the glory of God comes it manifests in tangible
presence of God and all of his manifold character is revealed. Aren't
you wanting that instead of some 6-foot icicle? I'm 5’11 and a half,
I'm trying to get there… Aren’t you tired of it? Aren't you tired of
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America of preachers coming in wasting your time every single
service? I am, I'm tired of boring services, I'm tired of people not
healed. When the glory comes, that all changes.
The congregation gave me the same look as if asking can we take
it? Again, I know that’s you. And I said, yes of course, take it, it’s
yours and everyone rushed to the front and took as much as they
needed, each person had enough.
I don't know if that’s registered in your head just yet but you’re
going to have enough, you better write this down on your
refrigerator, when all hell breaks loose, when gasoline is $10 a
gallon, I'm not prophesying, I'm just telling you, it could be any
amount - bread $10, the Bible says it's going to cost a day’s wage,
we know that and that's down the line but my point is this, you
better write that down, everybody had enough.
I'm telling you, everybody listening to the sound of my voice, you
better get where the glory is. You say, I don't have a home church
pastor, well you make your house a church home, you make it with
glory, you find an altar place, you take that old couch and you say,
right here God is where I want the glory to show up and I'll meet you
there every day. And say, come on down Holy Ghost, make it your
bed, whatever.
Check this out, each person had enough and after that gold and
silver coins began to fall from the glory cloud. Again, the glory of
God, the wisdom of God, the presence of God and the redemption
of God in coins.
I find that very interesting because coins to me mean something
that can be transported, it's carried with you. What does that mean
pastor? That means you're going to go out and preach the gospel of
Jesus Christ, you're going to lay hands on the sick, you're going to
have the redemptive power of God, you're going to have the wisdom
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of God, you're going to have the glory resting on you. You don't have
to call preacher… I'm going to be doing stuff, I got enough demons
to catch, I got enough stuff on my hands.
We're Gad, we're going to be going forward as a troop, we're going
to preach this thing and we all go to be ministers of the gospel. Did
I just ordain you, the Bible ordain you? He said you do the work of
an evangelist, you do the ministry of reconciliation, you do it
because I can't go where you go.
They probably won't let me in some of the places you'll hang out.
Amen. I can't go where you go, I don't know the language you know,
I don't know the folks you know, you got to go do it, we got to get
out of this codependency pastoral thing that we're so hooked up in
the church, it's like a day care system.
Ignited, you know me, I'll take this foot and I’ll put it somewhere else
and I’ll say go do it, you don’t got to wait on me, mother may I,
father may I, lay hands on them, declare them blessed of the Lord
but those listening to me on different platforms you’re going to take
this, this is going to be transported.
Could it mean also gold and silver coins? Absolutely it can. You
think that's impossible for God to produce something tangible in
the realm of the natural? Are you kidding me, have you never read
the Bible where he had a coin in a fish's mouth, he calls manna to
rain down, he brought water out of a rock, he had Marry put out
those jars of water and made it into wine. All those things that we
see in the Bible, guess what? You’re going to see it again.
Let me tell you something. God would never create a world where
faith is not needed. I've said that a thousand times in this church.
God would never create a world with faith is not needed for you,
you're going to have to learn how to live by faith. Forget your
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college education, forget all the stuff you did, you’re going to have
to learn how to live my faith.
The congregation gave me the same look as it was before, can we
take it? And I said yes of course, it's yours.
What I'm telling you is very powerful. Take it, it's yours. Take it, it's
yours. What the bible says about you, take it, it is yours. You don't
need nobody to authorize you, you’re authorized. There is no extra
faith for preacher guy, preacher gal. We have a measure of faith
and then we add to that measure of faith. We have a foundation of
revelation and we add to that revelation.
How do you get it? By the word, not somebody's new CD, DVD, I'm
not saying you can't have that to bless you but you know what I
mean, they thrown stuff out like a PEZ dispenser and you ain't no
better than you were before. You know what I'm talking about, “17
Steps to Faith”, you can’t even get past step one which is pray! Ain’t
that the truth, you spend all that money on plastic. After the gold
and silver coins, we spoke on that…
Finally, listen to this… Finally, in the dream, paper money, bills begin
the fall from the glory cloud, write this down, 20s, 50s and 100s…
Now listen to me, some people will shut me off right now because I
know how the internet world works and there's some basement
warriors down their keyboard and, “There he goes about money…” I
told you there's two sides of prophetic dreams, prophetic words,
there’s always an angle God has. The problem is you look at the
wrong angle and you get an attitude and you miss it. I don't care if
you miss it, that's up to you. I'm not talking to you, I'm talking to the
guy right now in the basement or whoever.
Listen 20s, 50s and 100s, I hear them right now, “What if they stop
the money?” We'll always have money, we’ll always have exchange,
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we’ll always have some way to do business. I understand the mark
of the beast and all that but understand we've got a time period
before that takes place.
Can it be literal? Yeah, it can be literal, it can be values of 20s and
values of 50s and values of 100s, it was not said that it was
American money necessarily so understand that first side of it.
The second side that you need to understand is numerology and
what that means, biblical numerology.
Number 1, 20 means to patiently wait, it means a time period of
trying and testing. Watch this. 20 in the bottle, trying and being
tested. It's perfect waiting, it's being approved for your wait. You go
look it up, I don’t have time to give you all the ins and outs about it
but you can find it in the word of God where 20 years was required
for this person to wait, 20 years was required for that person to
wait… I'm telling you, we've waited to this time period. The Father,
he said I wait until the precious harvest is ready and I'm telling you
he is ready for souls.
Understand the numerology of 50, the understanding of 50 in the
Bible is number one, Pentecost. 50 represents power, represents
jubilee. After 50 days Jesus ascended, after 50 days what, the day
of Pentecost came and the glory filled the place.
I'm telling you this all ain’t about the money. I can buy more with the
glory than I can with a gold bar because the glory can take me
where money could never take me.
You got to get that in your spirit, we’re going to learn how to be
weaned off of the system we’re on and learn how to walk by faith.
Please, I don't understand it all and I ain’t too appreciative that I'm
going to have to adjust my life because nobody likes change. If you
say yes, you're a liar. We don't change but we're going to have to
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learn how to deal with this and say, okay Abba, how do you want to
do this daddy God, and this may be a little down the road but we're
headed there. He's going to get us there so it represents Pentecost,
it represents the coming of the Holy Spirit.
We go from 50 to 100. What does that represent? That represents
double portion, double anointing. 50 times 2, double. God said what,
I'll give you double for your trouble.
Double for your trouble, all that we've been waiting on, all the stuff
that we've been going through as a church, all the conspiracies and
all the scandals and all the craziness at the record and ruin, losing
pastors and watching people fall and shooting stars and all these
things God says, you've waited long enough, I'm going to anoint the
true remnant Church with my glory.
You ain't seen the glory. What you’re watching on them programs,
that ain't the true glory, not what's coming. I appreciate what we've
seen but what's coming is way greater than what we've experienced
thus far.
Did you see that? The 20 and the 50 and the 100, they begin to fall
from where, the glory cloud. Remember… Go back to Haggai and
look at that. What happened? The glory came and then they
mentioned the gold and the silver. I don't run after money, money
runs after us because we run after the glory. That's all we want.
The congregation gave me the same look, “Can we take it?” Again
that represents the character of this house. I said yes, of course
take it! It’s yours! And everyone rushed to the front and took as
much as they needed. Can you finish the rest with me and each
person had enough… Each person, everybody connected to the
house, everybody connected to the glory cloud had enough.
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Another thing you need to understand about dreams and
understanding what money means in a dream prophetically, it
means authority. 20, 50 and a 100… What is that? Increase, we're
going to increase. We've waited for it, here's some glory, here's
some more glory and I'm just going to pour it out.
All the while pastor was standing on the stage a few inches away
from me but he never picked up anything. That's my character. I
would rather see you blessed and pastor Jennifer and I have
nothing, I would rather see you advance and see God do what he
wants to do in your life than for us to gather in things and hurt this
ministry.
That's not self-honor, I just know this is the word of the Lord
because I'm going to tell you, a lot of pastors are here just for the
money. We never came here for the money because there was no
money… We came here and stayed here because we had a promise
from God that he was going to raise up a mighty church and the
glory would fill the house. You know what? When the glory comes
so will the gold and the silver and the provision.
At the end of my worship service, the audible voice of the father
spoke to me and said, “I have placed three large pieces of diamonds
in your pocket. One in your right pocket, one in your left and one in
your back pocket.”
Three represents what? The Trinity, it represents resurrection, it
represents the fullness of God and each diamond weighed 3-5
pounds, sometimes in a dream it's hard to understand these things
but three is Trinity and five is grace so it's God's grace that's going
to do this.
They were oval in shape, clear, crystal clear, you could see right
through them. I'll tell you another reason why I know this is from
God because it talks about transparency and I love transparency. I
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love king David, I love the stories of King David because he was a
man after God's own heart and he was transparent and if we're ever
going to see the glory of God, we have to be transparent that means
he has to look right through us with our confession and our
repentance and say God, there's nothing that I'm holding back from
you. That's real worship and that's real repentance. I love that…
That's what the throne room looks like, if you go back and study the
book of Revelation like we did crystal that sea, that's crystal clear
before him. Why? Because he loves transparency. Very powerful
here…
He said place one of the diamonds in pastor’s hand and tell him,
this one is for him to pay the building off so he does not have to
worry about bills. I know that's the Holy Ghost, I know that's the
Holy Spirit. Come January, this lease is done and we've made a
verbal commitment to the owner of this property that we would buy
this building by January, by the end of our lease. We will pay cash,
we're going to pay cash, we're going to pay this thing off because
we're going to press into the glory.
I'm not going to press people, I'm going to press into the glory and I
must say daddy God, provide as you said that you would and make
away when there seems to be no way. All we need is a $135,000,
Abba, you could write that check right now. I probably wouldn't
cash it for a little while but people listening to the sound of my
voice, that ain’t nothing to you, that ain't nothing to write out a
check for a $135,000 which is multiple thousands of dollars less
than the commercial value of this place, we got a blessing sitting
right in front of us. I'm calling this out there for all the intercessors,
the people that love this ministry to pray about it and watch God do
a miracle.
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Something I haven't told the congregation in fullness because I've
been waiting for more verification but that building is available to us
the same, the same amount I'm talking about this entire area, this
entire 5 acres and 2 buildings right here, several hundred thousand
dollars off commercial market value. You don't hear that every day
but the point is, I can't have that until I pay this and we've already
talked me and the owner and I've looked at him and I said, sir we're
going to just trust in God.
Why did I say that? He said, place one of the diamonds in the
pastor’s hand and tell him this is one for him to pay off the building
so he does not have to worry about bills. I'm believing for that to
transpire. Why? So we can focus on the kingdom of God, we can
focus on what we need to do, so that we don't have anybody lording
over us but the Lord Himself.
That's confirmation right there. You know what I'm going to do? I’m
going to press in to the glory because that's what he said is coming
from, he didn't say Mr. and Mrs. big bucks, he didn't say this or that,
he said it’s going to come from the glory so somebody's got to
come out of the glory cloud, somebody's got to be glorified,
somebody's got to be full of God. That's here in my voice right now,
that's going to respond and obey. You can't take it with you and
they're going to take it eventually, we might as well secure the
kingdom of God, the vehicle that he gave us for the kingdom of God
called Ignited Church. So I don’t have to be focused on the bills.
So I called the pastor over and I did as father instructed me, the
pastor fell down, no I didn't… I’d probably hit my knees and just
shout, woohoo, run around the building, wouldn’t you?
Watch this now… Then he said this, then the Father told me to take
the second diamond and place it in his wife's hand.
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I mean, I know I'm liking this word real good now. I asked the pastor
where is your wife, this is how I know it’s God, she's in the back
room of the office, that's where you always find pastor Jennifer,
she's very rarely upfront.
She can, she’s got anointing, she has a message in her heart but
you always find her in the back doing something for you, spending
extra time at home, things you guys will never see but watch this,
so I asked pastor where’s your wife, she's in the back room of the
office and I told her, please bring her and I placed the second
diamond in her hand and told her, this was to pay their monthly
expenses so they don't have to worry about bills.
Somebody say, Amen… All I got is the house payment, that ain't
nothing for God. We live within our means, we watch what we do,
we live by faith and we let God take care of the rest. Anybody say
Amen to that…
She began to cry tears of joy and gave me a hug that was a
motherly hug and kissed me on the right cheek. I would say Amen,
that would be right too, that would be pastor Jennifer. You notice
how God blessed the church first, he took care of his people and
then he began to bless the leadership.
Then the Father told me, the third piece of diamond was for me. I
stepped off the stage and I woke up.
I find that last part just like the Father, that he would take care of
the man or the woman of God.
How does this apply to you that are listening to me? It applies this
way, that God is going to take care of everybody's needs in this
house, that God's going to take care of the entire church.
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I wrote this down, no matter the crisis or chaos that will be around
us, the Father will provide in every area for the true church, we will
preach this gospel to the farthest corners of the earth.
My last few minutes, I'm closing, if you'll notice there were four sets
or four times that money or gold or silver was mentioned. Do you
have that in your notes?
Four is the number of what? It is the number of the Gospels, it’s the
four corners of the Earth, it represents a kingdom dominion, it
represents the fourth dimension from which God dwells, it’s beyond
our dimension that we live in so he says, I'm going to provide for the
body of Christ, I'm going to make a way for the church, there will be
enough power, enough provision and enough presence of God for
these last days.
As I close go to Matthew 24 and I’ll give you my final statements.
I'm excited about what's coming up, aren't you ready for some good
news? I understand the severity of the hour but I also understand
the promises of God.
Matthew 24:14, “and this gospel,” the gospel of Jesus Christ, the
gospel of the kingdom, not the gospel of some man or some cult,
“this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the world for a
witness unto all nations and then shall the end come.”
It ain’t over November 8th, it isn't over if tragedy and crisis strike
before November 8th, it isn’t over November 9th, it isn't over in
January, it isn't over until we preach the gospel of Jesus Christ to
all the world and there is no way we're going to do it on the type of
church that exists right now in America.
We need a church that’s been purified, full of repentance, getting
the glory of God back in the house, back in the altar of God, back in
the people of God resting upon the ministries of Jesus Christ. We're
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going to see that, yes, dark days are coming, yes, chaos and crisis
is coming, yes, we're going to have disruption in our normal lives
and we will see this democracy vanish but this kingdom will never
end and this king will never step down from his throne.
“Heavenly Father I delivered the word that was given to us, bless
the servant of God, honor that servant. I do look forward to naming
and blessing the servant of God but I thank you Holy Spirit for
giving us this word, not only to Ignited but to the remnant, to those
that are out there listening to my voice you will be covered in this
last day, you will be provided but you have to get in the glory, you
have to get into the presence of God, you got to give it all to him.
Give it all, give him your secret sins and make it right tonight and let
God show up in your home and bless you. Father, we love you and
honor you and we thank you.”
To hear the audio sermon this message was transcribed from, go
to our website at www.ignitedchurchlife.com.
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Afterword

A Word of Encouragement to
the Prophetic Community...
I want to begin this open letter to each of you who has stood on the
wall during 2016. We have witnessed incredible change in our
nation and in our world. Bloodshed, natural disasters, wars and
rumors of wars. The list is too long and the heart of man is too
weak to contemplate the weight of sorrow and pain 2016 offered
us. Many words of warnings were released from the Father of the
potential chaos that awaited us at the end of the year. You were
faithful to stay true to what you saw. Some things did come to pass
while others were delayed or even denied through prayer and
unknown factors. I want to thank you for standing tall and being
faithful to your heavenly calling; even when many were persecuted
and railed for “missing” it and failure for delivering on a prophetic
word as though you had the power to perform it. But that is the
nature of ministry, regardless of your calling. If you are loved of all
men, be careful!
I want to encourage you as I have in the past not to back down from
your calling. Continue seeking the Father for His direction, while
fine tuning your perception and reception in the Spirit. Be solid in
your faith and relationship with the Father, ever increasing your love
and passion for the Word of God. Pursue Him and His Truth
regardless of the hatred the world and the Church releases towards
you. You are better than their bitter vile that they castigate you with.
The Great Cloud of Witnesses can testify that the road of a pioneer
and a servant is never paved with the praises of men!
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There are some who have criticized me to whom I could retaliate
with a fierce force of exposure and embarrassment but I refuse to
bow to the level of the accuser of the brethren. I would rather focus
my strength, time, and passion in reaching a damned world, lost
without Christ.
I would however like to give you my final thoughts on a word I was
given last year. The Father gave me a warning in March of 2016
about Hillary Clinton winning the election by default. By the way
there were scores of prophetic, political, journalistic leaders, and
the common man who thought (and prophesied) she would win.
To save me from writing a book, go to my website and listen to
America’s Last Breath for the details. The Father revealed that
Hillary and Trump would both be the candidates at a time when
they were not yet chosen by their respective parties. I had no way of
knowing this and quite frankly I wasn’t even following the campaign
process. Both were considered long shots to win their party’s
nomination, but they did. The Father also showed me Trump would
win the election and he did. He impressed upon my heart that this
“win” would be stolen from him, and we now know it wasn’t but
almost was. Never in our history of elections have we witnessed a
nail biting, bitter, murderous, scandal riddled election. Even up to
the Inauguration, those of us in the prophetic community (and the
world) where sitting on the edge of our seats praying everything
would be peaceful and no harm would come to President Trump,
thankfully our prayers prevailed.
I released this word as a submission to the prophetic community
for their prayerful review. It gained wide attention and was given
credence by EVERY prophetic voice that it was presented to,
whether by printed page or media platform. I was and I still am
extremely humbled by the experience. Not one denied the validity of
the word. Every one of us responded with the need to seriously pray
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this assignment and warning canceled. None of us wanted this
word to come to pass, because it carried with it a price tag that was
much too heavy of a price to pay. It meant our country was headed
straight into Babylonian captivity. I made every attempt to warn
America and the Church that was our destination. I was transparent
and honest with what I was told. Not an ounce of deception or vice
was in my heart. Those who follow my ministry know that is the
truth. I never wavered from this warning and the Father never told
me to change my message, even when I asked Him. Others flipflopped but I stayed the course, even to the last day.
I still will warn that judgment is coming just because it may seem
delayed does not mean it is denied! We may take a few back roads
to get there, but our course is set if we do not repent as a nation
and a Church. Regardless, these are your only days to get right
before God, tomorrow is promised to no man. I can tell you with
complete confidence that I would give the same warning, preach
the same messages, lift my voice just as loud, because I know this
message of “Hillary winning by default” was used as one of the
catalysts in her not getting elected, it brought unknown numbers of
Saints back to the Father, and caused fervent prayers from the
Remnant, including me and Ignited Church. It also caused many to
rise up, which I believe help changed the outcome. The outcome of
the election was different, but the destination reminds the same,
and I will leave that for another message!
I am so grateful to the multiplied thousands who supported us with
prayers and encouragement over the past year. To all of you who
call me your pastor, I am humbled to wear this honor within my
heart. I will strive to serve you with fresh bread and revelation from
Heaven. I will pursue the Father with greater passion and purpose
in 2017. Ignited Church will be praying for you, loving you, and
believing for household salvations for you. Whether you ever step
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foot inside our Church building or not, Ignited Church will always be
YOUR HOME CHURCH!
In conclusion, if I have hurt anyone by this word not coming to
complete fruition (which I hope all would be thankful it didn’t!) my
intentions were never to harm or cause confusion. We know in part
and we prophesy in part. We must continue in faith, being perfected
by His Amazing Grace!
To the Pharisaical and Sadducaical Sanhedrin’s of our day, as you
finish reading this letter, look down at your feet. There you will find
the stones that you have thrown and still desire to throw. But let me
warn you, if you continue with your vile hatred to these little ones of
whom the Father loves, those stones, will become your millstone
that will fit perfectly around your neck. (Matthew 18:6)
With much love and respect to the Remnant Church,
Benjamin Faircloth
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Audio/Video/Blog Updates
Please visit any of the following digital platforms for the weekly
update to this word:
www.IgnitedChurchLife.com
Youtube Channel: Ignited Church Lavonia
Android App: Ignited Church Lavonia (Google Play Store)
IPhone App: Ignited Church Lavonia (iTunes Store)
Z3News.com (search “Benjamin Faircloth” in the search bar)
WhyGodReallyExists.com (search “Benjamin Faircloth” in the
search bar)
The NOW Network: Ignited Life Now! broadcast is on at 4:00pm
every Sunday: http://www.thenownetwork.org/ and on ROKU
World Harvest Radio/Lesea Broadcasting Ignited Life Now! (China
Reach) airs every Sunday at 6:30 am in ANGEL 3 shortwave
antenna: http://lesea.com/streaming-audio/
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